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Introduction

This management module is one of four produced by the State Title I
Management Practices Study to provide information on various options that

states may use to manage their Chapter 1 programs. The four modules are

on the following topics:

Application Approval,

Monitoring,

Parent Involvement, and

Enforcement.

Each management module contains examples of materials produced by Title I
coordinators, their staff, or their districts as p.srt of their administra-

tion of the Title I program.

Chapter 1 of the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act replaces
Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. Under Chapter 1,

more management decisions are left to states. However, some states will
have fewer state administrative funds under Chapter 1 than they did under

Title I. These states may have to cut back on their members of staff,
which may mean that staff with specialized expertise--in monitoring or par-
ent involvement, for example--will be let go in favor of more "generalist"

types of staff. Because of this potential loss of Title I experience,
four management modules were developed to present a picture of some of the
more creative practices and approaches used In past administration of

Title I programs. While some of these requirements are not present in
Chapter 1 or not included to the same extent as they had under the 1973
Title I statute (Public Law 95-561), the results of the State Management
Practices Study indicate that most of the Title I coordinators reported
plans to continue activities in these areas under Chapter 1 (Bessey,
Brandt, Thompson, Harrison, Putman, fig Appleby, 1982). It is hoped that
the practices and examples included in these management modules can be
adopted or adapted by interested states at minimal cost, or that states
wishing to develop new practices may find some successful past examples
presented herein after which these new practices can be modeled.

Content of the Management Modules

Each module is organized into three sections:

a brief history of the management responsibility from Title I
to Chapter 1,

states' preliminary plans for operating under Chapter 1 as
collected by the State Management Practices Study through in-
depth telephone interviews with 49 Title / coordinators and
through follow-up interviews conducted onsite to a nationally
representative sample of 20 states, and
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examples of successful materials and practices used by
states under Title I.

Selection of the Examples for Inclusion in the Management Modules

As part of the State Management Practices Study, all state agencies
receiving Title I funds were asked to send AIR materials, documents, hand-
books, forms, applications, instructions, rules, checklists, and so.on that
they used in their administration of Title I programs. These materials

were supplemented with other materials collected by the U.S. Department of

Education, such as the Monitoring and Enforcement Plans, and specific
materials solicited by the study staff that surfaced during the telephone
interviews or the onsite visits.

All of the materials and examples included in these modules are note-
worthy--they were selected from thousands of documents collected from
states. In some cases, the choices were difficult, since several states
had similar materials that were all considered to be exemplary. The final

'materials were selected on the basis of:

their interesting or unusual content,

their interesting or unusual format,

ease of rroduction, and

a de'sire to present a variety of techniques and materials.

It is important to emphasize, however, that some very successful practices

or materials from states may have been overlooked--either because they were
not submitted to AIR as part of the study's initial requests for materials

or because an attempt was made to select materials from the largest number

of states possible to ensure greater variety.

Use of the Management Modules

It is intended that the materials and examples included in each
module will stimulate state Chapter 1 staffs to generate new and creative
ideas for successful management of their Chapter 1 programs. Some of the
examples are presented in their entirety for ease in xeroxing if desired.
Other examples are merely illustrative of a particular point or practice.
In any case, states are encouraged to contact the Chapter 1 offices in
state agencies that developed the materials to request more information.
A list of the addresses for each of the states for which examples are
included in the modules is presented as Appendix A for informational
purposes.

2



I. The History of Application Approval:

ESEA Title I to ECIA Chapter 1

Background

SEAs have played a critical role in ensuring the federal Department

of Education (ED) and the public that Title I funds appropriated by the

federal government would _e utilized by local projects in accordance with

the intent and the terms of the law. The LEA application is the vehicle

by which SEAs may fulfill this responsibility. The SEAs, in closer

contact with districts than ED, were vested with the responsibilities of

approving local project applications, as well as assisting and monitoring

projects. With this arrangement, the federal government received assur-

ance of state and local program compliance from the SEAs by way of the

state plans, and the SEAs received assurance of local compliance fr m LEAs

by way of the LEA applications. WhIle it was left to each SEA to deter-

mine the contents of its LEA application, the state had to request enough

information from the LEA in order to --..omply with its own assurance to ED

of LEA compliance.

In practice, the LEA application serves a variety of other func-

tions. It may be used as a planning document for LEAs. In the cdurse of

completing the application, local project staff must make many decisions

regarding future program operation and expenditure of federal funds. In

preparing a description of project activities, LEAs provide SEAs with an

overview of the program dedign. In addition, when completed, the applica-

tion provides a measuring post against which projects may examine them-

selves in terms of progress in accomplishment of objectives, completion of

activities, and conduct of actual 2rojects in acCordance with planned

projects.

For SEAs, the LEA application is an extremely valuable document.

During the process of SEA approval of applications, state staff may assist

or participate in LEA planning activities. This early contact facilitates

LEA-SEA relations, which are critical to the operation of this program and

to the success of future SEA activities in the district. Often this

contact provides SEAs with an opportunity to oversee the quality of the

program design and provide technical assistance to improve planned local

services to eligible participant students.

In addition, the LEA application is a major ingredient of the SEA

enforcement system. In approving applications, the state assumes respon-

sibility for reviewing the planned project for compliance with applicable

requirements prior t the expenditure of federal funds. Once approved,

the application serves as an agreement between the SEA and the LEA that

the project will be Conducted as specified and approved, and therefore

federal funds will be spent legally. The application may later be used

during monitoring and auditing visits by the SEA in order to check that

the LEA has implemented the project as approved. As such, the approved

LEA application has been viewed as a legally significant document, not

unlike a contract or an agreement, the breach of which places the SEA in

the position of enforcing coMpliance on the part of the LEA, through delay
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or withholding of future application approval, or otber enforcement

sanctions (Gaffney, Thomas, & Silverstein, 1977).

The LEA may also rely, to some extent, upon the approved application

as a form of protection from gross violations that might otherwise be'

noted through costly audit exceptions. In other words, when a project is

conducted in conformance to the approved application, an LEA should feel

assured that the project is substantially in compliance with applicable

requirements. As evidenced by SEA negotiation and revisions to LEA

applications, the SEA approval process has made tremendous contributions

to the level of compliance among operational TitleI projects.

Title I Legislation

The legislative language related to SEA approval of LEA applications

has not changed dramatically since 1965. In order to award funds to an

LEA under P.L. 89-10, the state had to receive, review, and approve a

current LEA application that described activities to be conducted with

federal funds. In approval, the SEA had to determine that the planned LEX .

project was in compliance with applicable requirements. The application

was to cover one year of program operation. Prior to application dis-

approval, the SEA had to afford the-LEA opportunity for a hearing.

Section 164 of the 1978 legislation expanded the state role in ,

application approval by specifying an interrelationship between this

responsibility and other state responsibilities. This provision required

that, prior to apProval of an application, the SEA review.relevant reports

from ED program reviews, monitoring, federal and state audits, evaluation,

and complaints of non-compliance. Thus, the LEA application became a

focal point for program administration.

The expanded state role in application approval stemmed, in part,

from a history of problems with states' approval of applications. Since

states design their own application forms and,procedures, it has been

observed that the extent to which applications mdet various legal require-

ments varied. As noted by the House Committee on Eduction and Labor,

some states' application forms requested only limited

information from local school districts and may result in

these states approving programs that do not meet all

requirements.
,

(House Committee on Education and
Labor, 1978, Report 95-1137, p. 41)

While the requirements relating to the SEAs' responsibility for

approval of LEA applications underwent only minor changes between 1965 and

1978, the number of LEA assurances and requirements was increased and

expanded over the years. For example, the 1974 Title I legislation in

Section 141(a) presented LEA requirements that had to be met in order that

the SEA approve an LEA application. These provisions pertained to:

4



-- Funds Allocation

maintenance of effort
excess costs
supplement, not supplant

comparability

-- Targeting and Eligibility

designating school attendance areas
private school participation

-- Program Design and Implementation

purpose of ptogram and,program design

needs assessment (implied)
planning
sufficient size, scope, asld quality

information dissemination
training of education aides and professionals

coatrol of funds and property

construction
jointly operated programs
accountability (reporting, recordkeepiag, and access to

information)
individualized plans (encouraged)

-- Evaluation

-- Parent Participation

parent involvement
parent advisory councils

Several of the above requirements were combined 4;1), a fe4 -,ery brief

provisions in the 1974 law. The 1978 Title I legisle:!on exx/lded on all

of the above requirements, and added the following:

children to be served,

schoolwide projectr,

expenditures related to ranking project areas and schools,

teacher and school board participation;

complaint resolution,

noninstructional duties, and

sustaining gains (evaluation).

The addition of the above requirements resulted in an increase iu the

length and detail of the law. However, the intention was to provide the
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SEAs and L&s with clearer, mo'ce precise guidance to address areas of

program need absent from previous legislation, and, in many cases, to

increase flexibility of program management (House Committee on Education

and Labor, 1978).

As the number of LEA requirements expanded, so could the length,

complexity and burdensome nature ofthe LEA application. However, in

recognition of concerns among Title I program managers of excessive

paperwork burdens and the new demands placed on LEAs by the 1978 law,

Congress added a provision of flexibiliey permitting the use of a three

year LEA application cycle, with annual updates or amendments representing

olr:Ly program changes. This meant that the LEAs wo-Lld need to complete

lengthy and detailed Title I applications only once every three years,

and, during the subsequent two years, they had to submit only brief

documentation of budgetary information and descriptions of any program

changes that might result, for example, from incorporation of evaluation

or.needs assessment findings, or changes in the population served.

The proposed regulations for the 1973 Title I Amendments that were to

provide additional guidance on program implementation were published in

1979.1 By way of Congressional resolution, the issuance of final

pr?.gram regulatioas was delayed for a number of reasons; chief among them

a2re conplaints that the draft ,aas "confusing, misleading, incomplete, and

in some respects incorrect," that it could not be "understood without

reference to at least five other documents," and that it was lacking in

required "standards" and examples) which explain the manner in which the

relulations operate (Committee on Education and Labor, 1979, p. 2).

Between 1978 when Title I was amended and 1981 when final regulations

were issued, SEAs and LEAs relied upon the language of P.L. 95-561,

guidance or ideas they could obtain from ED or infer from the proposed

regulations, and other binding requirements, such as the General Education

Provisions Act (GEPA) and regulations, and the Education Department

General Administrative Regulations (EDGAR). The Policy Manual, which was

to provide states with sample applicati,:m formats and supporting mater

ials, was never published. Each of the ayallable documents is reviewed

briefly below.

Section 121 of P.L. 95-561 'specifically required tlat the applicatfon

be consistent with assurances referenced in Section 436. of.GEPA, relating

to LEA applicaLions. GEPA required applications to asaure that:

1 The regulations that provided additional information and guidance on

tne evaluation of Title I programs were published separately from the

program regulations. The final evaluation regulations were published .on

12 October 1979.
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projects are administered in accordance with applicable

requirements;

control of funds and property remain in the public agency;

appropriate fiscal control and fund accounting proCedures'he

employed;

the applicant agencies maintain accountability, including

reporting, recordkeeping and access to'information;./

teachers, parents, and interested parties be given oppor-.

tunity to assist in program planning;

the public have access to project applications and inin*rts;

necessary construction be consistent with the State Plan,

take ardatectural excellence into consideration and be

handfcapped-accessible; Ind

the project have procedures for providing information to

project staff regarding research and demonstrations, and

have procedures for adopting promising practices.

In 1975, the GEPA regulations (General Provisions for Office,of

Education Programs Regulations) contained provisions relating to (1) sub-

grantee (LEA) recordkeeping, (2) allowable costs, (3) property management,_

(4) payment methods to subgrantees (LEAs), (5) financial management

systems, (6) accountability of funds, and (7) applicability of,other

requirements.

In 1980, the federal Education-Division published final revised GEPA

regulations entitled Education Division General Administrative Regulations

(subsequently renamed Education Department General Administrative Regula-

tions as a'result of tlfe Department Of Education Organization Act).

Sections 100b.3.00 through 100b.305 relate to the LEA genaral application

submittedafor subgrants'under state administered programs. Thdse regu1a7,_

tions include assurances to be made in the application, SEA notice to ete,

of award, joint LEA applications, public access to the application, and

amendments to the application. Section 100b.400 contains regulations on

SEA review, approval and disapproval of LEA apPlications. Section

1008.401 provides detailed regulations on application disapproval and

oppOrtunity for LEA hearing.

In 1981,:the final Title I regulations were issued. They had clari-

fied the previous draft, incorporated the other airlicable requirements

referenced in the draft, and provided standards and examples f6x certain

resPonsibilities. The response vb'the final regulations on the part of'

the program peopla, who had requested the changes was not positive:

.,. state and local education agencies pleaded for self-contained

regulations: When they got the regs, they pointed with horror to

how.long and burdensome they were. (Robinson, 1982, p. 4)



The 1981 final Title I Regulations were lengthy and quite detailed,

providing substantial guidance for implementation of the 1978 legisla-

tion. Several provisions are relevant to application approval.

Sections 200.110 through 200.113 relate to SEA approval of LEA

applications. These regulations specify standards for approval, factors

to be considered in approval, effective date of approved application,

procedures related to opportunity for a hearing on application disapproval

and appeal to ED, and contents of amendments and updates to the applica-

tion. While many of the regulations echo the language of the statute,

considerable eraboration for implementation is provided. In addition,

regulations on amendments to the application stipulate that annual updates

contain, at a minimum, asurances on maintenance of fiscal effort, amount

of carryover funds and fdAds requested; and a budget of expenditures of

Title I funds. It further discusses applitation amendments necessary to

document specific program changes.

The greatest expansion of the 1981 regulatiOns relevant here was LEA

tequirements. For every LEA-requirement of the statute, lengthy and

detailed guidance was incorporated in the regulations, purportedly to

increase administrative flexibility and provide sufficient implementation

examples. Many of these are discussed briefly in Part III of this module.

uaapter 1 Legislation

Title I projects operated under the 1973 statute and 1931 regulations

for only a brief time when, as a result of change in federal administra-

tion and administrative priorities, the Education Consolidation and

Improvement Act of 1981 was, passed.

ECIA Chapter 1 contains substantially fewer requirements relating to

LEA application approval, all in Set.'tion 556. It requires LEAs to have on

file in the SEA an approved applicatl.on, covering not more than three

years, and describing the local program. The SEA may approve applications

when satisfactorily assured that the LCA will keep records relevant to

fiscal audit and evaluation and provide access by the SEA. Certain local

requirements must also be met:

targeting attendance areas;

conduct of needs assessment;

identification of children to be served;

design of projects of sufficient size, scope and quality;

consultation with parents and teachers;

conduct of evaluation and sustained-effects studies; and

participation of private school children.



In designing LEA applications, which provide satisfactory assurance

,

of compliance with these requirements, the SEA has considerable flexibil-

ity in determining the amount of information it requires. ECIA applica-

tions)available at the time of this publication are reviewed later in the

module, particular attention to this issue of amount of information

required for SEA assurance of LEA compliance.

In April 1982, ED released Nonregulatory Guidance for ECIA, a docu-

ment that provides assistance regarding state and local program reguire-

ments.

On 29 July 1982, ED published the regulations for ECIA Chapter 1. In

Sections 200.12 through 200.14, the regulations reiterate and expand the

requirements of law regarding LEA applications and SEA approval. The

primary addition made is a requirement that LEAs submit annual updates
showing (1) that the fiscal effort was maintained, (2) presenting a budget

for the upcoming project year, and (3) documenting and,substantiating
changes in the number and needs of children to be served or services to be

provided. Regulations relevant to individual LEA requirements are dis-

cussed in Part III of this module.

These regulations provide guidance to SEAs as they develop their

Chapter 1 management systems and their Chapter 1 applications.



II. States' Preliminary Plans Regarding Chapter 1

Application Approval Activities

As states plan their Chapter 1 management, coordinators are looking

to each other for further information regarding SEA responsibilities,

clarification of unresolved issues, and creative ideas for implementation.

States have asked members of the State Management Practices Study to

report information on other states' plans.

The study addressed the area of SEA approval of LEA applications

under ESEA Title I. State Title I coordinators indicated in telephone

interviews what application approval activities they:would continue if

none were specifically requited by law. These data may provide states

with ideas for alternative practices as well as indicating the extent of

commonality of various attitudes toward SEA approval of applications. /

In addition, the study collected data onsite from 20 state Title I

coordinators re3arding their plans for operation under Chapter 1. qhile

these data are based upon only preliminary planning, they reflect the

direction of management chosen by this sample of states as of the date of

the interview. All interviews were conducted between September 1981 aad

Nay 1932.

States were asked whether they would include application approval in

their program management if no or minimal legal requirements existed.

Since the provisions of Chapter I were not in existence at the time of the

early interviews, the answers to this question were purely speculative.

As part of the interviews that were conducted'onsite with a representative

sample of 20 states, statelevel personnel were queried specifically about

their continuation plans under Chapter 1. By this time, the Chapter 1

requirements were a little better understood, and state coordinators were

beginning to make plans as to what aspects of their Title I practices

would or would not be included as part of Chapter 1 management.

The discussion on continuation plans is presented in two parts. The

speculative answers provided by the 49 Title I coordinators during the

telephone interviews are summarized first, followed by information

obtained from the 20 state Title I coordinators in response to specific

probes about their Chapter 1 application approval plans.

The answers of the coordinators to the theoretical question, whether

they would continue to include application approval if it were not

expressly required by law, are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1

Application Approval Continuation Plans

Plan
Number of States

Don't know 2

lot continue
1

Continuation (plans unspecified) 3

Similar to current practice 24

- Request the same amount of information

as is currently being requested 19

Request more than assurances
4

- Request information on targeting 3

- Request information to ensure
supplemental nature of program 7

- Request fiscal information
7

- Request information on program design 7

Request information on needs assessment 7

- Request information on evaluation plans 4

- Require maintenance of effort 1

Modified practices 15

- Rely more on assurances .

7

- R.-9.1ax rules to add more flexibility 6

- Include nonpoverty children
2

.- Balance accountability and paperwork 1

Different practices 4

- Delete comparability
2

- Delete PACs
2

- Delete all'parent involvement
1

- Delete maintenance of effort 1

- Include LEAs in decision process 3

No application per se--only a

list of assurances
1

- Make general aid
1

From the table it is apparent that all but three coordinators defin-

itely would plan to continue application approval. Continuation for 24 of

the states is expected to take the same form as at present, while 19

indicated they would change some feature of their current practice.
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The two coordinators who indicated that they were uncertain of their

continuatioa plans also indicated that whatever continuation plans were

made would depend upon the wishes of their Chief State School Officers or

other state-level policymakers.

The four states that would change their current practices, in gen-

eral, favored involving LEAs more directly. With respect to state demo-

graphics, these states differed from the remaining two groups in the

configuration of percent state end percent local funds. The states that

would do application approval differently had a significantly higher

percentage local funds than each of the other two groups and a signifi=-

cantly lower percentage of state funds than the two remaining groups.

During subsequently conducted onsite interviews to a sample of 20

states, the Title I coordinators were probed about their plans for approv-

ing applications under Chapter 1. Since application approval is a re-

quired activity, the questions probed what changes to their management

they might anticipate making, and what problems they might anticipate in

carryin3 out their application approval activities.

Assurances, while certainly easier for states to process, generated

much discussion from the coordinators. One point of view was that the

states would receive pressure frdm their districts, or possibly other

state decisionmakers, to collect assurances. The other point of view,

expressed vehemently by one coordinator, was "I need more than a bunch of

checklists. liow caa I be assured that my locals are really in compliance

if all I get are lots of "yesses" and "noes?"

Most states in the sample of 20 states indicated they wanted to

simplify their application forms or the approval process in some way to

reduce their paperwork and to make it easier for their districts to

complete the application. Other than relying on assurances, shortening

the application form to include collection of hard data on only the few

items required by law was frequently mentioned. One creative solution,

proposed by one Title I coordinator early in the planning process, consis-

ted of staggering the submission times for various portions of the appli-

cation. In this way, both districts and states (with limited budgets and

staff) could spread out the processing and the paperwork more evenly over

a longer time period.

Several states in the sample with state compensatory education

programs planned to continue a joint application with Chapter 1 and their

state compensatory program. Previously the state mandates for their state

compensatory education program matched those for Title I, which facilita-

ted a joint application effort. One problem that was expressed by one of

these states concerned the fact that the lesser Chapter 1 requirements

were now at odds with their state mandates (e.g., parent councils)--a

problem that was not resolved at the time of the interview.

In addition to the problems noted above, two other major application

approval problems were anticipated. First, extremely active (and gener-

ally large) LEAs may apply pressure on states not to include any items not

required by law in their applications. Without the perceived enforcement

13



sanctions discus$ed in the last chapter, coordinators expressed uncer-

tainty in their/rights to continue with an application identical in size

and detail tnthe one used for Title I. Second, with fewer staff to

approve applications, state coordinators may be forced to consider ways of

shortening their applications, through use of assurances for example, even

though they do not feel they are valid indications of compliance.

LEA applications will continue to be approved by all SEAs, because

.the activity is mandated by Chapter 1. Section III of this module pre-

sents portions from Title I applications states used, followed by a sample

of those Chapter 1 LEA applications provided by states to the Study.

14



III. Exam les of Application Approval Practices and Materials

This section of the module pre'sents excerpts from Title I LEA appli-

cations used between 1978 and 1981, followed by a sample of Chapter 1

applications.

Title I Applications

The following pages present examples of methods and formats used by

states to document individual project information in the Title'I LEA

application. In reviewing documents, the State Management Practices Study

developed a system tnidentify LEA applications containing enough requests

for information to demonstrate LEA compliance with each of 21 specific

requirements:

Funds Allocation

maintenance of effort
excess costs
comparability

Targeting and Eligibility

- using low-income measures for identifying school

attendance areas
serving high-ranked eligible school:.
serving students in greatest need first

private school participation

Program Design and Implementation

program description
designed to meet the special needs of educationally

deprived students
specifically determine childrens' needs for program

design
coordination with other programs
teacher and school board participation
training aides with teachers

written complaint resolution procedures

Evaluation

evaluation of effectiveness in meeting special needs

measure of sustained effects

use of evaluation for program improvement

Parent Involvement

parent participation
district advisory council
school advisory council
advisory council responsibilities

15



While this is not an exhaustive list of LEA requirements, the Study

opted to review requirements that were commonly represented in LEA appli-

cations, were easily identifiable, and were relatively straightforward to

examine. While the provisions of statute related to the areas listed

above do not necessarily require that each be represented in states' LEA

applications, Section 121 of P.L. 95-561 references SEA responsibility to

insure that the requirements of the relevant provisions are met:

An application or amendment thereto shall be approved

by the state educational agency upon its determination

that the application provides for the use of such funds

in a manner which meets the requirements of this subpart.

The areas reviewed by the Study are all contained in provisions of

P.L. 95-561, Subpart 3 - Program Requirements and Applications.

The Study worked with all of the LEA application-related documents

that were provided by the states. Each state's LEA application documents

were reviewed independently, and received ratings based upon the amount of

information requested in the application documents. Presented' in this

module are examples of methods states used to collect an adequate amount

of information in order to determine completely project activities and

their compliance with those requirements. The examples for each LEA

requirement are preceded by a brief discussion of the requirement in the

1978 law, the changes in the 1981 law and the criteria used by reviewers.

Application examples were selected for the following reasons:

comprehensiveness of information request,

brevity,

clarity of wording,

attractiveness or uniqueness of graphic presentation, or

richness of supplementary information collected or

uniqueness of data set.

These examples do not represent the only methods states used, nor should

they be considered the norm for all LEA applications in the future. They

should simply be viewed as a collection of varied formats and wordings for

collecting Title I information. This collection may serve as a resource

for states that plan to revise their applications as a result of new

Chapter 1 requirements and that want to continue to request information

related to any of the 21 areas listed above. Since ECIA has changed

requirements that appeared in states' Title I applications, state coordi-

nators should exercise their own discretion in determining portions of the

examples presented that are applicable to Chapter 1 programs.

The Study staff is well aware of the fact that the LEA application may

not be the only legally significant document used by the states to carry

out their oversight and enforcement responsibilities. For example, data

16



on comparability requirements were often "absent" from application docu-

ments because other contractual documents were used by SEAs. In addition,

the Study was able to review only those LEA application-related documents

provided by states; these included three-year forms, annual updates or

amendment forms, and application instructions. Not all of these were

available from every state. As a result of these recognized limitations,

the state applications represented in the examples presented here may not

represent the total number of states who collected a sufficient amount of

information on each LEA requirement. The examples represent only those

states' LEA applications that were provided to the Study, that were

reviewed by Study staff, and that requested enough information to deter-

mine LEA compliance.

All Title I coordinators submitted application materials for review

by the State Management Practices Study, and we would like to acknowledge

their contribution to our efforts and to this document.

Alabama
Montana

Alaska Nebraska

Arizona Nevada

Arkansas
New Hampshire

California
New Jersey

Colorado
New Mexico

Connecticut
New York

Delaware
North Carolina

Florida
North Dakota

Georgia Ohio

Hawaii Oklahoma

Idaho
Oregon

Illinois Pennsylvania

Indiana Rhode Island

Iowa
South Carolina

Kansas South Dakota

Kentucky Tennessee

Louisiana Texas

Maine Utah

Maryland Vermont

Massachusetts Virginia

Michigan Washington

Minnesota West Virginia

Mississippi Wisconsin

Missouri Wyoming
District of Columbia

The following exhibits were selected from the.application materials

submitted by these states.
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FUNDS ALLOCATION

)
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Funds Allocation

Maintenance of Fffort

P.L. 95-561. Section 126(a) of P.L. 95-561 required that the.LEAs'

"combined fiscal effort per student or the aggregate expenditures--of that

agency and the state with respect to the provision of free public education

by that agency (LEA] for the preceding fiscal year was not less than such

combined fiscal effort...for that purpose for the second preceding fiscal

year." The statute also discussed waivers of the requirement that may be

granted by ED.

Section 201.110 of the 1981 regulations merely referenced Sec-

tion 126(a) of the law.

ECIA of 1981. Section 558(a) of Chapter 1 requires that the LEAs'

"combined fiscal effort per student or the aggregate expenditures of that

agency And the state with respect to provision of free public education by

that agency for the preceding fiscal year was not less than 90 per centum -

of such combined fiscal effort or aggregate expenditures for the second

preceding year." The new law also contains the requirements of a reduc-

tion Of Chapter 1 allocation in the exact proportion to ahich the LEA

fails to meet "the maintenance of 90% effort mandate, and waivers that may

be granted by the SEA in cases of "exceptional or uncontrollable circum-

stance...or a precipitous and unforeseen decline in financial resources."

Section 200.60 of the regulations expand upon and provide examples of

the meaning of preceding fiscal year, consequences of failure to maintain

effort, and conditions and procedures for application for waiver.

The Draft Chapter 1 Handbook provides extensive guidance regarding

expenditures to be considered in calculations, reduction of current

allocation as a result of failure to maintain effort, effect of failure to

maintain effort on the base to be used in subsequent years, standards for

granting a waiver, effect of a waiver on a LEA's current Chapter 1 alloca-

tion, and effect of a waiver on the base to be used in subsequent years.

The Handbook is an important resource for consideration of the maintenance

of effort requirements.

Review criteria. Using the language of P.L. 95-561 as a guide, an

LEA application was considered sufficient on this item if it either

requested amount of district expenditures for past two years of state and

local funds in the aggregate or per pupil or was to be completed on the

application by the SEA.

Examples. Forty-two state applications were rated sufficient in this

area. On all of these applications, a fill-in-the-blank format was used.

Thirty five states asked that the LEA provide the information, with

varying amounts of data being requested by different states (see Exhi-

bits 1, 2, and 3). Most states used an item identical to Exhibit 3.
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Exhibit 2
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Exhibit 3

I. MAINTENANCE OF FISCAL EFFORT AVERAGE PER PUPIL EXPENDITURE FROM

NONFEDERAL FUNDS

A. For FY Ending June 30, 19

B. For FY Ending June 30, 19 $

On six applica.Aons, a similar item was included but LEAs were instructed

that the SEA would insert the required information. Exhibit 4 is an

example of this format.

Exhibit 4

MAINTENANCE OF FISCAL EFFORT (To be completed by State Educational Ngency)

FOR FY ENDING JUNE 30,'
For FY ENDING JUNE 30,

22
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In addition, one state used an application on which both LEA and SEA were

to provide fiscal information (see Exhibit 5).

Exhibit 5

MAINTENANCE OF LOCAL AND STATE FISCAL EFFORT

(This Section to be Completed by Authorized Representative) .

l

Budget for the 1960-8l School Year Estimated Average Daily Attendance for the
196011 School Year

Estimated Average Per Pupil Expenditure for
the 1960431 School Year

(Thy Section to be Completed byAuthorized Representative)
Expenditures for the 1979-60 School Year Average Daily Attendance for the l97910

School Year
1 Average Per Pupil Expenditure for the 1979-90
I School Year

.1 (This Section to be Completed by State Department of Elementary and Secondary Education)

1

Expenditures for the l978-7n School Year Average Daily Attendance ior the 1978-79
School Year

Average Pet Pupil Expenditure for the 19-8-79
School Thar

(This Section to be Completed by State Departmerit of Elementary and Secondary Education)
.

,.

i

i

i4

Expenditureri tor the 1977-78 School Year Average Daily Attendance tor the 1977-78
School Year

i

1

verage Per Pupil Expenditure for the 19-778
School Year....._1,

.
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Excess Costs

P.L. 95-561. Sec'tion 126(b)"of P.L. 95-561 required that LEAs use

funds "only for the excess costs.Of provams and projects" referred to

under the Title I Statute.,..*esS'costs.meant "costs directly attribut-

able to programs and proje6t's which exceed the average per pupil expendi-

ture" of the LEA "for pupils in the grade or grades included,in such

programs or projects."

Section 201.111' of the l9133regulations referenced the language in

Section 126(b).of the statute. _Section 200.00 described the basic stan-

dard and meaning of excess costs,,and.provided extensive descriptions,

illustrations, an& examples of method's of, providing instructional and

non-instructional services that deMonstrate excess costs principles,

including in-class, limited
pull=out,'Yextended, pull-out, add on, and

replacement project formats.

ECIA of 1981. Chapter 1 of ECIA 'makes no reference to excess costs

require:aents. It is important to note, however, that Chapter 1 retains a

related Title I provision in Section 75(b) Supplement not Supplant.

The Draft Chapter 1 Handbook provides extensive guidance on implemen-

tation of supplement not supplant reguinements which Incorporate the

examples of methods of meeting excesS tosts principles cited in the 19SI.

Title I regulations. It is important to consult the Handbook for guidance

on compliance ift this area.

Review criteria. Using the language Of P.L. 95-551 as a guide, an

LEA application was considered sufficient if it either requested the

number of Title I students and the numbers of full-time equivalent Title I

staff, or requested the average per pupil expenditure of Title I funds,.

Examples. Thirty-one applications collected sufficient information

to satisfy the first criterion: number of Title I students and FTE

staff. In nine'cases all necessary information was collected on one chart

(see Exhibit 6) and, in twenty-two cases, student and teacher figures were

collected on two charts.(see Exhibits 7A, 7B, 8A, and 3B).
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Exhibit 6

PROJECT SUMMARY - Concentration of Services

A. Reaular Term

Concentration Criteria
r

READING MATH

I. Number of Participants
2, FTE InstructionA_Staff
3. Pupil-Staff Ratio
4. Instructional Ratio
5. Hours of Instruction

a. Per Week
. NH III

B. Summer Term

L Number of Participants
1 FTE Staff
3. Pupil-Staff Ratio -

4. Instructional Ratio
1 jigjzs..c.u.a.yxrjjau.



Exhibit 7A

P ART!C1PAN TS (Lntsuplicaged cowl) ,r1Clud In Item A ail children wsperetwal te pertscipete in this prefect. II same children .rn will perricipste ete

t at-moiled in insritutionel inctue ?hese children as either ;mimic or viva,. school children according id the admonistristive contr.) el the inatitution

I and ;mere supplement (Section IIA Children in Institutions for Neglected et Delinquent Children!.

UNDUPLICATED COUNT
Vatic If Title I activetis cover seth regular and summat tlIffas, salmons Item 12, shown bele., should he ;mei...fee t cover itect scampi term.

CHECX ONE TO IDENTIFY THE SCHOOL TERM RING REPORTED ON: A REGULAR SCHOOL TERM I SUMMER TERM ONLY

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF PARTICIPATING CHILDREN BY GRADE LEVEL AND rrPe OF SCHOOL

GRADE LEVEL MUNGER ENROLLED IN
RUILIC SCHOOLS

leUNISER ENROLLED IN
PRIVATE SCNOOLS

_

TOTAL
(Col. 2

11) 12) (3) (4)

I Pre.Kindergerten

2 Kineergarton .

, 3 : Grade 1

4 i arse. 2

5 Groff. 3

t6 Creel. A

1 7 Grade 5 i

1

1 9 Grads 6
.

it 1 Creels 7

110 Grade I

I

111 Grade 1

1

12 Goode 10
t ,

I

13 Gracie 11 ,

14 Geed. 12 ,

15 ; TOTAL (Swe oi 1 tbrousis 14): , m--

.1
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Exhibit 7B

PROJECT STAFF

STAW ACTIVTIILS STA*/ ASSIONNINTS AMC eST114ATTO SALAAMS
INCLucco IN T1TLS I muzGyr

NumseR OP OT14(111
:TAFF ASSIONNIENTS
UNOIC74 TNIS PROJICCI.

Not included in
richer alasito

CLASSIFICATION OF ASSIGNANCNTS

ESTIMTED NAMUR
ON NESULAN ritirm

cvnta. rico NUMCM
PON nommen 7101,4

TOT Ai.
I At. Ant CZ

TOT A6 I UTZ' T T A t.

I II 121 tsl ft tas IV 111$ t71

eacner(s)PreKindar4arten

v Teachet12)-214ALUMAU_________
2 Teachu/g2=1;eme ctar7

.

....

4 Teat:hikes Secola a

s Teacher Aides)
4' Supervisor...Ca/

r O'rector and .---- ,

s' CoLmselorCs)
. 9. psycholoseist(s)

2L2.222519251Srist(0
11 Social Worker(s)
12! ACtaladalleo Worksw(m

I
I

13 NtirSeS1
141 plivert ary(it) 1

.

.11_2ear..12:43.)
16' Clerk(*) ...... --.
17! ""

r
t

I

"

i

1

I

4

le
TOTAL NWASER CP AssiGNNENTs. PTE. Arlo
SALARIES ;Saw ni hnes I enna 2!)

i ...
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Appl k. ant Agency

PAR 1 IC IPAN 1S (Unduplicated Count)

School I erm Being Reported (check one): Reoular School T erm

NOTE: If Title I activities cover both regular arut summer terms,
submit a separate page to cover each school term.

Summer 1 erm Only

Include below all children expected to participate in this project . II some children who will participate are enrolled in
institntional sc hoots, include these childrenas either public or non-public school children according to the administrative
control of the institution and prepare supplement.

Grade I evel

Estimated Number Of
Part icipating Chi ldren
Who Are Enrolled In
Public Schools

Estimated Number Of
Participating Children
Who Are Enrolled In .

Non-Public Schools

E stimated Number Of Par-
I ic ipat ing Children Who
Are Not Enrolled in Any
School But AreEl igible
l'or Enrollment
(Orotiouts Only)

I

Total

Pre-K itiderga rt en
KinderDarten
Grade 1

Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5

Grade 6 .

Grade 7 ----(rasle I) \

Grade 9
Grade 10
Grade 11 .

Grade 12
Toial .
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ApI ic ant Afjency

T1.11 E I PROJLC1 SIM' I:

Cbissificat ion Of Assignments

Staff Assignments And Estimated Salaries
Included In Title I Budget

Number Of Other Staff
Assigned To This Project
Who Are Not Included In ..

The Title I Budget
E st ima ted Number
For Re lar Term

Estimated Number
For Summer Term

Total
Salaries

Total FTE* TO .1 FT :*
1 eacilinu - Pre-K inderc art en
1 eaclig - Kinder arten
Teachinq - Elemeniar
1 eac hing - SecondaLy
1 eachinu - I iandicapped Only
:I eat her Aide
1 ilwar ian
1 aril tian Aide .

Supervision
Direction & Management (Admio)
Counsel int)
1 sycholo ist
r estinq
Sot ial Worker
At tent lance
Nurse
1 'tiy.t.. it. ian
Dem I tt I

fivin al 1-.1.ifikn1 st
. CI er iL41
Other (spec ily)

1 *).i' Al. _

3 si 34
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Four states had items collecting sufficient information to satisfy

the second criterion: average per pupil expenditure- Three used a chart

and one used an openended question (see Exhibits 9 and 10).

Exhibit 9

PARTICIPANTS IN ACTIVITIES AND ACTIVITY COSTS

ACTIVITY Duplicated count Cost of'Activity

of students

Reading

Language Arts

Tutoring, Basic Skills

Mathematics

Administration

Other, specify

Total duplicated count

of artici ants
Total count of MIDUPLICATED

PARTICIPANTS

(y)

TOTAL (x)

Per Pupil Cost: divide (x) by (y)

Public Nonpublic

Exhibit 10

Concentration Criteria:

In accordance with the "size, scope, and quality" provisions of Title I

legislation, instructional services should be planned for the full

school year and should be concentrated on a limited number of children

in greatest need, residing in attendance areas with the highest percen

tage of lowincome children. (see also Section VIII, Subparts A and B)

Describe:

1. The lowincome ranking of schools to be served.

2. Per pupil expenditure. (Suggested range is $500$700 with

deviations from this range explained and substantiated.

3. Anticipated numbers of selected students to be served in

relation to numbers of students identified as eligible for

services at each grade span.

4. Expected numbers of students to be served per instructional

staff member.
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In five cases, SEAs collected sufficient information to satisfy both

criteria. Exhibit 11 illustrates how one state collected all three types

of information on the same chart.

Exhibit 11

1

1 COMPONENT

SCHOOL OR SITE [R, M OR 0*

1 1 2

PROJECT COMPONENTS
No. OF PER NUM F Pc

AMOUNT PUPILS PUPIL CUT. 1 CLAS

ALLOCATED SERVED COST F 1 PT F
1 1:

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

---AUPIL
TOTAL STAFF

CTT FTE RATIO

10 11 12

TOTAL TOTAL

'TOTAL 'AVERAGE

AVERAGE TOTAL TOTAL TOTA.0 TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL AVERAG.

*R - Reading M - Math 0 - Other

31
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Comparability

P.L. 95-561. Section 126(e) of P.L. 95-561 required "State and local

funds will be used in the district...to pr( vide services in project areas

which, taken as a whole, are at least comparable to services being pro-

vided in areas in such districts which are not receiving funds" under

Title I. In addition, LEAs were required to report comparability on or

before July 1 each year.

Section 201.112 through 201.125 provided extensive guidance to

comparability requirements. These regulations included standards for

determining comparability of services, submission of reporst, data to

report, data collection date, criteria for determining comparability,

grouping schools by corresponding grade levels, exclusion from compara-

bility, required annual assurance, maintaining comparability, retention of

records, SEA actions resulting from LEA violation of comparability, amount

of funds refunded from violation, and SEA report to ED.

ECIA of 1931. Section 558(c) of Chapter 1 uses the exact same

language as the Title I statute with regard to the basic requirement to

maintain comparability. Rowever, Chapter 1 requires only that a written

assurance from the LEA be on file with the SEA that the LEA has estab-

lished "a listrictwide salary schedule, a policy to ensure equivalence

among schools in teachers, administrators, and auxilliary personnel, and a

policy to ensure equivalence among schools in the provision of curriculum

matelials and instructional supplies." In addition, Chapter 1 permits

LEAs to exclude from comparability determinations "unpredictable changes

in student enrollment or personnel assignments which occur after the

beginning of the school year." LEi,; may also exclude state and local

funds for programs similar to Chapter 1.

Section 200.63 of the regulations echoes the language of the sta-

tute.

The Draft Chapter 1 Handbook provides extensive guidance related to

the effect of assurances, meaning of "equivalence" and "unpredictable

changes," and expenditures that may be excluded in determining compliance.

Review criteria. Using the language of P.L. 95-561 as a guide, an

LEA application was considered sufficient on this item if it requested

both an assurance that comparability will,be maintained, and either the

date the report was filed or a description of a plan for monitoring

comparability maintenance.

Examples. Two states' applications sufficiently met both the first

and the second rating criteria as illustrated in Exhibit 12.
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Exhibit 12

CHECK THE ONE ASSURANCE BELOW WHICH APPLIES TO YOUR SCHOOL DISTRICT

a. This district has only one attendance area containing the

grade levels served by the Title I project. Title I funds

are not Used to supplant a service which has been supported

previously by funds from state and local sources.

b. This district has more than one attendance area containing

the grade levels served by Title I and all such attendance

areas ARE being served by the Title I project. Title I funds

are not used to supplant a service which has been supported

previously by funds from state and local sources.

c. This district has more than one attendance area containing

the grade levels served by Title I and all such attendance

areas ARE NOT being served by the Title I project. The

expenditure per child for textbooks, library resources,

instructional equipment, supplies, and other instructional

materials actually available for use in each school serving a

Title I project area for each fiscal year will be at least

comparable to such expenditure per child in all other puhlic

schools in the applicants district which contain the same

;rade levels as those areas being served by Title I.

The comparability of Board of Education funded services previously

demonstrated in the Title I project areas will be maintained in all

such areas that will be designated as Title I project areas. The

reciuired comparability report will be submitted upon request to the

(state) Department of Education.

Official Board of Education Action

Administrative Policy

Other, specify

Date

Date

Give a brief description of the policy or procedure.

Seven states' applications sufficiently met the first and third

criteria. The examples in Exhibits 13A and 133 include both the assurance

and the comparability report. In two cases, it appears that the state

included a comparability xeport form within the application with an item

allowing the LEA to indicate the purpose of the report submission at the

time of application. This form is used by many states to report one day's

comparability, and some LEAs do not need to complete the form. Only two

states included this form with application materials provided.
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Exhibit 13A

NOM111110=1L

STATEMENT OF ASSURANCES

NAME OP CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER 1Commitaroetee1 NAME

STATE

111=1".
OP STATE EDUCATIONAL AGENCY

OEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

THE APPLICANT HERESY ASSURES THE CHIEF STATE SCHOOL ()WWI THAT.

The services orcpmpid mu, Stag add Idddi funds tor free oubtIC lucatIon II the Orcheot ara will be maintained 31 .everis 1931 ire

LIOrnOarsole tO mole for nOrPorotect areas and the amounts of suer' tonal expended in tne protect areas will ow maintlened at levels that

are no .0voef mItt he levels Mat wOuld have been maintained ,t no orOleCts mad beef, aouroved for trios, areas.

SIGNATURE OF AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE
OATE
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Five states used one or more open-ended questions to collect the

necessary information for the third criteria. Exhibit 14 illustra'tes the

format for collecting data on the third criteria. While these five states

also included assurances (the first criteria), these were not illustrated

in Exhibit 14. ,

Exhibit 14

COMPA.RABILITY OF SERVICES

1. Describe how the LEA plans to monitor the pupil-teacher ratio and

per pupil expenditure for salaries for instructional staff

members to assure that comparability of Title I schools is

maintained throughout the project year.

2. State (or attach) the specific policies adopted by the LEA Eo

assure that: See P.L. 95-561, section 126(e)

a. textbooks; library resources and other instructiOnal materials

and supplies are provided by the district to Title I schools

on a basis comparable to non-Title I schools, or

b. Where all school attendance areas in the district are desig-

nated as project areas, textbooks, library resources, and

other instructional materials and supplies aie provided on a

comparable basis among schools.

4
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Targeting and Eligibility

The Use of LowIncome Measures for Identifying School Attendance Areas

P.L. 95-561. While a variety of methods were permissible for desig

nating attendance areas under Title I, the most widely used criteria were

lowincome status. Section 122(a) of P.L. 95-561 stipulated, in part,

that-Title I funds be used "in'school attendance areas having high con

centrations of children from lowincome families..." Later in the same

section, the law indicated that whatever measure(s) the LEA chose for

determining eligible areas, that same measure must be used for determining

the eligibility of all attendance areas in the district. The statute

further provided that that measure might represent "a composite of several

inaizators" of the count of lowincome residents.

Sections 201.50 through 201.66 of the Regulations related to Section

L22 of the statute. Of particular relevance here were regulations in

Section 201.51(b) "Identifying Eligible School Attendance Areas, Measures

of Lovincome.Status." These regulations required LEAs to use the best

available measure of lowincome status, including data on Aid to Families

4ith Dependent Children (AFDC), or the National Schoo1 Luch Program.

jther requirements, echoing the statute,'specified that.the same indicator

or Composite of indicators be used in determining eligibility of all

attendance areas or shools.

ECIA of L981. Chapter 1 drops the Title I provisions regarding

alternative methods of identifying eligible areas,,(i.e., educational

deprivation indicators, continuation of previously served areas.) It

instead focuses on lowincome criteria. The current law, however, con

tains no reference to measures of lowincome status. Section 556(b) is

much less specific, stating in part that an application:

shall be approved if it provides assurances satisfactory to the

state educational agency...that the programs and projects des

cribed

(1) (A) are conducted in attendance areas of such agency having

the highet concentration of lowincome children;

(B) are located in all attendance areas of an agency which

has a uniformly high concentration of such children.

The ECIA regulations in Section 200.50 echo the statute, and provide

no discussion of measures of lowincome status to be used in identifying

attendance areas. However, the language of.these requirements indicates

that the SEA and LEA have considerable flexibility, including the option

to serve all attendance areas of high lowincome concentration, not unlike

the past nowide variance provision.

The Draft Chapter 1 Handbook "encourages" LEAs to continue identify

ing,eligible attendance areas using the same "best available measures" of

lowincome status recommended in the 1981 Title I Regulations, i.e., AFDC
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or school lunch data. In addition, the Handbook points out thr,t the

identification of eligible low-income'areas is not an annually required

activity under Chapter 1, and those,attendance areas identified in the LEA

application may remain eligible for the entire time period covered by that

application. However, the Handbook also specifies that selection of areas

to be served must be conducted annually based on an annual needs assess-

ment (see Sections D and F).

It is also important to note that considerable guidance on identify-

ing and selecting eligible areas is provided in the Draft Chapter 1

Randbook. Topics reviewed include grade-span grouping, percentage and/or

numerical methods of counting low-income students, the 25% rule, and

private school students.

SEAs are left to determine when they have received satisfactory

assurance of compliance in targeting, and may design Chapter 1 applica-

'tions accordingly.

Review criteria. Using Section 122(a) of P.L. 95-561 as a guide, an

application was considered sufficient on this item if it requested the

methods(s) used by the LEA to count low-income families in all school

attendance areas of the district.

Zxamples. Mille the applications developed under Title I did not

address the provision of services to children in all attendance areas, the

examples presented may provide guidance to states whose LEks wish to

continue determining eligible areas in ways similar to past practice. As

indicated above, several methods presented in the 1931 Title I Regulations

for the identification of eligible areas are reported by the Draft Chap-

ter 1 Handbook to be permissible.

The review of LEA applications found four general methods of request-

ing information on targeting. In the first method (Exhibit 15), seven

states listed eight categories of data sources which the LEA may mark to

indicate those utilized. The example in Exhibit 15 was also ond of nine

states that required LEAs to indicate the weighting of each data sourd.e

used in determining low-incomestatus.

Exhibit 15

Source of Data Used for Determining the Number of Children from

Low-Income Families in Item ID ("X" as many as aPply)

Weighted Factors

U.S. Census Bureau Health Statistics

Aid for Dependent Children Housing Statistics

Free School Lunch Employment Statistics %

School Survey Other (Specify):

40
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A second group of twenty-six states used a similar format, but listed

a smaller number of permissible data sources than the above group.

Exhibits 16, 17, and 18 present samples of this method.

Exhibit 16

Mark sources of data for determining number of children from low-income

families. Of source(s) chosen, one must be a., b., or c. Indicate

weighting factor used as a percent (total 100%).

% U.S. Census Bureau b. % Aid for Dependent Children

c. % Free School Lunch d. % Other (identify)

Exhibit 17

Source of data used for determining the number of children from low-income

families in item 2D ("X" as many as apply)

A U.S. Census 3ureau C School Lunch

3 Aid for Dependent Children D Other (specify)

Exhibit 18

12. Title I low income
measure used:

AFDC Free Lunch

Other (describe)

A third groull of states used a fill-in-the-blank format for request-

ing information on LEA data sources. For the example in Exhibit 19, the

application instructions describing permissible data sources accompany the

application.
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Exhibit 19

Item 1: CHILDREN FROM LOV-INCOME FAMILIES

A. NUMBER B. SOURCE OF DATA FOR A.

Instructions

Item 1: Children From Low-Income Families

Estimate this number by using school lunch records, school surveys, census

data or other reasonably current data available to you. A district may

choose any income criteria or set of criteria which it deems the best

definition for "low-income" families; provided the definition is used

uaiformly in all attendance areas of the district and wherever applicable

in all parts of the application, in operation of the approved program and

in all data reported on it. The national definition for low-income for

purposes of fund distribution is the "Orshansky Index." It determines

poverty using factors such as number of persons in a family unit, rural or

urban residence, etc. coupled with a series of income ranges, in a way

!similar to the method used to determine eligibility for free meals under

the National School Lunch Program: The present count, for funding, is

based on the 1970 census and will not change until new data is available.

Never use, for this purpose, the "eligibles" assigned to the district by

the Education Department for sub-county allotment of Title I funds. This

count is not current and contains Title I "eligibles" who are not from

low-income, families.

\A. Number This.should be the'estimated number of children ages 5.

throTiE-17 Jfrom low-income families as described above. The number of

children entered does not.affect the Title I entitlement.

B. Source of Data for A. A school survey or some other documentary

evidence should be available to support the estimate 1.,n "A". List the

source or sources of data used. Do not use sub-county allocaEion "eli-

gibles", assigned by the SEA.

A fourth group of four states required LEAs to use a specific source

of data. Two states required AFDC data and two states required school

lunch data. Exhibit 20 presents an application that required use of

school lunch data.
Exhibit 20

Number of children in applicant's district who come from low-income

families
(FREE School Lunch applications on file.)
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Servina Hiah-Ranked Eli ible Schools

P.L. 95-561. Section 122(a) of P.L. 95-561 stated, in part, that

"where funds are insufficient to provide programs and projects for all

educationally-deprived childrcin in eligible school attendance areas, a

local education agency shall annually rank its eligible school attendance

areas from highest to lowe4t, according to relative degree of concentra-

tion of children from low-income families." It also required that any

eligible attendance area may be served as long as all those ranked higher

were served, i.e., all those with greater concentrations. Section 122 of

the legislation also 'escribed several alternatives to serving those

schools ranked highest ba'sed on low-imcome indicators. These included the

25% rule, the education deprivation criteria, the continuation of pre-

viously eligible schools, and slapping of high-ranked eligible schools

similarly served with non-federal funds.

Sections 201.50 through 201.66 of the Regulations related to Sec-

tion 122 of the statute. These regulations provided lengthy, detailed

guidance and permissible methods for implementing the requirements relat-

ing to designating school attendance areas. These included methods of

identifying eligible schools, ranking schools, skipping high-ranked

schools, the continuation allowance, and the no-wide-variance provision.

ECIA of 1981. While ranking is not specified in the Chapter 1

statute, the language of Section 556(b)(1) implies that such consideration

will meet the requirements of ECIA. Three options are available for

selehting areas on which to focus Chapter 1 funds. The law requires that

programs

(A) are conducted in attendance areas of such agency

having the highest concentrations of low-income

children;

(B) are located in all attendance areas of an agency

which has a uniformly high concentration of such

children; or

(C) are designed to utilize part of the available funds

for services which promise to provide significant

help for all such children served by such agency;...

The first option implies, but does not require, ordering or ranking

attendance areas from highest to lowest-concentration in order to serve

the areas with highest concentrations of children from low-income fami-

lies, i.e., those above the median. As discussed with regard to using

low-income measures (Sectign B), the Draft Chapter 1 Handbook indicates

that if an LEA chooses to serve areas according to concentration, activi-
.

ties designed to identify eligible areas need not be conducted annually.

The second option is similar to the no-wide-variance option in the 1981

Title I Regulations. However, no definition of "uniformly high concentra-

tion" is provided. The third option is entirely new. By allowing the use

of part of an LEA's Chapter 1 funds for all educationally deprived,
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low-income chf.dren in the district, services may be provided outside

eligible attendance areas or schools.

Section 200.50 of the ECIA regulations echo the Chapter 1 language.

The Draft Chapter 1 Handbook emphasizes that "the Secretary does not

interpret Chapter 1 to require an LEA to serve attendance areas in rank

order of their concentration of children from low*income families." Under

Title I, any attendance area could be servc.td as long as all areas ranked

higher were served. Chapter 1 indicates that schools may be served in any

order as long as those served are among the nighest concentration in the

district. In addition, the Chapter 1 Handbook discusses the provision of

Title I absent from Chapter 1 that permitted continuation of formerly

eligible attendance areas. As noted earlier, LEAs need not identify

eligible areas annually, but LEAs must annually select attendance areas to

be served based upon annual needs assessment.

Review criteria. Based on the wording found in Section 122(a) of

P.L. 95-561, Study staff determined that an application would be consid-

ered sufficient if it (a) requested names of district sChools and indica-

ted their rank order by low-income concentration; (b) requested informa-

tion on the concentration or proportion of low-income students in each

school; and (c) requested an indication of which schools would actually be

served with Title I funds.

Examples. States used two primary methods of data collection with

regard to ranking. Thirty-eight states used a multi-chart method, similar

to the examples presented in Exhibits 21, 22, and 23.

Applications from two additional states were rated as having collec-

ted sufficient information using more than one chart. These documents

requested school names and low-income data on one chart, and used a second

chart to represent rank ordering and actual schools served. No examples

are provided due to the scattered nature of this format.
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Exhibit 21

LISTING OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS (TARGET AND NON TARGET) SEE SEC. 122. F.L 95-511

E
V'
Es.

ORt

NAMES
OF ALL

SCHOOL BUILDING
USTED

IN
RANK ORDER
PER COL. (07)

GRADE
SPAN

TOTAL NUMBER
OF CHILDREN

ENROLLED
IN EACH
SCHOOL

LISTED IN
COL (02)

NUMBER OF CHILDREN
RESIDING IN ATTENOANCE

.

AREA OF SCHOOL BUILDING
SHOWN IN COL. (02)
(Ages 5.17 Inclusive)

EST. NO. OF
TITLE I

PARTICIPANTS
IUNOUP NO.1

Total
FromLowi

Income
Families

..--.
Percent

(Col. 6+
Col. 5)

No.
Educ.
Dearly.

Percent
(Col . 8 +
Col. 51

From
Public
Schools

From
Pnveta
Schoolt

(01) (02) (03) (04) (05) (06) (07) 1 (08) f (09) (10) (11)

ELEMENTARY
01.

02.
03.

04.

05.

OE.

07. AMMO'S=
011.

09.

10, I

11. .

12.

13.

14. 1

15. I

16. Sub Totals (Percentage Cal. 07)
INTERMEDIATE MIDDLE JUNIOR HIGH
17.

18. 1

19.

22. L Sub Totals (Percantato Col. 071 .

COMBINED JUNIOR SENIOR AND SINIOR HIGH

73.

24. I

23.

21. Sub Totals (Pareantaqo Col. 07)
1'::-----7-----.. ...... ,.....

.....127. GRAND TOTALS i
:::

25. DISTRICT WIDE PERCENTAGE OF LOW INCOME (Col. 01 Lino 77 .4. Col. 05) SEE INSTRUCTIONS FOF
COLUMN (II) ENTRIES

29. DISTRICT WIDE AVERAGE (Combat ONLY if you are ustnb canal mentols "5" Of "C. by dividing the Grand Total of low
income children in column (N) by Total Number of Public &boob in LEA)

Column (1) - Enter "E", "E*" or "E**" for those school buildings designated as target
schools. ("E*" means first year for "Grandparent Clause;" "E**" means second year).
Enter "I" for non target schools.

Column (2) - Enter names of ALL public school buildings in each sub-section starting
with the school having the greatest percentage of low-income children shown in column (7);
lascending in.order to the school having the smallest percentage of low-income children.
Do this oven if ranking by educational deprivation.
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Exhibit 22

, ELIGIBLE ATTENDANCE AREAS, LOCATION OF ACTIVITIES, AND NUMBER OF CHILDREN EXPECTED TO PARTICIPATE AT
I SCHOOLS WHERE TITLE I ACTIVITIES WILL BE LOCATEDL.,

tISLIC'SCHOOLS SERVING CHILDREN IN ELIGIBLE ATTENDANCE AREAS AND OTHER PUBLIC SCHOOLS WHERE TITLE I ACTIVITIES
WILL BE LOCATED

MAIM OF RUMLIC SCHOOL
(LIST IN RANK ORDER

PER COL. 4 OR COL. SI

TOTAL
NUMSER OF
CHILDREN
EN01.1..ED

IN EACH
SCHOOL

L.15TED is
COL. (I)

NUMBER OF CHILDREN
RES)DING IN ATTENCANCE

AREAS

ESTIMAT(D NUMMER OF C14ILORE4 18140 MM.L.
ARTICIPATE IN ACTIVITIES AT scHoOus

LISTED IN COLUMN II)

Cl Y.01.

',tam g
I-ow. Ctm

INCONIC
rs.0411.1t3 t 4.31

it NOM 10111000uIttC 011011vATS (C01.3. 0,07) I

5C144301.3 3C)4001.3

(11 (21 131 (3) (5) (AI (71 lit (21

TOTAL:
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Exhibit 23

SCHOOL IDENTIFICATION TARGET AREA SELECTION
(Tide i Rag4lar ally}

ist In Rows .,irder Bid Grade Span
BLDG
COM.

GRADE
SPAN

MARCH Is(
LOW INCOME DATA

nitA rild4 Ni) LPN-
Incomc

EDUCATIONAL
DEPRIVATION

DA1 A

tow.
rwal No IOW

l'Serv.
rn

!lY ed
I oinhl,

Bums Yes Pur::Lin.InL.

7 1 10 II 12

.
1

,

.

L L L I !

i

2 I f

.

!

. .

" BASIS I:Lsi

A = Grade Span Grouping C = ZYI Rule E = School Wide Proiect G = Non-F-leral 1.usds

B = No.Wide V;triant.e 0 = Continuation F = Educational Deprivation H = Otser Federzi Funth

t
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Serving Students in Greatest Need First

P.L. 95-561. Section 123(a) of P.L. 95-561 requii LEAs to use

Title I funds to serve educationally-deprived students who have the

greatest need for special assistance as identified by needs assessment,

and who are residents of the attendance areas selected to be served. The

statute provided three exceptions to this rule: continuation of formerly

eligible students, continuation of students transferred to ineligible

schools, and skipping students receiving similar services from non-federal

sources.

In addition, Section 124(b) required ir part that LEAs conduct annual

educational needs assessment to "identify educationally-deprived children

in all eligible attendance areas and to select those...who have the

greatest need for special assistance."

Section 201.70 of the 1981 regulations echoed Section 123(a) of the

statute and referev.ced Section 201.101 to 201.103 of the regulations.

Sections 201.101 through 201.103 dealt with needs assessment, and

201.103(a) echoed the language of Section 124(b) of the statute.

ECIA of 1981. Sectior, 556(b)(1)(C) of Chapter 1 permits LEAs to use

a portion of their Chapter 1 funds "for services which promise to provide

significant help" for all low-income children served by the district.

"Section 556(b)(2) also requires that LEAs conduct an annual educational

needs assessment which "identifies educationally deprived children in all

eligible attendance areas, (and] permits selection of those children who

have the greatest need for special assistance...".

Sections 200.50 and 200.51 of the regulations echo the statute.

The Draft Chapter 1 Handbook makes the following observations regard-

ing student selection:

all children receiving Chapter 1 services, including

those referenced in Section 556(b)(1)(C) of the law,

must be educationally-deprived;

while Chapter 1 funds must be used to serve only

educationally deprived children, it is left to

the LEAs to choose which educationally deprived

.children will receive services; and

LEAs may, but are not required to select those

educationally deprived children in greatest need.

In addition, the Handbook indicates that although the provision of Title I

relating to continuing previously eligible students is not contained in

Chapter 1, flexibility under the new for selecting participants permits

continuation of services to those who have made considerable progress in

the program.
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Review criteria. Using the.language of P.L. 95-561 as a guide, an

LEA application was considered sufficient on this item if it requested an

'indication of the method(s) used to select students.

Examples,. States used four different formats in collecting data on

this subject. The most popular format was the open-ended question, which

was used by 19 states. In some cases the application question was rela-

tively short and self-explanatory (see Exhibit8 24, 25, and 26). In other

cases, the state provided detailed instructions to LEAs on how to select

participants and how to describe the selection process (see Exhibit 27).

Exhibit 24

SELECTION CRITERIA

1. Describe the procedure used in selecting participants.

2. List the criteria used to determine which students will be

selected to participate in the project.

Acceptable criteria would be:

a. Thirty-third (33rd) percentile or below on a

standardized achievement.test.

b. Third (3rd) stanine or below on a standardized

achievement test.

3. Indicate how the students with the lowest percentile or

stanine ranking will be given first priority to receive

Title I instruction.

Exhibit 25

Give name of test, with cut-off score, and/or other methods used for

selecting participating students.

Exhibit 26

DESCRIBE STUDENT SELECTION CRITERIA (Indicate data sources and process of

selection):
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Exhibit 27

Project Description Requirements
A three-step process is recommended for final selection of students...

Step 1 - Identify an eligible pool of students for all schools

within each grade span and for each component for which services

are planned...
Step 2, - Select students in greatest need using multiple criteria.

Since most programs can serve only a portion of those eligible

for Title I services, it is necessary to select those students who

demonstrate the greatest need for services. This selection can be

achieved by applying at least three weighted indicators of need to

each eligible student. These indicators should include:

Test scores, such as norm-referenced, criterion-
referenced, diagnostic or basic skills...

Prior participation in Title I...

Teacher judgments, such as severity of skill

ficiencies, learner motivation, grades, overall

performance and level of materials or grouping.

Other indicators, including absenteeism, grade

retention or parent input.

The chosen indicators must be weighted by a scoring mechanism,

the combined total of which is the composite selection score for

each student...

Step 3 - Rank order the most needy selected students and

establish cit-off points for servi.ces.

a. Using the composite score of indicator points,

rank all eligible students within each grade

span and component.

b. Establish a single cut-off point 'for all target

schools served by that component and grade span...

c. The assignment of Title I staff and services

should then be made amongst the selected target
schools on the basis of the number of children

above the cut-off point who have been selected

for program services at each school.
Describe the rank ordering of students and the

establishment of a cut-off point for each com-
ponent and grade span in the project. Specify

how staff and services are to be assigned in

this project.
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Exhibit 28 is an example of how one state succinctly collected

information on the entire LEA needs assessment process. Item 3 of this

example relates directly to selection of students in greatest need.

(Item 4 relates to another of the 21 points: Specifically Determine

Children's Needs for Program Design.)

Exhibit 28

NEEDS ASSESSMENT: (P.L. 95-561, Section 124(b))

1. Describe the needs assessment activities which were conducted and

summarize the findings which determined the Title I Program area(s).

2. Describe the step-by-step procedure to be used in developing the

\faster List of educationally deprived children in all eligible attendance

areas.

3. Describe how educationally deprived children with the greatest need

will be selected for participation from the master list. (Must be a

standardized measure)

4. Describe the procedure(s) to be used in determining the special

educational needs of each participant. (To be implemented at start of

progran)

Twelve states chose a chart or fill-in the blank format for collect-

ing information on student selection criteria (see Exhibits 29A, 29B, and

30). A checklist was used by five states (see Exhibit 31), and a "mixed"

format was used by four states. In Exhibits 32A and 323, for example, the

SEA used a chart to collect the naMe of the selection test and cut-off

score and a checklist to collect information about other criteria (teacher

judgment factors), used to identify educationally disadvantaged students.
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District

Exhibit 30

NEEDS ASSESSMENT - DISTRICT SUMMARY

Selection Instrument(s)

Percentile Cutoff

1 3
5

G

R

A
0 E
E L

NUmber of
Students
Enrlled
in Grade

Number of
'Eligible
Students

Number of
Eligible Students

td be Served

Percent of
Eligible Students
to be Served

PI' IP"
Rdading
P NP

Math
P 1P

Reading
P MP

Math
P NP

Reading Math

P NP P NP

<
,

1

i

.
.

1

.

,

1

:

6

7

8

9

14

i
il

12

'TOTAL

irwtion-public



Exhibit 31

1 PARTICIPANT SELECTION PROCEDURES AND CRITERIA

A. Check the data source that will be used:

1. Teacher Recommendation Forms.
2. Classroom Performance Records.

3. Diagnostic Test Scores.

4. Textbook Test Sdores.

5. Achievement Scores Other Than Pre Test.

6. Other:

B. For each data source
checked, indicate the
criteria' that will

qualify Title 1
participation:



Selection Criteria

\ipibit 32A

\

PRE-K WEIGHTING OF FACTORS '
parents' education
sibling achievement
family stability
home environment

SELECTION CRITERION

READING

GRADE 3TANDARDIZED TEST SELECTION CRITERION

1

2

(through 10)

Exhibit 32B

CRITERIA FOR TEACHER JUDGEMENT AND 10% INCLUSION

Having identified all of the Title I pupils meeting the appropriate

criteria for identification, a school may select other students (K-12) who

teachers feel are educationally disadvantaged and in need of Title I

services. Documentation for the inclusion of such student must be based

on at least 2 of the factors indicated below: Please check ,)ff the

factors that will be used to identify Title I students in your.county.

retention
other standardized test scores
participation in previous Title I projects

basal reader test scores
daily classroom performance supported by sufficient documentation

maintained by teacher
criterion-referenced test measures
formal tests administered by the reading resource teachers, reading

specialists, diagnostic-prescriptive teachers, helping teachers, etc.

Maryland Systematic Teacher Observation Instrument (K-1)

This information must be submitted to the county Title I office for

approval.

No more than ten percent of a school's Title I participants may be

identified through this teacher judgment factor. If the school identifies

more than the 10% allows, then eliminations will be made by the LEA

Title I office, maintaining those who indicate the greatest need.



Private School Participation

P.L. 95-561. Section 130 of P.L. 95-561 required that LEAs provide

special educational services and arrangements for educationally deprived

children to participate in Title I programs. Expenditures for services

for eligible children in private schools were to be equal to expenditures

for eligible public school children. The statute also provided for a

by-pass provision for states whose laws would prohibit compliance, whereby

the provision of services would be arranged by ED.

Sections 201,80 throug 201.82 and Sections 201.90 through 201.97

related to private school participation. Section 201.80 required that in

meeting the requirements for private school participation, the LEA was to

comply with Sections 122, 123, 124(a), 124(b), 124(d), 124(e), and 126(c)

of the statute. Section 201.81 related to identification and selection of

eligible private school children. Section 201.82 contained a prohibitton

against Title I staff performing non-instructional duties in private

schools. Section 201.90 through 201.97 related to the by-pass provision.

ECItk-of 1981. Section 557 of Chapter 1 relates to private school

participation and the language of Section 557(a) is virtually identical to

that of Title I Section 130. Section 557(b) and"557(c) relate to the

by-pass provision.

Sections 200.70 through 200.75 of the regulations relate to private

school participation. Requirements include the responsibilities of LEs

factors used in determining equitable participation, funds not to benefit

a private school, use of public school employees, equipment and supplies

provisions, and a construction prohibition. Many of these requirements

are the same as those in the previously applicable 34CFR76 Subpart F

The Draft Chapter 1 Handbook provides guidance on the implementation

of these requirements, including discussions of private school children to

be served, exclusion of children attending a private school that is not in

compliance with state law, exclusion of children in a private school that

does not want its children to participate, services to be provided to

children in private schools, use of Chapter 1 funds to supplement not

supplant private school services, allocation of Chapter 1 funds to private

schools, and use of public school employees. The Handbook is an excellent

resource.of information on these requirements.

Review criteria. Using the language of P.L. 95-561 as a guide, an

LEk application was considered sufficient on this item if it requested the

number of eligible children in private schools who will be served, and

indicated the per pupil expenditure of Title 7 funds on such children

separate from expenditures on public school children.

Examples. Five states collected required information through use of

a chart (see Exhibit 33), and two states use a fill-in-the-blank format

(see Exhibit 34). Applications from six additional states were judged to

meet the criteria; however, since items were scattered through the appli-

cation, no examples are included.
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Exhibit 33

NONPUBLIC SCHOOLS SERVING CHILDREN WHO RESIDE WITHIN YOUR DISTRICT'S ELIGIBLE ATTENDANCE AREAS

LIST NON-PUBLIC SCHOOLS

NO. OF TITLE I
CHILDREN

PARTICIPATING
IN PROGRAM

WHERE SERVICES
RECEIVED

(Check One or Beach)

ESTIMATED
EXPENDITURES

AT
NONPUBLIC

SITE
Nonpuol,c

I Public
School Sits 1 School Site

a ,a, to

I.

Exhibit 34

APPLICATION FOR GRANT
TO MEET THE SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL NEEDS OF EDUCATIONALLY DEPRIVED CHILDREN

under Title I of Public Law 89-10 as amended

STATEMENT BY PRIVATE OR NON-PUBLIC SCHOOL

B RIE F DESCRIPTION OF SERVICE (s) TO BE PROVIDED OR COMMENTS:

zz

Estunated number of children to be served:

Esthnated expenditures of services to be provided: S



Program Design and Implementation

Program Description

P.L. 95-561. Section 121 required that an LEA complete an applica-

tion "describing the programs and projects to be conducted with assistance

under this title..." In addition, Section 124(b)(2) required that the

needs assessment "identify the general instructional areas on which the

program will focus."

The regulations for this area appeared in Section 201.40 and 201.41

and echo the language of the statute. These sections referenced Section

200.110 of the regulations which stipulate the requirements for SEA

approval, presented earlier in this module.

ECIA of 1981. ECIA contains similar language in Section 556(a),

stipulating that LEAs submit "an application which describes the programs

and projects to be conducted with such assistance." There is no provision

Indicating that the LEA identify the instructional focus oE the local

ritle I program. The propothed Chapter 1 Regulations use virtually the

slme language in Section 200.12.

Review criteria. Using the requirements in P.L. 95-561 as a guide,

aa application was considered sufficient on this item if it requested a

description of the local Title I program and an identification of the

instructional focus or subject-area focus of the program.

Examples. The following examples illustrate methods used by states

to collect information on both program description and instructional

focus. The latter may be retained by choice of the SEA; it is not expli-

citly required by ECIA that LEAs identify instructional focus.

States used two methods of representing descriptive program informa-

tion in their applications. The first was to include all necessary

information in one section of the application, generally entitled, Program

Description or Narrative, often encompassing several consecutive' pages.

Exhibits 35A, 35B, 35C, and 35D demonstrate this method. Thirty-six

states used formats similar to this.

Three other states were considered to have presented sufficient

program descriptions, but without placing thiS information request in one

section of the applications. While it was more difficult to identify

sufficiency of information requests, these three applications met the

criteria used by raters. No examples are provided due to the scattered

nature of the formats.
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DIST RICT NAME
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INSTRUCTIONAL TREATMENT

... Il-....111,
TREATMENT CHARACTERISTICS

(1) (2) (3) (4) (6) (6) (7) / (8)

Subject Matter
Focus

Icheck IX) one)

Setting

(check (X) onir)

Component
Code

Grades
Served

Average Instructional
Student Ratio Per Period

Staff/

Studen t

Days Per
Week Each
Stuentd
Served

Instructional
__ ----

Minimum

Period Length----
Maximum

Annual Student
Instructional

flours

Estimated Per
Pupil

Expenditure

Teacher Student Aide

IQ Reading
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

Regular Classroom
Pull.Out
Laboratory

II Regular Classroom
& PullOut0 Regular Classroom
& Laboratory

0 Pull-Out &
Laboratory

El Other

.

. a Language
Arts

C. 11 Math

. 0 Other
(Specify)

,j,...
(9) Selection Criteria

(10) Objectives

,/

G t)

)

_.

DISTRICT PAGE



INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETION

PROJECT COMPONENT (PL 95.561, Sections 124 and 129)

A project component is defined as an instructional treatment which employs at one or more school sties in one or more grades the same type of instructional setting and a uniform set of activities, methods,
and materials and personnel for all students wired by the component. Since a project component can utilize only one subject matter focus and one instruetional setting, develop a separate project compO
nent on for ach Instructional treatment which involves a different subject matter focus ;,nd a different instructional setting. Each project component must bo evaluated separately.

Column
(1) Identify the instructional treatment by checking a combination of subject matter focus and instructional setting for each component. A subject matter focus in disciplines other than reading,

language arts, or math should be checked as "Other" and Identified on the line provided.
Th following descriptions identify the Instructional settings listed:

Regular Classroom. At least 75% of the Title Worded instruction wifi occur In the regular classroom of the Title I participants. Instruction may incorporate a variety of teaching strat-
egies using various materials (both commercial and/or teacher made), as well as machines.

1.

2. j;u 11.00. At least 75% of the Title lifunded instruetion will occur in a location other than the regular classroom. Instruction may incorporate a variety of teaching strategies using various
materialS (both commercial and/or Seacher made), other than instructional machines.

3. Laboratory. At least 75°.: of the Title tfunded Instruction will occur In a location other than the regular classroom of the Title I participants, and Instruction NMI use machines primarily_
or exclusivIy.

4. Regular Classroom and PullOut. This cOmblnallon covers those project components In which approximately equal ainounts of Title (Instruction wIll be provided In the regular classroom
and In a location other than the regular classroom of the Title I participants.

5. Regular Classroom and Laboratory.'Tail combination covers those project components in which approximately equal amounts of Title I instruction will be provided In the regular class.
room of the Title I participanTiTnd in a laboratory setting using machines.

6. PuliOut and Laboratory: This combination covers thos project components In which approximately equal amounts of Title I instruction will be provided In a laboratory setting using
FicaliTnes andTn a location other than the laboratory or the regular classroom of the Title participants.

7. Other. This category should be used by any project component whose setting is not adequately described by one of the sift descriptions above.
in numerical sequence for each Project corn.In putting the application together in final form for submission to the Department of Education, always submit

ponnt. In other words, please do not put all etc., together when there are Iwo or more Rruject coinponents,

(2) The Component code is derived from combining the alphabetic letter representing the subject Matter focus with th number reprsenting the sailing, Therefore, the reading/regular
class component code is Al. Record the two digit alphamumeric eerie in Column 2.
If the Instructional treatment characteristics differ significantly within a single project component (i.e., teachess are used at one silo while aides are used at another site, or students are given In-
struchon for throe days a week (or an hour each day at one stle While students at another site ars given instruction an hour ach day for flys* days a week), a separat projeCt coniponnt should
be developed for each significant variation. When a single subject matter focus and a single instructional treatment setting (Lc, reading/regular classroom-Al) Is developed into multipio project
components due to significant variation(s) In treaSment characteristics, one project component would be coded Alit, while the second protect component would be Coded Al-2, etc.

(3) Indicate the grades to be served.by this component.

(4) Give the avrage teacher/student ratio and the average aide/student ratio, as applicable, for an instructional period for this project component.

(5) Give the number of days per week that each student win receive at least one period of supplementary Title I instruction in this project component.

(6) Give both the minimum and maximum number of minutes per period that students will receive supplementary Title I instruCtion in this project component.

(7) Give the anticipated number of hoiirs during the regular school year that students will receive supplementary Title I in,truction In this project component.

(I) Calculate the estimated per pupil expenditure for this project component by dividing the total number of students served by this project component as recorded inColumn 6,
lo the total amount biidgeted on

in-

horn
(9) State the criterion for selection as it relates to th subject matter focus under Column L The criterion used may be stated in percentiles, raw scores, stanines, or number of Items missed in re-

lation tp a certain standard established by the district or the State.
A separate criterion may be used for differmit grade levels if it is used districtwide for each applicable grade level.
if educationany disadvantaged children are to be served in the proposed project component, who were served in a prior year but are not currently among the most educatiocAy dIsadvan;
taged, then a separate criterion should be used and a priority should be stated relative to the selection and service of such children. (Example: The first priority of selection will be all students
in grade 2 who were served last year and who have not attained the 40th percentile on the "Reading Total" sublest of the CTBS given in April, 1979. Other grade 2 students will be selected If
they have not attained the 35th percentile on the same test.)

tudont Meeting th tated grade level riterione s Ss e s c
PIase state how you will select students for whom there is no te ngst score. (Example: Students who missed the Spru test, or students moving into tha distrIwcitowbeithsoaruvleadpropriate last scores
will be tested with the appropriat cTBS instrument. The test will he immudidtoly handscored and thusil

(10) State an objective (Or th component In terms of mean gain (in NCE3) fur the entire population to be served or by grade level, if desired Such statements should be based on prior evaluation
results in the district and should be projections of hoped for, but reasonable, outcomes.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETION

PROJECT COMPONENT NARRATIVE (P.L. 95-561, Section 124)

Please respond to each Item in a complete statement.

Item

1 Based upon the subject matter focus and the treatment that has been planned, please describe, (a) the role of the regular (district-funded) class-
room teacher in (1) diagnosing the educational needs of the students to be served in this component; (2) developing an educational plan fix
each child and (3) providing the day-by-day instructional activities for each student, and (b) the role of tha Title I teacher and/or aide in assist-
ing with the instructional process.

2 If Title I personnel assi.st the regular (district funded) teacher in a regular classroom in which only Title I participants are assigned, give the
average size of regular classes at the same grade level.

3 If Title I services are provided apart from the regular classroom, describe the articulation that will take place between Title I personnel and
the regular classroom teacher thus assuring that Title I instructional services are supplementary.

4 In situations where scheduling is departmentalized (where children are assigned to different teachers for different subjects), describe how the
instruction provided by Title I will be supplementary.,

5 Describe the specific provisions that have been or will be developed for informing and consulting with parents concerning: (a) the services to
be provided their children in this component; (b) the performance of their children in this component, and; (c) ways in which parents can assist

t..J1 their children in realizing the benefits provided by this component.

6 Describe the consideration that has been given for the inclusion of components in this application which are designed to sustain the achievement
of children beyond the school year in which this project will be implemented, through such means as summer programs.



Designed to Meet the Special Needs of Educationally Deprived Students

P.L. 95-561. Section 124(a) of P.L. 95-561 described the purpose of

the program and required that programs be "designed.to meet the special

educational needs of the children" served, I.e., educationally deprived

children'in low-income areas.

Section 201.1 of the regulations reiterated the language of the

statute. Sections 201.100 through 201.105 related to needs assessment

provided additional guidance on designing programs to meet participating

students' special needs.

ECIA of 1981. Section 555(c) of Chapter 1 contains language identi-

cal to Title I regarding program design "to meet the special educational

needs of educationally deprived children..."

Section 200.1 of the regulations echo this requirement of law.

Review criteria. Based upon the requirement of P.L. 95-561, an LEk

application was considered sufficient on this item if it requested'indica-

tion that programs were designed to meet ends, for example, through

reporting specific student performance objective other than NCE gains

objectives.

Examples. Twenty-five states used an open-ended question such as

"List performance objectives for each program belOw", to request Elle

required information. Often instructions gave specific guidelines on how

to develop performance objectives (see Exhibit 36). Tea states used

charts that collected various kinds of descriptive information about LEA's

Title I programs. Fo- example, in Exhibit 37 the SEA developed a chart

requesting performance objectives and evaluation information. In Ex-

hibit 38, the SEA also asked for selection criteria and a discussion of

program strategies (roles of regular teacher, Title I teacher, and aide;

setting of Title I program; amount of instruction per week; pupil/teacher

ratio; and materials and equipment used).
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Exhibit 36

SECTION III - PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this activity are: (Be specific as to measurable gains

desired from this activity. Please refer to pages 29 and 30 in the

Handbook.)

Instructions

For the purpose of a Title I activity a performance objective is defined

as a precisely written statement which sets forth in measurable, observ-

able, or identifiable behavioral terms the activity is intended to accom-

plish.

1. It refers to, names or otherwise describes the person(s) to whom the

program is addressed. This characteristic responds to the question,

TIO?

2. It describes the intended or expected behavior or action. This

characteristic responds to the question, WHAT?

3. It indicates or specifies the conditions under w:iich the behavior will

take place. This responds to the question, dOW?

4. It specifies the level of performance expected according to a given

measuring instrument. This characteristic responds to the question,

HOW =CH?

Illustrative Performance Objective:
The following is a sample objective:

As a result of individualized instruction for a period of six

months* in the Title I reading activity, at least 70 percent of

the pariicipants will demonstrate a gain of three NCEs as measured

by the reading test of the Metropolitan Achievement Tests.

* This six-month period refers to the approximate time frame betwec the

fall pretest and the spring posttest.
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Eidlibit 37

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES AND EVALUATION ACTIVITY (PART A, SUBPART 3, SECTIONS 124, 125, 127, 129)

(1) PROJECT COMPONENT SUBJECT AREA 0 Regular 0 Summer

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES EVALUATION ACTIVITY

Grade
Levelisi

Mean NCE Gain
Expected for

Each Grade or
by Groups of Grades

Evaluation Instrument Anticipated
Oate ofOut of Level

I Testing

Name 1 Edition Level! Form Yes : No Pr,e-test Post-test

,2) i31 (4) I (5) (6) (7) I 81 (9) (10) 1111

1

,

1
-

6e,



PROGRAM COMPONENT
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVESKVALUAEION DESIGN

(I) 1111.1 OF POOGBAEI COMPTON:

(2) SI UCHON CR11E-PIA:

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES DESCRIPTION NARRATIVE OF PROGRAM STRATEGIES

I 4J !

EVALUATION DESIGN

(5)



Three states collected performance objectives from LEAs through

fill-in-the-blank application items (see Exhibit 39).

Exhibit 39

SECTION A - Description of Coitwonent

Item 4 - Program Objective for Instructional Component: State in

measurable terms the outcomes expected for this program

component.
A. Program objective for the instructional component is to

be stated in ane of the formats below:

(1) Upon completion of the 19 - school year, students-
in the

program in grade(s)

will make the following gains as measured by

% will gain 10,percentile points or more

% will gain 7-9 percentile points

% will gain 4-6 percentile points

% will gain 1-3 percentile points

% sill show no gain



Determine Children's Needs for Program Design

P.L. 95-561. Section 124(b) of P.L. 95-561 required in part that the

LEAs annual educational needs assessment "identify the general instruc-

tional areas on which the program will focus "and" determine the special

educational needs of participating children with specificity sufficient to

facilitate development of high-quality programs and projects."

Section 201.100 of the regulations echoed the statute. Section

201.102 required that identification of instructional area include "grade

levels to be served" and "types of educational needs to be addressed."

Section 201.104 required that LEAs use specified criteria and objective

data to the extent possible in order to identify participants' precise

educational needs in detail, to "determine whether certain ...needs are

best addressed through non-instructional support services," and to iden-

tify any factors contributing to participants' educational deprivation.

Section 201.105 required that LEAs "develop specific educational objec-

tives, and specific types of services and instructional services to

ac'lieve those objectives."

ECIA of L981. Section 556(b)(2) requires in part that the annual

educational needs assessment "determines the needs of participatin3

caildren Jith sufficient specificity to ensure concentration on those

aeeds." Section 200.51(c) echoes the law.

Review criteria. Usin3 the langua3e of P.L. 95-561 as a 3uide, an

LEA application was considered suEficient on this item if it requested a

description of dia3nosis method or data collected to determine partici-.

?ants' needs, and information on instructional design such 4s materials

and instructional techniques to be used.

Examples. In collecting information on how LEAs diagnose Title I

participants' individual needs, fourteen states used open-ended ques-

tions. Exhibits 40, 41, and 42 illustrate various questions used.
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Exhibit 40

Does the project require the development of individualized educational

plans? Yes No

Diagnostic Instruments. List diagnostic instrument(s) to be used to

determine educational needs of students to be served and describe how the

,instrument(s) will be used.

tInstructional Approaches. Identify instructional approaches to be used,

'including any variations required at various grade levels.

'In3tructiona1 Aaterials. Describe nature and purposes of instructional

materials and supplies to be used.

Exhibit 41

STUDENT NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Describe the procedures you will use to determine each participant's

needs. (What diagnostic devices will you use? What information will be

sought from parents, classroom teachers, students and cumulative records,

and ongoing assessments?)

INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

In order to reach the project objectives, what specific type of

instructional activities do you plan to conduct?

Describe in sufficient detail to (1) provide guidelines for a

teacher implementing this project and (2) to allow parents to understand

the project. The instructional activities should be specific enough to

allow visitors and application reviewers to judge the appropriateness of

the activities to the objectives. Samples of typical lesson plans or

atudent goal statement are appropriate enclosures. Describe function of
-

major personnel such as home-school coordinators. fAttaching job descrip-

tions can be very helpful.] Information about mat als and specific

programs should be included.)
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Exhibit 42*

Describe how the following relate to the process of individualization.

Diagnostic tests
a. Name of test, inventory

b. When diagnostic tests are to be administered

c. How the results shall beused in conjunction

with the scope and sequence and by whom

The Diagnostic Test and the

inventory will be administered to Title I students during the first two

weeks of school. Individualized educational plans will be written for the

students based on the results of these diagnostic measures. Students will

be evaluated informally mid year. The results of these tests and IEPs

will be kept in a folder for teacher use.

Describe tne types of materials, supplies, and equipment and List on

attached supply or equipment pages major items that will have to be

?urchased with Title I funds to implement the instructional activity.

* Items located in tuo different parts of the Program Design section of

the application.

Two stats used a checklist format (see Exhibits 43 and 44). One

state used a mixed checklist/open-ended question format. No sample is

included for this format.
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Exhibit 43

Check the items you plan to Check the types of materials,
utilize as your basic approach sat/plies and equipment yuu

..to instruction in this area of
plan to use in this twoject to

learning
Elementary Secondary instruct pupils in areas of need

Diagnosis of specific skill
deficiencies of the group
with subsequent teaching
of such skills to the group

Diagnosis of specific skill
deficiencies of each
individual pupil with sub-
sequent teaching of indiv-

dual pupils in a one-to-one
relationship

Working with pupils as they

are and teaching to the

pupil's difficulties as
they emerge in the group
utilizing informal
diagnostic techniques

Other (Specify)

EleneutarY Secondar

Textbooks

Books other than textbooks

Printed materials other
than books

Commercial games

Parent and/or teacher
prepared games

Machines that teach

Audio-visual equipment
and materiala

Mauipulatives and models

Art materials for subject
related projects

Dramatic materials

Other (Specify)

Check the items you plan to use In the
diagnosis of pupil deficiencies

Elementary Secondary

Tests of Auditory Deficiency

Tests of Visual Deficiency

Tests of Speaking Deficiency

Formal Inventories

Informal inventories

Diagnostic Tests

Attitude Surveys

Case Studies

Staffing

Criterion Measures

Other (Specify)
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Exhibit 44

Indicate the methods used to diagnose specific Title I student needs

Achievement Tests (list)

Diagnostic Tests (list)

Teacher-Made Tests

Teacher Referral (specify criteria used to refer students)

Other (specify)

Complete where applicable

Activities of instruction

Phonics

Sightwords

Langage Experience

Study Skills

Content Area Reading

Psycho linguistic

Supplement Basal Series

Reading Games

Survival Reading

Programmed Instruction

Math Drill (basic facts)

Math Games

Survival Math

Other (specify)

Elem. J.H. H.S.

NOTE: The Title I personnel will base all Title 1 instruction on an individualized educational plan developed in con-
junction with classroom teachers, support personnel, parents and students (where appropriate).
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Coordination with Other ?rograms

P.L. 95-561. Section 124(f) of P.L. 95-561 required that in planning

programs, LEAs consider the tienefits and services of other evadable

agencies, organizations or individuals, and consider suggestions and

offers of assistance in order to avoifeduplication of effort. In addi-

tion, before expending federal fund'', the LEAs were to seek SEA assistance

in locating other health, social-ur nutritional services.

Section 200.40 of the 1981 regulations repeated the statute and added

an encouragement to "coordinate Title I instructional services with

services provided under other programs including the regular instructional

program provided by the LEA." Section 200.41 elaborated on procedures for

LEAs to request assistance in locating services and conditions under which

the SEA may grant approval of LEA expenditure on health, nutrition and

social service programs. Section 200.42 described procedures for the

simultaneous use of Title I funds and funds from other sources.

=A of 1931. ECIA makes no mention of coordination with other

programs. However, it is not inconsistent with the intent of Chapter 1 to

coordinate services with other programs.

Review criteria. Using the language of P.L. 95-551 as a guide, an

L'.7A application was considered sufficient if it requested specific infor-

mation oa contacts made to other service providers and requested informa-

tion on the type of benefit or offer available, for example funds, ser-

vice, information, or guidance in the form of consultation.

Examples. Four states had applications which collected sufficient

information in this area. Two states used charts to collect information

about other community services available (see Exhibits 45 and 46). Two

stites used open-ended questions. Exhibit 47 is an example of this format.
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Exhibit 45

List tha public and private saancise contac ted (s.rcluding public schools)
rvicas (spec

and

idautify by type thos tovolvesont of sach agancy, floods, seify) ,

and perscnnal (specify).

?fairs. Design snd 4.04# Aseessment
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86 ,

NAMES OF AGENCIES

(1)

COORDINAT ION WIT I-1 OIlIER AGENCIES

IMIIIMPINIMOMMOP11111111.111Mr. yOMME.M.110.11.....DRINNIIIMOINIa.M.INIM

SERVICES AVAILABLE

(2)

FY 81
DISTRICT NAME

1~1011g

PROCEDURES FOR CONTACTING AGENCIES AND UTILIZING SERVICES

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPI E TION

(3)

COORDINATION WITH OTHER AGENCIES (PL 95-561, Section 124(f))

Column .4
(1) List each organization or agency in the district, thaolfers sonie type of benefit or service to educationally deprived children, which was invited by the

school district to participate in the planning of this luoject. Place an a%terisk by the name of each agency that responded and two asterisks by the name
of each agency that responded and volunteered to cooperate m providing service or services.

(2) Give the type of benefit or service available from each mganizatum or agency (Example "Lion's Club eye glasses"; "ORS -- Division of Social and
ECOHOMIC Services life support seivices for eligible children", etc.)

(3) Describe the procedures adopted to contact and utilize the available services from the agencies listed. (Example: a letter was mailed to each agency describ-
ing the nature of the children being served in !he Title I project and the seivices that the f itle I project provides for these children. Each agency was asked
to respond by letter giving the benefit or service available along with the name and phone number of an individual in the agency who would serve as a
contact for solicitation of available services.)

DISTRICT PAGE
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Exhibit 47 School Term Covered: Regular 19--- / . Summer 19

NEEDS ASSESSMENT SUPPORT SERVICES (If Applicable)

Summery of data derived from the aseeannent of needs of educationally deprived children in eligible attendance areas. (Data summarizes

anitlysis of needs of preschool, public, handicapped, dropouts, private, non-English scieeking children and children residing in local

institutions for thr agglected end delinquent.)

I What existing sources of data and whet groups were consulted to determine the supportive needs of those childeen receiving Title I

services?

2. Identified Needs to be Addressed
Estimated Numbr of Title I Parlicipants

to Receive Support Services

3. What sources or agenties mere contacted in an effort to provide the above requested supportiveservices?

Give the dates of contact.

79
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Teacher and School Board Participation

P.L. 95-561. Section 124(i) of P.L. 95-561 required that participa-

ting schools' teachers and school board be involved in planning and

evaluation of the LEA Title I program.

Section 200.30 of the 1981 regulations reiterated the language of the

law and added that LEAs provide those teachers and schoOl boards with

access to the evaluation results/report in order that the information be

used for planning and improving the program.

ECIA of 1981. Section 556(b)(3) of Chapter 1 requires, in part, that

programs be "designed and implemented in consultation with teachers" of

children being served.

Section 200.53 of the regulations echo the statute, adding that

participating private school children's teachers must be included.

The .Draft Chapter 1 qandbook contains several suggestions for imple-

menting these new requirements for parent and teather consultation. In

addition to suggesting that LE%.s may use stafE meetings as a consultation

format, the.gandbook points out that Section 555(c) of Chapter 1 permits

L.
expeaditureS for reasonable and necessary costs associated with

eacher consultation (i.e., meetings) because the cost las authorized

under Title I.

Review criteria. Using the language of P.L. 95-561 as a guile, an

LEA application was considered sufficient on this item if it requested

information on who, how, and when teachers and schoOl board members would

be involved in planning and evaluating the project.

Examples. Of the four state application's receiving sufficient

ratings on this point, two contained open-ended questions (see Exhibit 48)

and one contained A chart (see Exhibit 49). On one application, both a

chart and open-ended questions were used to collect required information

(see Exhibit 50).

CO



Exhibit 4R

PROGRAM PLANNINGMIE.R......
GIVE A DETAILED EXPLANATION OF HOW PARENTS, PACs, TEACHERS AND SCHOOL EtOARD WERE INVOLVED IN THE

PLANNING OF THE PROGRAM.

PARENTS

PAC's

TEACHERS

SCHOOL BOARD



PROJEC T PLANNING: PERSONNEL INVOLVEMENT

DISTRICT NAME

NAME AND TITLE

(1)

CON1 IIIIIUTION TO PROJECT

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLE f ION

12)

PROJECT PLANNING: PERSONNEL INVOLVEMENT (PL 95-561, Section .12461, 1j); 45 CHI Section 116a.21(0))

FY 81

((OURS

(3)

Federal law and regnlations rename involveinent in the planning of Title Cprojects by members of school boardsor comparable authority, teachers in schools participty.ing

in progranis assisted under this Title, parents and persons knowledgeable of the needs of nonpublic and public school children and children in local (nstitutions for dm ne-

glected and delinquent.

Column
%I) - Please give the names ol three (3) individuals who represent eads of the categories of personnel unwired to be involved in planning ths Title I Project.

111 three (3) individuals or less representing each of the aforementioned categories are involved in project planning, name all the individuals involved.)

.121 Please give die nature of the involvement for each person listed. Such involvement could have been selecting eligible schools; needs assessment; budget.

ing; in.service, etc.

(3) Give an estimate of the hours contributed to project i)IaflhIiibj by each person listed.

1,11STRICT PAGE



Exhibit 50

Involvement of the Local Board of Education and Teachers in Planning and

Evaluation.

A. List meetings and materials that have been placed in the hands of teachers

and board members, or other contacts with teachers and beard members

indicating dates, location, and number in attendance.

Date Location

I Group L Number
iRe.resented fl by Group

,Meetin.s I

! edia Announcements7-17-es
7-Other I

B. List data provided by teachers and/or the boai.d which were included in needs

assessment.

C. List specific suagestions or recommendations that teachers or the school

board made that have been incorporated into present program plan.
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1

Training Aides with Teachers

P.L. 95-561. Section 124(1) of P.L. 95-561 required that programs

which involve educational aides and volunteers have "in effect well

developed plans providing for coordinated programs of training in which

education aides, inclUding volunteers, and the professional staff who they

are assisting will participate together."

Section 200.60 of the 1981 regulations expanded upon the statutary

requirement by mandating that training be directly related to a Title I

service, be provide as needed to ensure aides are adequately trained, and

be coordinated with other,training conducted by the LEA.

ECIA of 1981. Section 555(c) of Chapter 1 references expenditures

for "training of teacher aides" and later training of teachers." Joint

training of staff including aides in order to improve program operation and

economize on training costs is not inconsistent with the intent of the law.

Review Criteria. Using the language of P.L. 75-561 as a guide, an

LF.,A application was considered sufficient on this item if it requested

information on who attends each training session that is being or will be

provided and when or how often training will be conducted.

Examples. Ten states used charts to collect information on staff

trilning, as in Exhibit 51. Six states elected the open-ended format (see

Exhibit 52).

Exhibit 51

IN-SERVICE TRAINING

Describe joint in-service training of teachers and teacher aides;

where, what when, who, etc. (6 hour minimum)
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Exhibit 52
_

INSEOUICE TRAINING [(HI TI ILE I IPAI1T A, SUBPART 3, SECTION 124)
. . _

I. In Lunshumoll yam pi mucl siall insuivice Deeds assessineni. what neUils whine idenidied in salaam io iis

ihis III 010E1? ist:

A.

C.

ITilla I Specific Inseivice)

Suininatela below tha inmates training
planned fat vow stall ineinfists

Simonet Taint n Regular and Summer Teim

Iii Rcllulai Tam

II1CAIWNS

Ilia ILA ssul es:
Vas No

Yes No

Yus No

Pt

NMI
IOU
MU

141

APPOOXILIAIE

HAUS

AMMO OY
_

'CONIILICEto ay

141 1$1

VAIOATUIN COSI

a

Tide I LEA

'111.issatlasi II i oal5uin11 Is lulls Stall puliciss EIHLIIIIII55 tilAiuh11141s IISJ asslIks IIII441 must la) sulschai

I O. lode I allies. including' volitateeis. and Rise piolessinnal stall Hwy assist haws WWI NI will 1111 pi usviilcsl COM Woofed pi olli ains of !mining.

I I. Tule I 11.111 meinheis have hum piovelud othei insetvica oppoi toadies lauded/ im an equilahlu basis.

I 2. Pleseivain hainirll ol I silo I stall members will inclode: a. a iewuw 01 ihe evalmaion ol ihe pi eviaus yeas' s pimp am. and II. a s ovum ol all aquas S

ol she applovod application especial!, the slit:Edit obioclives and ovaluaiiiiii plans ol SIlO pinions

Vcs lb is I 3, l'wseivit e andIni inseivice Muvideil WHIM 1 lb I Ins fusichuts Win will Iso seam(' as specialisis dualism solely wilh pailicipating Tale II:Whist:0 in

olivalo os Odic schools apphcahle) shall ho lados oil hi enable die teacheis u.s meel ihe special eihicauan needs ol ihe pailicipatioll bile I
cliddi en and hutolaiod hi ihe appi lived Tule I poises. Ihheis who may receive sin.h plow ants inchide: Isamu council ineadwis and volume us.

25 aiaiiitiik Isioctaila.Is. WOW classiumn leafless aif such cliiliheic and'paincipah !nu whitli bile I wapitis have hums applaud.
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Written Complaint Resolution Procedures

P.L. 95-561. Section 128 of P.L. 95-561 required LEAs to "develop

and implement ... written procedures for the resolution of complaints made

... by parent advisory councils, parents, teachers, or others ... concern-

ing violations" of Title I or applicable provisions of G.E.P.A. The

procedures had to provide specific time limits for resolution (generally

less than 30 days), provide complainant with an opportunity to present

evidence, provide right of appeal of LEA resolution to the SEA within 30

days, and include a dissemination plan to inform interested parties of

these procedures.

Sections 200.180 through 200.188 and 200.240 through 200.249 related

to complaint review and resolution from the LEA level through ED. Sec-

tions 200.180 through 200.185 were relevant to LEAs and included require-

ments of the contents of a complaint, who could file a complaint, where to

file a complaint, procedures for resolution, time limits, and appeals to

the SEA.

ECIA of 1981,. Chapter 1 does.not reference procedures for resolution

of complaints. However, it is not inconsistent with the intent of the

pr.)gram for interested LENs,to develop and implement complaint procedures.

Review criteria. Using the language of P.L. 95-561 as a guide, an

Lak application was considered sufficient on this item if it either

requested a description of written complaint procedures or requested that

a copy of the actual written procedures be attached.

EHanalas. Four states used an open-ended question to request a

description of complaint resolution procedures, at the same time outlining

in the instructions the types of information to be provided (see Exhi-

bit 53).



Exhibit 53

A. Complaint Procedures

Describe poliCies and procedures adopted at the local level to handle

complaints concerning the Title I project.

Instructions

An effective complaint procedure at the local level in most instances

will resolve issues. The local educational agency's complaint

procedure must include the following components:

(1) Specific time limits for investigation and resolution of the

complaint (not to exceed thirty days).

(2) Opportunity for complainant or their representative to present

evidence, including opportunity to question parties involved.

(3) Right to appeal the final resolution to the SEA within 30 days

after receipt of a written decision.

(4) Dissemination of information to interested parties, including all

district and school parent advisory councils.

Nine states requested that a copy of written complaint procedures be

attached (see Exhibits 54 and 55).

Exhibit 54

LOCAL EDUCATION AGENCY COMPLAINT PROCEDURES

In accordance with P.L. 95-561, each local educational agency using

Title I funds must develop written procedures for the resolution of

complaints. Such procedures must conform to the provisions contained

in Section 123 of P.L. 95-561. A local district can develop its own

procedures on may use the model included in the "Directions (3r

Completing the 1979-82 Application for Compensatory Education Pro-

grams," page

ATTENTION: EACH local educational agency must_DEVELOP and RETURN ONE

copy of its official "Complaint Procedures for .ESEA Title I" wich

this application form.
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Exhibit 55

COMPLAINT PROCEDURE

Attach a copy or provide a brief summary of the district's procedure

for handling complaints regarding the program.
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Evaluation

Evaluation of Effectiveness in Meeting Special Needs

P.L. 95-561. Section 124(g) of P.L. 95-561 required in part that

states develop effective procedures to conduct evaluation every three

years, of the effectiveness of Title I programs in meeting the special

educational needs of participating children. the foci of the evaluation

were to be achievement of program goals the purposes of the program, and

participant educational achievement in basic skills.

The evaluation regulations for P.L. 95-561 were issued in 1979 and

latv: incorporated in the 1981 program regulations. Their content was the

same. Section 200.130 of the 1981 regulations echoed the 1978 statute,

including the requirement that LEAs conduct evaluation at least once every

three years. In addition, Sections 201.170 through 201.177 contained

specific mandates regarding standards for evaluation, use of models, model

requirements, alternative models, frequency of evaluation, and reports of

evaluation results by LEAs and SEAs.

ECIA of 1931. Section 556(b)(4) of Chapter'l stipulates in part that

the SEA must be satisfied by the terms of the LEA application that the LE\

keep records and provide information to the SEA for program evalua-

tion. The foci of evaluation activities are program "effectiveness in

achieving goals set for them, and... objective measures of educational

achievement in basic skills."

The regulations for ECIA state in Section 200.13(b) that the LEA

application include the assurances referenced in Section 556(b) of the new

law, i.e., Section 556(b)(4) is evaluation. Section 200.54 of the regula-

tions relate to Section 556(b)(4) of the statute, adding that evaluation

be conducted at least once every three years. Note that the regulations

do not reiterate the Chapter 1 language that evaluation include a focus on

program achievement of goals set for them.

Flexibility increased under ECIA in that the regutations do not

stipulate specific methods or models for evaluation. The Draft Chapter 1

Handbook however, indicates that the models required by the 1981 Title I

regulations may be used to satidfy ECIA Chapter 1, requirements, but are

not required.

Review criteria. Based on the requirements in Section 124(g) of P.L.

95-561 and on knowledge of good practices in effective Title I evalua-

tions, rigorous rating ct...teria were developed. An LEA application was

considered sufficient for this item if it reqtiested specific information

on the following three points:

procedures for effective evaluation, including the

mechanics of testing, pretests and posttests used, test

cycle/dates, subtest, level, form, etc.;

performance objectives of the instructional programs; and

91
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procedures for matching evaluation measures to

program objectives or. curriculum.

Examples. Only three states had applications that collected suffi-

cient information on this point. In all cases, a mixed-format was used

and items were dispersed in various parts of the application (see Exhi-

bit 56A and 56B)

Exhibit 56A

State the objective(s) of this project component in the following space.

How is the performance change or educational achievement going, to be

measured? A. State the test to be used as a measurng device and give the

frequency. (e.g., pretest, posttest, etc.)

101
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Exhibit 56B

Reliability and Validity of Evaluation Instruments and Procedures

What is the first day of school for students? (1981-82)
month day 81 year

What tests will be used for the evaluation?
(Include data for all project/components in grades K-12)

PRETEST

Project/Component
Name

Oracle

Levels Name

a
o

1.4
,..,

,4v Area or
Subtest Form Level(s)

Test AdMinistration
Dates

Yr.
Begin.
Mo/Day

End
Mo/Day

,

--..

,

POSTTEST

Project/Component
Name

Grade
Levels Name

a
o

.,-1

J..)

.,

al

Area or
Subtest Form Level(s)

Test Administration
Dates

Yr.
Begin.
Mo/Day

End
Mo/Day

,

3. What procedures were used to determine that the content of the test
matches the content of the Title I project/component curriculum?
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Measure Sustained Effects

P.L. 957561. Section 124(g) of P.L. 95-561 required in part, that

evaluation activities include "objective measures pf educational achieve-

ment in basic skills over at least a twelve-month period in order to

determine whether regular school year programs have sustained effects over

the summer."

the 1981 regulations in Section 200.130(b)(8) echoed the statute.

Section 201.170 through 201.177 also contained information relating to

evaluation standards, models, frequency, and reporting by LEAs and SEAs.

ECIA of 1981. Section 556(b)(4) of Chapter 1 states in part, that

three-year objective evaluations of basic skills achievement include "a

determination of whether improved performance is sustained over a period

of more than one year." Section 200.54(b) of the regulations repeat

verbatim the language oE the statute..

Review criteria. Using the requirements of P.L. 95-561 as a 3uide,

an application was considered sufficient on this item if it requested the

dates of pretest, posttest, and a third data point test of.sustained

eEfects.

Example. Four states used a chart to collect the dates of the

pretest and posttest, and third data point tests (see Exhibit 57). Four

states used open-ended questions, as in Exhibit 58, Four states used a

mixed-format, as in Exhibit 59, where a"chart is used to'collect pretest

and posttest information, and a Eill-in-the-blank item is used to obtain

the date of the "sustaining effeCts" test.
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Exhibit 57

Schedule'for Evaluating Activities for ESEA Title I (Cont'd

Grade
Level

Dates of Testing*
Metric Score To Be

Used (Percentile,
NCE, Grade Equivalent,
Stanine, Objectives
Mastered

First
Testing

Second
Testing

Third
Testing

1) (2) 3) 4) S.)

-

*A period of at least 12 months must occur between the first and thi..:d testing

period. The first and second testing dates might be the same as those shown

in Item 5.

Exhibit 58

Testing cycle (e.g., fall-to-spring) to be used. (Consider also

testing requirements for non-impact data.)

Procedures to be used to collect data at a third data point for sus-

tained effects impact evaluation.
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Exhibir 59

PROJECT COMPONENT/EVALUATION

COMPONENT CODE

DISTRICT NAME

FY 81

I (1)

Com-
ponent

Code

(2)

Grades
Served

(3)

-
(4)

Post-Test
Evaluation Mathod Pro.Test

Mode
Nante Level

Date
Mu /bay/Yr.) Name Level

Date

(Mo./Day/Yr.)
A B C 'Oth.r

___ __ ________ _

0 0 61 Has the district made provisions for conducting its "sustained effects" study? If yes, wve date(s)

_

/ / . II no, please attach sheet and provide an explanation.

kr)
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Use of Evaluation for Program Improvement

P.L. 95-561. Section 124(g)(3) required, in part, that the results

of evaluation efforts "be utilized in planning for and improving projects

and activities carried out under this title in subsequent years."

Section 200.130 of the 1981 regulations echoed the statute.

ECIA of 1981. There is no reference to use of results of evaldation

for program improvement. However, use of evaluation data in planning

future programs is not inconsistent with the intent of Chapter 1 programs

and evaluation activities. In addition, Section 555(c) of Chapter 1

allows LEA Chapter 1 to spend funds for a variety of activities and

purchases, including plannin of such programs and projects.

Review criteria. Using the language of P.L. 95-561 as a guide, an

LEA application was considered sufficient if it requested a description of

how Ira evalution data would be used in any way to improve the program.

Examples.. For this point, only one format was used by SEAs. Sixteeq

states included open-ended questions on their applications which were

similar to the examples in Exhibits 60 and 61.

Exhibit 60

10. Please give a brief explanation of improvements in your project based

on evaluation results:.

Exhibit 61

7. How do you plan to use your evaluation data as ,sodback for improving

future programs?
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Parent Involvement

Parent PartIlLEALL11

P.L. 95-561. Section 124(j) of P.L. 95-561. required that participa-

ting children s parents be permitted to 'assist in the establishment of

Title I programs, and that they be informed of and be allowed to make

recommendations regarding instructional goals and their children's prog-

ress; parents were also to be given opportunities to assist with their

children's goal achievement. Section 200.31 of the 1981 regulations

repeated the statute and cited additional applicable parent involvement

requirements.

ECIA of 1981. Section 556(b)(3) requires, in part, that Chapter 1

programs be "designed and implemented in consultation'with parents" of

participating children.

Section 200.53 of the re=alations repeat the statute adding that
participating private school children's parents must be included. In

addition, the regulations permit LEAs to use parent advisory councils

(PACs) to fulfill the consultation requirement, but emphasize that this

.option is not mandated.

The Draft Chapter 1 Handbook contains several suggestions for imple-

menting these new requirements for parent and teacher consultation. Among

these are use of regularly scheduled open meetings; invitation of all

parents, including those whose children do not participate, and employment

of a parent coordinator.

Review criteria% Using the language of P.L. 95-561 as a guide, an

LEA application was considered sufficient on this item if It requested

either:

how or when parents will be involved in planning and

recommending goals; and how or when parents will be
provided information on their ohildren's progmss and
opportunities to assist their children;

OR certification by a PAC representative that the above will

occur.

Examples. Six states used open-ended questions, one used a chart,

and one used a combination of the two. Exhibit 62 is a sample of tha

open-nded format. Exhibit 63 illustrates the chart format.

Evhibit 62

PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT (Federal Register 116a.22(A)(8))
Describe provisions for informing and consulting with parents concerning

the services to be provided for their children under Title I, the perfor-

mance of their children and the ways in which such parents can assist

their children in realizing the benefits those services are intended to

provide.
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cl

Program

PROGRAM PORMAT
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

DUE DATE: As Needed

\ ft
Project Goal(s):'

Total amounthudgeted for this project .$

Objeclives Major Activities

Budget Evaluation Related to Objective/

Amount Documentation Related to Activities

d. Parent involvement activities must be included in the program description. In the activitie-:

1. Describe the method by which parents of children Tatticipating in 4Phe Title I program are informed of

and given the opportunity to express., their opinions about the Title I program,.

2. Describe the procedure by which parents are given the opportunity to assist in their child's achievement

in ale educational program. '

3. Describe the tronting program established for members of the parent'advisofy council.
110



District Advisory Council

P.L. 95-561, Section 125(a) of P.L. 95-561 required, in part, that

every LEA organize an advisory council with members electied by parents in

tne district, and with a majority of members being parents of participa-

ting children but including representatives of eligible non-participating

cliildren and schools. District residents who were not teachers or parents

of eligible students or schools could participate.

Sections 201.150 through 201.162 provided detailed guidance related

to parent advisory councils. Requirements included the purpose of coun-

cils, councils to be established, composition of district councils, models

for nominating and electing membership, procedures for elections, and a

prohibition against LEAs imposing res.rictions on councils.

ECIA of 1981. Chapter 1 makes no specific reference to District

Advisory councils. Section 556(b)(3) of Chapter 1 requires, in part, that

programs be "designed and implemented in consultation with parents" of

children being served.

Section 200.53 of the regulations repeat the statute adding that

participating private school children's parents must be included. In

addition, the regulations state that " an LEA may, but is not required to,

establish.and use parent advisory councils."

As mentioned earlier, the Draft Chapter 1 Handbook contains sugges-

tions of methods that may be used to meet the parent consultation require-

ment (see Section L herein).

Review criteria. Using the language of P.L. 95-561 as a guide, an

LEA application was considered sufficient on this item if it requested the

number of district council members who are parents of Title I students,

the method used to select members, and the number of district council

members Olo represent eligible non-participating students.

While not required by ECIA, some states may wish to encourage dis-

tricts to continue parent councils as a method of parent consultation.

Examples. Only six states received sufficient ratings for their

application items related to this requirement. Three SEAs used open-ended

questions to obtain descriptions of district advisory councils. Exhi-

bit 64 illustrates this format. Exhibit 65 illustrates a mixed format

such as the one used by a total of three states.
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Exhibit 64

DISTRICT ADVISORY COUNCIL (DAC)

The law requires each local educational agency to establish a

District Advisory Council.

Membership

a. Describe the composition of the Distric Advisory Council. ,

[1] Explain how a majority of parents of participating students

will be members af the Council.

[2] Explain how representatives of children and schools

to be served by, but not currently participating in, pro
grams have membership on the Council.

b. How is the membership elected?

c. How are officers of '1.1e Council elected?

11 2
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Exhibit 65

PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT

A. PARENT ADVISORY COUNCIL MEMBERSHIPParents of Title I participants

must consitute a majority.

1. District Advisory Council

Enter the number of members who are:

Parents of Title I participants

Parents of non-Title I participants

Teachers

Representatives of children and schools eligible to be

served but not currently participating in Title I.

Other

TOTAL MEMBERSHIP

B. Describe the election process for District Advisory Council and

School Advisory Councils.

How are vacancies on the council to be filled?
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School Advisory Council

P.L. 95-561. Section 125(a) of P.L. 95-561 required, in part, that

LEA Title I project areas.or project schools with more than one (1)

fulltime equivalent staff member.and more than 40 students establish "an

advisory council for each project area or project school;" such a council

must have a majority of members be parents of participating children and

must have its metabership elected by parents in the project area or

school.

In addition, LEA Title I project areas or project schools with 75 or

more participating students' must abide by additional council require-

ments: must have at least 8 members serving two-year elected terms

(members may be re-elected); must elect officers after being organized;

and must meet frequently enough at times and locations determined by the

council. Teachers in eligible project areas and schools who reside

outside the area or district could participate.

Sections 201.150 through 201.162 provided detailed guidance relating

to parent advisory councils. Requirements included the purpose of coun-

cils, councils to be established, composition of district Councils,

procedures for elections, and a prohibition against LEAs imposing restric-

tions on councils.

ECIA of 1981. As previously discussed, Section 556(b)(3) of Chapter 1

requires, in part, that programs be "designed and implemented in consulta-

tion with parents" of children being served.

Section 200.53 of the regulations repeat the statute adding that

participating private school children's parents must be included. In

addition, the regulations state tbat " an LEA may, but is not required to,

establish and use parent advisory councils."

As mentioned earlier, the Draft Chapter 1 Handbook contains sugges-

tions of methods that may be used to meet the parent consultation require-

ment (see Section L herein).

Review criteria. Using the language of P.L. 95-561 as a guide, an

LEA application was considered sufficient.on this item if it requested the

number of council members who are parents of Title I students, and the

method of choosing members, and either the number of Title I students

served, or the number of full-time equivalent Title I staff.

Examples. SEA applications that satisfied the above criteria in-

cluded one application that used an open-ended question format (see

Exhibit 66) and ten that used,more than one format (see Exhibit 67A and

67C). Exhibit 67C is included because it demonstrates the number of

Title I students served, necessary for determining whether school level

councils are required. In the latter case, numbers of council members and

participating children were collected through charts (see Exhibit 67A and

67C) and method of election to PACs was collected through open-ended

, questions (see Exhibit 67B).
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Exhibit 66

Please provide the following information for all Parent Advisory

Councils: (1) A list of members and officers, indicating whom they

represent [i.e., Title I children, nonparticipating but eligible

schools, etc,] (2) length of terms (3) Tentative date of next

election, and (4) For each Title I school attendance area with no

PAC, the number of Title I students served and f.t.e. Title I staff.

(Sec. 125(a)(B)
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Exhibit 67A

.11111=10111,

11,
PARENT ADVISORY COUNCIL NtEMBERSHIP

Parents of Title participants must conetitute
majonty.

Enter number of members who are:

School Attendance Area Council

District-Wide Council

Parents of Title I participants

-

._

Parents of non-rttle l students
Non-Public school parents
Comniunitv mernben

.

,

Othem

f_

.

Total Membership

Num ber of Attendance Area Councils

Exhibit 67B

PARENT ADVISORY COUNCIL SaECTION PROCEDURE

I. How arid when were parents notified about lel ecriTic a

Advisory Council:

Z. How and when Nese nominations and selections made:
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Exhibit 67C

PUBUC SCHOOLS EN DISTRICT, ELIGIBLE ATTENDANCE AREAS, LOCATION OF ACTIVITIES, AND NUMBER OF CHILDRIN

CA r L%-: i ra../ $ %.., r:%P. 4 0.41-r 1 C. " 1,_ . _47.40.fi.

Lire All Schools According
co Grade Span
(list in rank order per
col. 4 or col, 51

Li Ihimb,
Total
Number
Of

4 4 V A_A j ism, IWO -.44

Ninnber of Children
Rending in Attendance
Areas

--
Estimated Number of
Participate !a Activities

Children Who Will
a Schools Listed

in Column 1
Children
Emallad
In Each
School
Listed in
Cci 1 Total

nom
Low-
Income
Families

Per-
cent
(Col.
4+3)

From
.Public
Schools

From
Private
Schools

Total
(Cols. 6-.7)

Number in
Col., 8
From Cha-
side of
Pro;rarn
Are*

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (5) (7) (a) (9)

Elementary Schools:

,

TCCI :

Middle or Jr. High Schools:

Total:
C Senior or High Schools:

Total:
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Advisory Council Res onsibilities

P.L. 95-561. Section 125(b) of P.L. 95-561 required that councils be

given responsibility for advising the LEA "in planning for and implementa-

tion and evaluation of" LEA Title I programs and projects.

Section 201.159 of the 1981 regulation elaborated on the statute,

specifically requiring council input on the project application, use.of

alternative ranking based on educational deprivation, and approval of a

plan for a school-wide project.

ECIA of 1981. As previouoly discussed, Section 556(b)(3) of Chapter 1

requires, in part, that programs be "designed and implemented in consulta-

tion with parents" of children being served.

Section 200.53 of the regulations repeat the statute adding that

participating private school children's parents must be included. In

addition, the regulations state that " an LEA may, but is not required to,

establish and use parent advisory councils." Specific responsibilities of

parents or parent councils, if used, are not discussed.

As mentioned earlier, the Draft Chapter 1 Handbook contains sugges-

tions of methods that may be used to meet the parent consultation require-

ment (see Section L herein).

Review criteria. Using the language of P.L. 95-561 as a guide, an

LEA application was considered sufficient on this item if it requested a

description of the councils' responsibilities for planning, impleienting,

and evaluating the project and information on how the coun.il will be

involved in each activity.

Examples. Only one format was used by SEAs to collect this informa-

tion. Nine states used open-ended questions to determine parent advisory

councils' responsibilities regarding Title I programs. One example of a

sufficient application appears as Exhibit 68.

Exhibit 68

Describe how parents of children to be served are iuvolved

Determination of Educational Needs

Implementation of the Title I Program

Evaluation of the Title I Program
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Chapter 1 Applications

Most states revised their Title I applications to match the require-

ments of Chapter 1. Several states provided copies of their new Chapter 1

applications to the State Management Practices Study. Those presented

here are representative of all applications submited to the study.

Exhibit 69 was submitted by the Colorado Title I coordinator. The

Colorado Chapter 1 application, accompanied by instructions, is very

similar to the former Title I application. Thus, LEAs will be familiar

with the kormat and data requests, and completing this application will

require few new efforts. The application covers a three-year period, with

Section I submitted annually and Section II submitted every three years.

Exhibit 70 was submitted by the state of Michigan. It appears that

portions of the Michigan Chapter 1 application are computerized, such as

the budget information on page 4. In addition, the entire application is

only eight pages in length. The instructions, only seven pages long, are

filled with example responses, completed charts, and other guidance to

facilitate the application process. The application appears to cover only

one year of program operation.

Exhibit 71 was provided by the Mississippi Title I office. Missis-

sippi' appears to rely heavily upon assurances for certain Chapter 1

requirements. In addition, the first two sections of the application need

be submitted only once every three years unless amendments are necessary.

The program description section needs to be annually submitted and in-

cludes information requests similar to many of those under Title I.

Exhibit 72 displays the Texas Chapter 1 application and a portion of

the instructions. Due to its length, only the portions of the instruction

package related to instructional improvement in basic skills, program

design, and program implementation are presented here. The Texas form is

a consolidated program application for Chapter 1, Chapter 7, and the state

bilingual/ESL programs. The application covers a one-year period.

Exhibit 73 was provided by the state of Vermont. The Chapter 1

application has two components. The first is to be completed and sub-

mitted to the state, apparently annually. Part II is referred to as the

local program director's guide. It is to be completed prior to the

beginning of the three-year Chapter 1 program, but it is to be retained at

the local level. When program monitors visit LEAs during the grant

period, they will review Part II with the local program director.

All of these Chapter 1 applications reflect innovative practices

developed for the new Chapter 1 programs. It is hoped they will provide

ideas that will benefit other states as they plan and revise their Chap-

ter 1 practices.
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COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Special Projects Unit

APPLICATION FOR FUNDS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF EDUCATIONALLY DEPRIVED CHILDREN

(Submitted Annually)

CHAPTER I, ECTA, P.L. 97-35

(1) NAME OF LOCAL EDUCAT/ONAL AGENCY

(3) Request for funds for FY

(6) If BOCES, cheek /7/.

(4) County and District No.

(If BOCES, complete this form for each district.)

(7) AGREEMENT

(2) CITY

(5) Program No.

The Board of Directors of (a) with the submission of this document and its

attached pages hereby makes application for federal funds made available to the said Board of Directors under the

provisions of P.L. 97-35, Chapter I ECIA. At its regular meeting (b) 19 , the Board autho- F.

rized (c) to act as its authorized reprlsentatiO-COnduct all business I-4
cr

related to the planning, implementation, operation and evaluation of this grant program, to submit all required 1-4
rt

reports and generally conduct business related to the administration of the funds received from this grant. a,
.I)

In consideration of the receipt of these grant funds, the Board agrees to conduct the program and to implement the q.

program in the manner described in this application with the understanding that the application may be revised for g
reapproval by the Colorado Department of Education at any time, to repay all, funds not obligated by June 30 of the 0

fiscal year succeeding the fiscal year in which the grant was originally approved and to repay all grant funds
determined to be due the federal government as a result of an audit determination in a manner deemed to be reason-

able by either the state or the federal government.
S.!

(d)
Tignature of PresidWi of the Board of DrigaTZW-----

Pursuant to the provisions of P.L. 97-35, I certify that teachers and parents of the children to be served in

schools to be assisted with these grant funds were consulted in regard to the design and implementation of the

program contained in this application. It is further certified that all records pertaining to fiscal audit and

program, evaluation will be maintained and made available to authorized officials of the state or federal government

upon request. It is further certified that the above-named agency has, in effect, 1) a districtwide salary schedule,

2) a policy to ensure equivalence among schools in teacher, administrator, and auxiliary personnel, and 3) a policy

to ensure equivalence among schools in the provision of curriculum materials and instructional supplies.

(e)

Signature of Authorized Representative



(8) Program No.

(9) COE APPROVAL

(a) This application has been rei/iewed and tentatively approved, subject t 'e the conditions

in the attached memaandum.

Date

,Signature of Assignec Consultant

(b) This application has been reviewed and approved by the Colorado Department of Education

regarding legal and compliahce issues compared with the limited information in the

application, applicable laws_and regulations.

Date

Signature of Assigned Consultant

r, To be eligible for Chapter I funds, it is neceasary for the LEA to show that it is spending

at least 90% of the funds in the current fiscal year that it spent in the previous fiscal year.

You need not do anything about this except to keep it in mind. The CDE will make the calcula-

tions as.a result of the expenditures reported on the district's CDE-3 report.

(10) MAINTENANCE OF FISCAL EFFORT

FY 1980 Ending December 31, 1980 FY 1981 Ending December 31, 1981

PPE, Aggregate PPE, Aggregate

122
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SELECTION OF CHAPTER I ATTENDANCE AREAS
4 (II) Program No.

(12) dAsis-4§11Lctioa;
a. Surlier uf Children frau

Lou locunu Vanillas

I. Percent of Ehll4rem fins
Low income familleA

c. Roth number nd Paccar..

rf:/
1:17

(13) AVERAGE USED: (14) THIS PAGE LISTS;

a. District Averaga
b. Elementary
c. Jr. Illgh 114,

4. Sr. Nigh Average

/ --/
/ --/

I /

(15)SOURCE CW DATA

a.All schools in District / 7 a. AtOC
b.Eloneutaty Only L.-I I. free School Lunch
c.Jr. Nigh Only / / C. O.S. Canso.
4.Sr. Nigh Only /--/ 4. Other

Spocllyt

1-1
/

II

RANI Of SCHOOL SCIIOOL CODE

t17)

GRAVE SPAd

(18)

CIIIILDREN
III815LED

RESIDENT
VADREN

PERCENT PA
c)

RTICIPANTS
(r

(22)

PARTICIPAN
IP TE

$ TOTAL
PARTIZANTS

t2b) TOIALS

AVLhA6LS

124
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(28) Program No.

PRIVATE SCHOOLS.SUBMIT THIS PAGE ONLY IF PRIVATE SCHOOLS ARE SERVED

(29) LEVEL PRIVATE SCHOOLS

NAME OF PRIVATE SCHOOL

(30)

SCHOOL CODE
NUMBER

,

(31)

CODE NUMBERSTOTAL
OF PUBLIC
ATTND AREAS

(32)

ENROL
EACH

SCHOOL
(33)

NUMBER OF CHILDREN
RESIDING IN PROJ.

AREAS

(34)

NUMBER OF
EDUCATIONALLY

DEPRIVED
(35)

NUMBER TO BE
SERVED

(36)

f

.

,

,

4

(37) TOTAL

.127



(39) Level

(88) Program No.

INSTITUTIONS FOR NEGLECTED OR DELINQUENT CHILDREN

(Submit This Page Only If Institutions Are Served By Your District)

INSTITUTIONS

Name of Iastitution

(40)

Inst. Code No.

(41).

No. of Children
Reported in Oct.

Caseload
(42)

No. of Res.
Children

(43)

No. of Education.
Deprived Children

(44)

No. of
larticipants

Deprived

(45)
_.

.

(46) TOTALS

128
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(47) Program No.

NEEDS ASSESSMENT AND PROJECT STAFFING BY SCHOOL

Place "X" in Appropriate Box.

(48) Program Type: Reading f--/ Math /--/ Language Arts f--/ Other /--/: Specify

(49) Cutoff Point in Percentile:

(51) Days Per Pupil Per Week:

(50) Time Per Pupil Per Day:

(52) Chapter I Periods Per Day:

(53) School Name
Grades
Served

Deciles Total Below
Cutoff

No. To
Be

Served

FTE
Tchrs.

FTE

Aides0-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50

q

(54) Totals

130



(55) Program No.

PROGRAM STAFF ASSIGNMENTS

Name of Staff Member

(56)

School To Which
Assigne.

(57)

Assignment

(50

Full-T me
Equivalent

(FTE)

(59)

Total
Estimated

Salary
(60)

Salary Paid
By Chapter I

(61)

(62) Totals
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This page to be inserted with each project

I

District Name:

(ne !lustros:I Ions)

(64) ESEA TITLE I EQIIIMENT INVENTORY AND DEDistmri. won..

Official Haintalning Inventory:

Title I Higrant Education rtojci..s. Ho.

(Submit June and September)
See Instructions

(63) Program No.

Date Snbmitted:

Use separate sheet for each coat category

i j limier ;500 1---1 Over $500

2 t
1

1

6 7 8 10

Description of Item

Date Ap-
proved
by CDE

Serial
Number

Dote
Acguired

Original
Cost Location In Use

Not
In Use

Type of
Diaposition Dale

,

._

-

134

page of page

A copy of this document munt be 'submitted at the time of application for approval and at the same time

the annual financial report is submItted. 135



SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES

Coktoedu Dapattment of Education

BU GET (65) Program NO.
A. LEA PIDIfittL1M B. se...tthig C 12110

0 Tuts I ESEA 0 Mese snl Ed. Otoptna1 0 11155.11

Fiscal Yam

00

CAPITAL
OUTLAY

15001

I OTITER
E XPENSES

14001

0 flowision

I

0 Summit,

TOTAL

Cmanay Om No

SUM IE St
MATERIALS

14001.

.00A. 11000 INSTRUCTION

SALARIES
11001

EMPLOYEE
BENEFITS

1200;

nj

PURCITASE0
SERVICES

13001

.00 .00

. 2000 SUPPORT SERVICES

C 7113 SOCIAL %YORK SERVICES

CI 2120 GUIDANCE SERVICES

E 2130 HEALTH SERVICES

F 2140 PSYCUOLOGICAL SERVICES

G. non IMP. 1NST SERVICES

II 2400 PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION

I. 7530 CONS) RUCTION

.3 2640 OPER. MA1NT. PLANT

X 2641 PUPIL TRANSPORTATION

L.

1,
ts.)

2660 FOOD SERVICES

U. TOTAL SUPPORT SERVICES

N. 3000 COMMUNIli SERVICES

0. 4000 NON PROGRAMMED CHARGES

P. TOTAL BUDGE T

CARRY OVEN FUNDS BUDGET

col .001

.00l

ool

001 0

41
.01

I'd
001

.01
Aci
0(4

04

--2..-
1144

°°1

001

4.2-10

Got .00

1/01

AX/I

'04

0°1

.0°1

.00j

.00l

001

001 001

001

001 .001

.001

.001

.001

"I
col

°A
001 I.

001

'001
001

14
.001

001 001 001 4)(11 001

...M.
.00 coot

°°1 001 .001 0°1 All .001 'xi

001 001 04 001

.00001

I..00 .1 I 111.1111E 001

001 .00 001

GRAND TOTAL ICARITY OVER PLui

REGULAR BUDGET) 001 .001 001

I. Total /........5 .q.....1 s 4 Appsovad Indbect Cost Date $

2 Toro ot Column SOO $ S. Total Ouect Cost S

3 AIllogralils Doloct Cost I S. InilliscI Cots $

Mom I hem 21 Mutat this amount In 4000.300 1

Illepeel Cakutalson to. cauy owes boast and inlay Ous amount under coda 300 I

ale CAM ICON CLEAGANCE nEouffiED
rat/ NO _CUE.- 33 _ II411Va ust It

(air Spec] at. Pi:ajacts.21.10 v..1_116623382
Arra.m.._throusibi..Atigust 1983 _

1

&Immure ol Authorised fleoresentative

CDE COWS-1111am
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(66) Program No.

(67) BUDGET NOTES

(All items listed under object codes 300 and 600, Other Expenses, must be listed below with a brief description

of the item(s) of expense.) If any construction is contemplated (2530/500), justification should be included

here.

138



CDE USE ONLY

Record No.

Program No.

County Code

District Code

(69) County Name and District.No.

(70) Street Address

DIRECTORY INFORMATION

lExample: Chaffee S D 2)
,111,

(68) Program No.

(Use Central Office Mailing Address)

(71) City--State--Zip

(Example: 'Denver, CO 80203)

(72) Authorized Representative

(73) Authorized Rep. Telephone No.

(74) Contact Person

(Example: 236-4481 X 230)

(75) Contac Person Telephone No.

(76) Busine s Manager

(77) Business Manager Telephone No.

140
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(78) Program No.

SECTION II

(Submitted Once Each Three Years)

CHAPTER I ECIA
Projects

This section of the application needs to be completed only once each fhree-year period unless major changes are

made in the design of one or all of the projects. In the event of such changes, the appropriate pages must be

revised and resublxitted for approval.

PROJECT DEFINITION: A project is conceived as a set of methods, materials, personnel, and activities

that define a particular instructional treatment. All students participating in a project will not

necessarily receive identical instruction (instruction may be individualized) but theprojeces over-
all atrategy,including selection, diagnosis, and prescription, should be uniform for.all students

served. A Chapter I project ail. be clearly defined by the funding application, but where a single

application results in the funding of several different instructional treatments, the term project,

is reserved for'each individual treatment. A project way exist in one or more grades within a sc ool,

in one or more schools within a district or even in several districts within a state.

(79) Project

(80) Project

(81) Check

/--/

/--*/

/--/

/---/

/--*/

Number

Name

where applicable:

Public School Project

Private School Project

Institution for Neglected

Regular Term

Summer Term (If a summer project
will be submitted later, what
is the total estimated cost?

(83) Check where applicable:

/--/ Reading

/--/ English Language Arts

/--/ Hathematics

/.--/ Limited English Background

/--/ Other Diiect Education Services

Specify;

(82) Is this project:

/--/ A new project this year?

/---/ A continuation of a project in the
former application?

/--7 A former project modified?

143



(84) Program

(Submit every three years unless a change is made.)

(85) Project Abstract

144
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(86) Program No.

(87) Ob'ectives: (Grades 2-12, Public and Private Schools)

ADP 01 Given the special assistance provided br this project, the pupils selected for services in the subject

CODE area of in grade(s) will display a Normal Curve

Equivalent (NCE) gain of -.. measured by

02 Given the special assistance provided by this project, the pupils selected for services in the subject

area of in grade(s) will display a Normal Curve

Equivalent (NCE) gain of as measured by

03 Given the special assistance provided by this project, the pupils selected for services in the subject

area of in grade(s) will display a Normal Curve

Equivalent NCE gain of as measured by

(88) Evaluation Model to be used

(89) For Preschool, K-1, Institutions, Summer School and other special cases, write not more than three measurable m

project level objectives.

rP1-6

or.

w

1/4c,

cro

(90) In the boxes labeled Elementary and Secondary indicate (by using the letter symbols provided, the types of

evaluation data to be collected for the following purposes: I n Institutions, P Preschool, K Kindergarten, 1-t1

F Grade 1, 0 Other Special cases, X Additional data for LEA use.

Checklists of Skills

Criterion Measures

Student Self-evaluation

Teacher Observations

14

Elem. Sec. Elem. Sec.

Records of Numbers of
Tasks Accomplished

Attitude Inventories

Parent Questiennaires
Related to Student Habits,
Attitudes, etc. 1-7

147



(91) Program No.

TESTING FLAN

(92) Provide the names of tests to be used and appropriate dates. (See Instructions.)

Grade

6 7

Name of Test
Date of
Pre-Test

Date Test
Was Normed

Date of
Post-Test

Date Test
Was Normed

Date of
Sustaining

Test
Date Test
Was Normed

PK

K
,

1

2 .

,

3

,

4
.

7
0

9

10

11 .

12 .

149
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(94) Check the items you plan to
utilize as your basic approach
to instruction'in this area of
learning. '

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Elem. Sec.

1. Diagnosis of specific skill f---/ i--/

deficiencies of the group
with subsequent,teaching
of such skills to the group.

7

2. Diagnosis offspecific skill
deficiencies of each
individual pupil with sub-
sequent teaching of individ-
ual pupils in a one-one
relationship:

3. Working with pupils as they
are and teachiag to.the
pupila' difficulties as they
emerge in the group utilizing
informal diagnostic techniques.

4. Other (Specify)

1 U

(93) Program No.

(95) Check the types of materials, supplies and
equipment you plan to use in this project
to instruct pupils in areas of need.

1. Textbooks

2. Books other than textbooks

3. Printed materials other than
books

4. Commercial games

5. Parent and/or teacher-
prepared games

6. Machines that teach

7. Audio-visual equipment

8. Manipulatives and models

9. Art materials for subject-
related projects

10. Dramatic materials

11. Other (Specify)

151



PROJECT DESCRIPTION

(97) Check the organizational pattern
elements you plan to use: Elem. Sec.

1. PupAs grouped by grade level
2. Multi-grade or age grouping

3. Services provided in regular
classroom

4. Services provided outside
regular classroom

5. Pupils will be removed from
a portion of a class of the
same subject matter as this
project

6. Pupils will be removed from
a class or classes where
subject matter other than
the subject matter of this
project is taught

7. Pupils will be taught in
same class by district
teacher and Chapter 1
teacher only

8. Pupils idstructed individually
9. Pupils instructed in groups

10. Chapter I teacher instructs
exclusively

11. Chapter I teacher instructs
with assistance of aid(s)

12. Other (Specify)

152

f"--/ f"--/

/--/

/11.7

fi f"--/

.(96) Program No.

(98) Check the items you plan to
use in the diagnosis of
pupil deficiencies:

1. Formal Inventories

2. Informal Inventories

3. Diagnostic Test

4. Attitude Surveys

5. Case Studies

6. Staffing

7. Criterion-Referenced
Tests

8. Tests of Auditory
Deficiency

9. Tests of Visual
Deficiency

10. Tests of Speaking
Deficiency

11. Other (Specify)

Elem.

/--/

Sec.

f--/

/--/II
l--/ II
/--/

l--1

l--/

/--/ /--/

1-7 1-7

II /.:17
0

0

1-7or/
0

r/ /1-7

1-7

%

(99) The largest number of pupils during any
Chapter 1 class period a Chapter I
teacher will have will be

153



(100 Program No.

(101) Inservice Training Needs Identified By Staff or Supervisors Which Will Be Met Through Planned Activities

(Check Where Applicable.)

Staff Development

11. Instructional Methods in Project
Subject

12. Working With Aides (for teachers)

13. Working With Teachers (for aides)

14. Evaluation, Tests, Measurement

15. Diagnosis - Prescription

16. Specific Training With Materials
Used

17. Working Together With Parents

18. Project Planning

19. Needs Assessment

20. Social or Cultural Difference

21. Teacher-Made Materials/Games

22. Selecting Activities to Apply
Skills

23. Child Development

24. Language Development

25. Motivation Techniques

26. Other (Specify)

Operationak

1. Chapter 1 Law

2. Chapter I Regulations

3. Chapter I Guidelines

4. District Policies

5. Review Application

6. Review Local Materials Beyond
Application

7. Coordinating Chapter I With
Other Programs

8. Inventory

9. Fund Expenditure Procedures

10. Other (Specify)

1 5
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Exhibit 69 (page 19 of 34)

COLORADO D ARTMENT OF EDUCATION (CDE)

INSTRUCTIONS

:FOR COMPLETING THE

APPLICATION FOR FUNDS

CHAPTER I ECIA

General:

Three copies of the application are to be submitted to CDE for approval. One copy
is printed with red ink. The copy printed in red should be typed using a typewriter
ball containing LETTER GOTHIC, PREST/GE ELITE, COURIER 10 or COURIER 12 type face.
This will allow us to use electronic scanning to read the data into the computer.

These instructions proceed through the application sequentially. Number 10 in the
instructions means Item (10) on .re application.

Applications are due in the Chapter I Office of CDE June 1, 1982. Funds granted
for FY 1983 may be expended from July 1, 1982, through June 30, 1984. However, no
expenditures may be made frum these funds without CDE application approval prior to
the expenditure, nor may carryover funds expenditures be made prior to at least
tentative approval of the application upon which the carryover is to be expended.

Page A:

1. Write in the name of your agency. Example: Jefferson County Public Schools.

2. Write in the name of the city in which your principal administrative office is
located.

3. Fill in the fiscal year for which this application is written.

4. Enter the County and District Number. Example: Jefferson 1.

5. Enter the Program Number. This is the permanent number assigned to your dis-
trict, formerly referred to as HEW File No.

6. If this is a cooperative program, check 6. In addition, cooperatives must
obtain completed copies of Page A from all Chapter I participating LEAs in the
cooperative, as well as completing one page for the cooperative agency.

7. (a) Insert the name of the district or other agency. Example: Otero 1 (La Junta).

(b) Insert the date of the resolution when the Board appointed its authorized
representative.

(c) Insert the name of the authorized representative.

(d) Submit the document to the Board of Education and obtain the signature of
the Board president.
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Exhibit 69 (page 20 of 34)

(e) The authorized representative, acting on behalf of the local Board of Fduca-
tion, should determine that allsconditions of the last paragraph have been
met and place his or her signature in (e). If the authorized representative
is an employee of a BOCES, it should be determined that each district has
mat the conditions.

Page B: Leave Page B blank.

Page C: SELECTION OF CHAPTER I ATTENDANCE AREAS

This page may be used for any allowable method of attendance area selection the
applicant agency decides to use. If the decision is made to rank schools separately
by elementary, junior high and senior high, then three separate ranking pages must
be completed. If a districtwide ranking is used, then only one page if., necessary.

12. You are allowed to select
from low-income families,
you may use both methods.

13. If only elementary schools
average,to compare to your
junior high or senior high

your target schools based on the number of children
the percent of children from low-income families, or
Check the method you used.

appear on this page, you will be using the elementary
selected schools. So, with the district average,
average. Check the appropriate average for this page.

1 . Check the appropriate item to identify whether this page lists all schools, only
elementary, only junior high, or only senior high. NOTE: These data are used
not only for Chapter I school eligibility calculations, but they are used to
identify schools eligible for NDEA/NDSL student loan cancellation as well. If
schools do not appear on at least one list, they will not be ab'a to qualify
as loan cancellation schools. You should list all schools, ev cr. though it may
not be necessary for Chapter I purposes.

To classify schools as elementary, junior high, or senior high the following
rules apply:

a. A school serving grades in two or three of the grade span groupings is
to be incliaded in that group with which it has the greatest number of
grades in common.

b. A school that serves an equal number of grades in two or more grade
groupings is to be included in the lower grade grouping.
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Conaidar a school district. in which most schools oparata by tha grada spams
K-6, 7-9, 10-L2, but La wiich SOMA schools are 67.,rating slightly different
grads spans.

LEL Grade

For illustration, we list tha schoola below as follaws:

Organization K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

School A K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

School8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

School C 9 10 11 12

School D 5 6 7 8

School E 7 8 9 10 11 12

School F 6 7 8

School G K 1 2 3 4 5

School B 6

School I

School J K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

ay applying rule a above, schools A, 13, G,B, I, and J are obviously in the
elementary grouping. School F, by tha same rula, is placad in the Intim-
mediate group. School C is obviously Ln secondary. By rule b, School D is
placad in tha elementary group, and School E in the intermediate group.

1.5. Chsck tha typa of data you used to datermina aligibility. Data must ba con-
sistent, i.a., you may not use school lunch data in one school and AFDC in
another. Tha same data sourca must be used across all schools.

16. Provida tha name of ach school in the level listed on the page. NOTE: Soma-
timas schools ara organized as a single administrative unit, but grades exist
La diffarent buildings. Such school organizations must ba treated consistently.
If two schools are raportad for other state purrqsas, they should be listed
as two schools for Chapter I. If they are usually reported as one school, then
thay should be listed as only one school and tha data from both buildings used.
Teachers claiming NDEA/NDSL loan cancellation should apply to the college for
such cancallation under the school name listed on the Chapter I application,
even though thay may taach in a sacond building.

SPECIAL
INSTRUCTION

FOR -

COOPERATIVES

If this application is being completed for a cooperative
program, list the names of the districts Ln Column 16
preceding the school names in the district. All dis-
tricts amd schools with single attendance centers =ay be
listed consecutively on the same pdge. Where there are
multiple attendance areas, selection is required of the
district and that district =ust be placed on a page(s)
of its awn. Example:
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17. Place in Column 17 the code number of each school listed. This code number

is the one assigned to each school in Colorado by the Colorado Department of

Education. These codes are mailed to each school district superintendent
annually. However, for your convenience, the Chapter I office will supply
you with the codas for your schools each time you are required to submit this

page.

18. List the grade span of each school listed. For example:

I---011er EleMentary 4301 1-6

19. Provide the latest October enrollment data for each school listed. These

data may be obtained from a local copy of Form CDE 4, Page 6 (Fall Report)

which is submitted by each school district to the CDE.

20. Children who reside in an attendance area is a different count than those
who are enrolled in a school. Non-public school children and dropouts will

reside in such areas also. Soma information on dropouts is available on

Page 8 of Form CDE 4. Additional information for other grades would have

to be generated locally. Information on the residency of pupils in private
schools must be developed in cooperation with non-public school officials.

A list of non-public schools in the district will be found on Page 1 of CDE 4.

Dropouts, non-public school pupils or other children residing in an attendance
area such as children for which the district pays tuition to other districts

should be added to the enrollment figure as the number of resident children in

Column 20.

21. The number of children from low-income families for the purpose of target
area selection is based on a data source chosen by the district. The same

data source must be applied consistently across all schools, i.e., you may

not use school lunch data in one school and AFDC data in another. (See

Pages 1-13, Title I ESEA, Selecting Target Areas.) Most school districts

in Colorado use AFDC and/or Free Lunch Data. If AFDC data is used, data by
school building should be collected from the county AFDC office at the same
time district information for the completion of CDE 128 is collected in

October. Children who are in non-public schools or who have droppedbut
should be counted also since they are resident children. When the total
number of childreu from low-income families in each school has been compiled,

enter these totals in Column 21 opposite each school.

22. Divide the number of children from low-income families (Column 21) by the
number of resident children (Column 20) to obtain the percent of children
from low-income families in each school attendance area.

23. In Column 23, provide the estimated number of public school students who
will participate in Chapter I projecto during the year covered by this form.

24. In Column 24, provide the estimated number of participants from non-public

schools who will be served at the public school. If no pupils are served

in this manner, disregard this column.

25. Provide the total estimated number of pupils to be served at the public

school. Add numbers in Column 23 and Column 24. If no pupils are listed

in Column 24, disregard this column.
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26. If it has been necessary to use more than one page to list all schools,
place totals only on the last page of the several pages. Provide the
totals of Columns 19, 20, 21, 23, and if applicable, Columns 24 and 25.

27. Provide averages for Columns 21 and 22. The average for Column 21 is
obtained by dividing the total of Column 21 by ehe number of schools
listed. The average for Column 22 Ls obtained by dividing the total of
Column 21 by the total of Column 20. The average for Column 21 is obtained
by dividing the total of Column 21- by the number of schools listed.

Page D: DISCARD THIS PAGE IF.NO PRIVATE SCHOOLS WILL BE SERVED.

28. Enter ycur program number.

29. In Item 29 enter these codes for:

elementary 01
junior high 02
senior high 03
all levels 04

Use separate pages for each level.

30. Provide the name of the non-public school(s) where the school district will
provide services for children on-site only.

31. Provide the code number of each private school listed.

32. For each non-public school listed provide the code numbers of participating
Chapter I public schools from whose attendance areas the non-public schools
enroll students. Only pupils from participating pUblic attendance areas
are eligible for services. The code numbers of the Chapter I public schools
were listed on Page C, Item 17.

33. Provide the total number of students enrolled in each non-public school.

34. Provide the total number of students in each non-public school who reside
in participating public school attendance areas.

35. Of the total number of students listed for each school under Item 34 pro-
vide the unduplicated count of those students who have been determined
through your needs assessment to be educationally deprived.

36. Of the number of students listed for each school under Item 35, provide
the estimated number of students who will participate. (If the needs
assessment at a certain cut-off point produces more students than your
financial resources will allow you to serve, the nl...mber should be reduced
at each school systematically. Example: School A has 60 students
identified, and School B has 55 students identified. The project plan
cells for an average of 35 students per teacher, and you cannot pay for
more than 2 teachers. If we apply 60Z to the identified students, we
would serve 33 students in School A and 36 in School B, which is in the
ballpark and fair to each school.

37. Provide the totals of Columns 33, 34, 35, and 36.
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Page E: INSTITUTIONS DISCARD THIS PAGE IF NO LNSTITUTIONS WILL BE SERVED
Wit YOUR PROGRAM

38. Enter your program number in Item 38.

39. In Iten 39 enter these codes for

elementary 01

junior high 02

senior high 03

all levels 04

Uoa separate pages.for each level.

40. Provide the name(s) of the institutions for neglected or delinquent chil-
dren located in your district which have been made eligible for services
by filing the form DE 4376-1. These forms are in the possession of the

institution director.

41. Provide the code number of the institution listed.

42. Provide for each institution the number of children reported in the
October caseload from DE 4376-1.

43. Provide the number of pupiis ages 5-17 residing in the institution on any
selected date during the month of October.

44. Provide the total number of educationally deprived children as determined
through the institutional needs assessment.

45. Provide the estimated number of pupils you plan to serve at the institu-
tion.

46. Provide the totals of Columns 42-45.

Page F: NEEDS ASSESSMENT

SPECIAL Cooperatives need not assess by school district.
LNSTRUCTION An assessment may be made across all schools in

FOR the cooperative providing the same standards for
COOPERATIVES collecting the information are applied, e.g.,

where teacher judgments are made the same approach
should be used when making those judgments.

Page F provider for a needs assessment by school in each subject area where
services are to be provided. Complete a page for each area in which you plan
to have a project.

47. Eater the program number in Item 47.

48. Check the appropriate program type: reading, math, etc.

49. Provide the cut-off point in percentile which you plan to use when pupils
are selected for services.
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50. Provide the time pupils will receive per day in Chapter I instruction.

51. Provide the days per week the Chapter I instruction will be conducted.

52. Provide the number of class periods per day.

53. a. In Column 53 write in the names of the eligible Chapter I schools
where the assessment took place and where services will be provided
to students. List both public and non-public schools and institu-
tions for neglected/delinquent where applicable.

b. Enter the grades to be served at each school.

c. Provide the decile distribution cf students in all grades in each
school. Each decile contaits a spread of 10 percentile pcylnts up to,
but not including, the 50th percentile.

d. Enter the total number of students below the cut-off point in Item 49.

e. Enter the number of students to be served at each schmol in all grades.

f. Enter the number of full-time equivalent (FTE) teachers who will be
serving pupils at the schools listed.

g. Enter the number of full-time equivalent (FTE) aides who will be
serving pupils at the listed schools.

54. Total all columns for all schools listed except the first two columns.

Page G: PROGRAM STAFF ASSIGNMENTS

This page may be used for both regular and summer term assignments. If it is for
summer, write "summer" at the bottom of the page.

55. Enter the program number in Item 55.

56. Provide first initial and last name of each staff member who will provide
Chapter I services. If the names of certain staff members are not known
at the time of preparation of this page, enter "TBA" (to be assigned) in
the place of the name. If the salaries of substitute teachers are con-
templated, one entry for SUBSTITUTES is to be made in this column.

57. Provide the school name where each staff member is assigned. In the
event of dual school assignments, enter both names, e.g., Barton/Greene.

58. Provide each staff member's program assignment. Abbreviations such as
Read/Teach for reading teacher, or Math/Aide for mathematics aide, are
in order.

59. Ente:: the Chapter I FTE for each staff member. Use decimal fractions for
less than full time. Enter 1.0 if full time. Enter .75 if three-fourths
time. This is the amount of time the person will be employed in Chapter I
services.
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60. Provide the total estimated full-time salary EXCLUDING employee benefits
for each person listed in Column 56. Full-time salary is the amountithe
person would earn if working full time, e.g., an aide working only three
hours daily of a six-hour day and being paid $4000 annually for the three-
hour period, would have a full-time salary of $8000.

Anticipated salary increases which will occur during the year should be
included in the estimated salary figures provided.

61. Column 58 or Column 59 X Column 60 Salary paid by Chapter I.

62. Provide the totals of Columns 58, 59, 60, and 61. If more than one page
is needed, place totals on last page.

H: L1VENTORY AND EQUIPMENT REQUEST FORM

63. Enter program number.

64. This form serves as both the need to request equipment for approval, and
to maintain an ongoing inventory in the district and at CDE, thus eliminat-
ing a report each two years. One page should be completed for each project
requesting new equipment. A different page should be used for items costing
under $500 and over $500. For request purposes, complete Columns 1 and 5.
In Column 5 place the estimated cost in this manner:

Original
Cost

Est.
$1500

Act.
Actual cost will be entered here later.

$1685

The assigned consultant will approve items for purchase by initialing the
items in Column 2. When this sheet is returned to the district after
approval, Columns 3, 4, 5, and 6 may be completed.

At the time the annual financial report is submitted, Columns 7 and 8 may
be checked, and requests for disposition may be made. When the page is
up-to-date, it may be photocopied and submitted to CDE for continuous
inventory.

Page I,: PROGRAM BUDGET

65. Eater the program number.

The program budget is the sum of the costs of the separate projects plus
the costs of administration, support services and indirect costs.

School districts have prepared budgets in the accounting classifications
of HEW Handbook II since 1957. This classification systam has since been
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revised and has been published under the title, Financial Accounting:
Classifications and Standard Terminology. for Local and State School Systems,
Handbook II, Revised. School districts currently have this manual itn their
accounting offices. It ihould be the basic reference in-preparing the Chap-
ter I budget. The CDE Policies and Procedures Handbook designates Chapter I
funds in Sectisn No. ACT/501 as Special Revenue--Governmental Designated
Purpose Grant Funds (02.2). Consequently, a separate accounting for Chapter:I
is necessary.

The purpose of classifying expenditures is to provide a basis for grouping '

the expenditures so that a meaningful analysis can bemade. Expenditures
"are classified by function (why purchased) and object (whae purchased).
Function consists of those classifications with foui-digit numbers heading
up each major classification. Function is defined in the Handbook as the
activities or actions which are performed to accomplith the objectives of
an enterprise. Objects, the three-digit classificatiohs, arethe Commodity
or service obtained as the result of a specific expenditure.

NOTE: The Chapter I budget should reflect the combined budget of the current
allocation and the estimated prior year carryover. 'The combined budget is
to include the costs of programs for children in local,institutiOns for
neglected/delinquent where applicable. .

The budgt is an estimate of the costs which may be incurred duiing the
program year. It represents the financial plan associated with the edu'ca-
tional plal;ts and derives its revenues from both current and carryover. funds.

Carryover fudds should be kept at a minimum, A rule of thumb is that carry-
over should not exceed 5% of any annual' allocation. However, circumstances
may alter this percentage up or down slightly. This means careful budgeting
in all categories:.

If a summer project is planned, an amount of money should be set aside for
it in advance rather than waiting to see if enough funds remain in the
balances to operate a summer project. place this amount in 1000/600 on the
budget and explain what it is for in the budget notes.

A. Indirect Costs: Please chock'that you are using your current approved
rate.

Indirect costs must be calculated first before the entire budget is
completed. The followilig steps will accomplish this task:

Step I. Enter all of your estimated capital outlay expenditures in
Column 500. Note that these must be entered by function, e.g.,
capital outlay for instruction, program administration, etc.
When all capital outlay items have been entered, total the
column and enter the amount on Line P, Column 500.

Step II. At the lower left-hand'corner of CDE 33 enter your total amount
requested on Line L. Next, enter the capital outlay total from
Line P, Column 500 on Line 2. Subtract Line 2 from Line 1 and
enter the difference on Line 3 (Allowable Direct Cost). Next,
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enter your approved Indirect Cost rate on Line 4. Next, add
your Indirect Cost Rate to 100%. Example: The approved tate
is 2.50% (.025) the sum would be 1.00 + .025 im 1.025. Divide
the figure obtained into the figure you entered on Line 3.
Enter the quotient on Line 5. Subtract*Line 5 from Line 3 and
enter the difference on Line 6 and on Line 0, Column 300 (Non
Programmed Charges).

B. Preparation of the Total Budget

Step I. Identification Information

Enter the information at the top of the budget page: county,
district number (Eagle 50). Enter two digits for fiscal year,
e.g., 81.

Item A: Check appropriate box for Chapter I.

Item B: Check appropriate box for original or revised budget.

Item C: Check appropriate boxes if regular and summer terms
are included in this budget.

Step II. Body of the Budget

The budget must be constructed by both function and object.
Functions are listed at the left of the page and objects at
the top. At each intersection of columns and rows, there is a
possibility for a budgeted amount unless the box has been deleted.
For example, the salaries for bus drivers would appear at the
intersection 2550-100. The person constructing the budget may
proceed in rwo ways: 1) take a column at a time and work down
the page for all function categories, or 2) take each function
separately and work across the page for all objects.

When all columns and rows are complete, totals should be eiteiy
at the bottan of each column and at the end of each row. If :

indirect costs have been calculated, the sum of indirect costs is
included in the body of the budget so that the sum of all columns
and the sum of all rows equal the total fund request. Districts
should not request all of the funds allocated to them if they are
not needed. It is better not to claim unneeded funds which may
be reallocated to districts who do not have enoUgh.

Carryover funds (Line Q) are included with the budget. These
should be estimated as closely as possible. Expenditures shall
be limited to salaries (100), employee benefits, and indirect
costs, if claimed. Only indirect costs should appear in
Colgmn 300 on the carryover budget line. The calculation of
indirect costs for carryover is the same process as for the
current funds budget.

NOTE: On original applications, send one extra copy of the
budget alon$ wlth three copies of the application for data
processing.
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Handbook II (Revised)

We have mailed excerpts fram Handbook II (Revised) for reference when
estimated expenditures are made. These are common accounting classifications
which are used La the general budgets of school districts throughout Colorado.
Therefore, these account classifications correspond to the same classifica-.

tions being used in all other accounts established by the school district.
Descriptions of classifications are available in Handbook II, but the following
provides interpretation as the categories relate to Chapter I.

Objects (Column headings at the top/ of the budget)

100 Salaries: Chapter I teachers, aides, or other personnel depending on
the function. Substitute salaries are included here also. Salaries
may not be paid to personnel for services ordinarily provided by the

o district in the absence of Chapter I funds or to replace any service
ordinarily provided by the district with the exception of non-instructional
duty assignments.

200 Employee Benefits: All fringe benefits paid to Chapter I employees
which are also provided to non-Chapter I staff members through school
district policy.

300 Purchased Services: Any services which are provided by persons not
on the school district payroll whose services are necessary to the
operation of the Chapter I program, whose services are permitted by
federal regulations, and other services which the LEA may purchase.

400 Su22.1_.ies/L._faterials: Any supply or material to be used with selected
Chapter I children and not for use by the school population as a whole.

500. Capital Outlar Equipment, replacement of equ4.pment, construction or
minor remodeling. Special appraval from the %,uE is required for con-
struction and remodeling. All equipment must be approved by CDE prior
to'purchase.

600 Other Expenses: Amounts paid for goods and services not classified in
the preceding categories.

Functions (Row captions at left of budget)

1000 Instruction: All expenses related to direct instruction as defined
in Handbook II (Revised).

2000 Support Services: Appropriate Chapter I support services are detailed
as follows:.

2113 Social Work Services: Expenses for social work services which
are not provided by the district social work program and are for
selected Chapter I pupils only.

2120 Guidance Services: Expenses for guidance services which are not
provided by the district guidance program and serve selected
Chapter I pupils only.
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2130 Health Services: Expenses for health services which are not
provided by the district health program and serve selected
Chapter I pupils only.

2140 ?sTchological Services: Expenses for psychological services
Atich are not provided by the district psychological services
program and serve selected Chapter I pupils only.

2210 Improvement of Instruction Services: Includes inservice edu
cation for staff, planning, developing and evaluating the
Chapter I program.

2400 pmgram Administration: Includes expenses associated with the
administration of the Chapter I program and salary payments
for personnel employed for this purpose. Salaries for district
administrators and principals are not allowable.

2530 Construction: By special approval only.

2540 Operation and Maintenance of Plant: Expenses for Chapter I
incurred items only.

2550 pupil Transportation: Expenses incurred for transportation
as a result of Chapter I.

2560 Food Services: Food served to pupils for special Chapter I
purposes.

Page -I: BUDGET NOTES

66. Enter the program number.

67. Provide budget notes for any items of estimated expenditure listed in the object
codes300, 600, and 2530/500. Generally speaking, expenditures will be allowed
only for those items which represent an excess cost to the district or group
of .districts.

Page K: DIRECTORY INFORMATION

This page- is for the purpose of creating a general directory of Chapter I persons
for use by CDE during the fiscal year. Since personnel changes with regularity,
it is necessary to update this list annually. Use the names of persons who will
be in the positioas from next September through the following August. If the name
is unknown, leave spaces blank and the district will be contacted in September.

68. Enter the program number.

. 69. Provide the name of the county, the district number.

70. Provide the central office street mailing address for your district.

71. Provide city, state, and ZIP code.
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72. Type in the name of your authorized representative.

73. ProvIde the telephone number of the authorized representative. If there is
an extension number, provide it as shown.

74. Type the name of the contact person. If it is the same name as the autho-
rizedrepresentative, type that name again. The contact person is the person
who normally administers the Chapter I program. The activity has been dele-
gated to this person by the authorized representative.

75. Type in the telephone number of the contact person. If there is an exten-
sion, provide it as shown.

76. Type the name of the Chapter I business manager. This is the person who
keeps the accounting records for Chapter I. It is the person you would want
the CDE accountant to contact regarding any Chapter I financial matter.

77. Provide the business manager's telephone number. If there is an extension
provide it as shown.
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SECTION II .

This section of the application must be completed for each project in the Chapter I
progran.

The program is all of the activities of your Chapter I operation.

A project is.a single entity within the program, such as a reading project or math
project.

Therefore, if you have three projects which might be known as Eementary Reading,
Senior High Reading and Junior High Math, you would need to complete Section II
three times; ouce for each project.

These project descriptions will be submitted only once for a threeyear period.
However, if you decide to change a project significantly, or eliminate it, this
section must be amended before the change is made. Contact your assigned con
sultant for assistance with amendments.

Page L: PROJECT DESCRIPTION

78. Enter your program number.

79. Eater the project number of the project being described. For example:

Project No.

Elementary Reading 01
Senior High Reading 02

Junior High Math 03

You assign the numbers to the projects.

80. Enter the project name, such as "Elementary Reading."

81. Check appropriate item, selfexplanatory.

82. Check appropriate item, selfexplanatory.

83. Check appropriate descriptor of type of project.

Par PROJECT DESCRIPTION

84. Enter your program number.

85. The project abstract is a brief narrative description of your purposes, your
methods, the population to be served, and the types of personnel you will use
to achieve your objectives. This narrative need not be long, but it should
communicate to the person'approving your prooram what you intend to do.
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Page N: OBJECTIVES AND EVALUATION DATA

86. Enter your program number.

87. Probably one objective is sufficient for each project. However, some projects
may attempt to improve achievement in as many as three subject areas, or it
may be appropriate to have different objectives for different grade levels.
Name the subject area, the grades served, the expected gain (even one NCE is
a gain), and the test you will use to measure the gain for each objective.

88. Name the evaluation model you will use. (Most LEAs use Model A, the norm-
referenced model.)

89. No evaluation models are available for preschool, K-1, Institutions, Summer
School, and occasionally other cases. In this case, write your own objectives
which should describe the outcome and the means of measurement.

90. Soma of the means of collecting data to evaluate the types of projects in
Item 89 are listed in Item 90. Check any of these you plan to use.

Page 0: TESTING PLAN

91. Enter your program number.

92. For each grade level served by this project, name the test to be used to mea-
sure achievement. Provide in Column 2 the date you plan to pre-test. In
Column 3 show the date the pre-test was normed. NOTE: Pre-test date should
not be more than two weeks either side of the norm date. Complete the same
type of information for the post-test. ECIA still requires sustaining effects
massures so the date of the sustaining effects test and its norm date should
be given.

page p: PROJECT DESCRIPTION

93. Enter your program number.

94. Self-explanatory.

95. Self-explanatory.

Page Q: PROJECT DESCRIPTION

96. Enter your program number.

97. Self-explanatory.

98. Self-explanatory.

99. Self-explanatory.
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100. Enter your program number.

101. Check the types of inservice education needs you have identified. These
are listed under MO types: 1) Operational or pertaining to legal,
regulatory, policy, or administrative types of items; and 2) Staff De-
velopment or those types of items which may help the C-apter I staff to
improve their work with children.
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1982-83 APPLICATION FOR 1PADTER

COMPLETE ONLY IF LABEL IS MISSING OR INCORRECT
Legal Name of District

Address of District

City and Zip Cod*

MAILING INSTRUCTIONS: Return original copy FOUR WEEKS prior to requested obligation date.
(See Item I below.)

I. FISCAL OBLIGATION PER100
BEGINNING DATE ENOING 0A TE

9-30-83

2. PROGRAM OATES

IDirect que.stsons regarding this
form to 5.17) 373-3666.

'STATE USE ONLY

fkklikBOPKIN4-. . ;1:

r*LXI. so.

IIP*14.4t Nak..

tpitaNIONerte r.
1041146, Atforried t

LABEL

BEGINNING DATE ENDING DATE

Regular School Year

Summer School

3. STATEMENT OF ASSURANCES

(The Assurances for this program are contained on Pages 8-9 of Form PC-4682, "Update for General Application and
Assurances for Federal Funds" which will be mailed to your district in May. 1982.)

4. CERTIFICATION:

The application will be revised to reflect any significant changes prior to their implementation in the program.

Date

Date

Superintendent

Contact Parson
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S. NUMBER OF SCHOOL.AGE CHILDREN RESIDING IN APPLICANT'S DISTRICT ATTENDANCE AREA

ESTIMATE TOTAL NUMBER OF RESIDENT CHILDREN

RESIDENT CHILDREN Elementary
School

i Junior or
Middle School

Senior 171 71 .."1.

School
TOTAL

a. Public Schools

b. Nonpublic Schools
c. Institutional Schools for Neglected or Delinquent Children

d. Residnt Children in Applicant's District (Stint Oi lines a thru d)

e. Children who come from Low-Income Families

f. District-wide Percentage of Children from Low-Income Families
(Line e. divided by line d.)

6. ELIGIBLE SCHOOLS

LIST ALL ELIGIBLE
PUBLIC SCHOOLS
IN RANK ORDER

ACCORDING
TO COLUMN 3

STATE
USE
ONLY

,

ALL CHILDREN RESIDING
IN ATTENDANCE AREA*

NUMBER OF
PARTICI-
PATING

TOTAL
ESTIMATED

EXPENDITURES
To nearest dollar)

Total
From Low-
Income

Families

Percent
loci-. z

oivi pe o
CCBLY. I)

PUPILS

Chapter I Chapter I

I Z) 13) f 41 'SI

,
.;(INCLUDE NONPUBLIC SCHOOL CHILDREN)

. ..
V

.

,

7. Schools are ranked, and eligibility determined:
by district-wide average
on a school grouping basis lElementary, Middle or Junior High, High School)

NOTE: If you choose to rank schools according to educational deprivation, contact your consultant.

8. NONPUBLIC SCHOOLS SERVING CHILDREN WHO RESIDE WITHIN YOUR DISTRICT'S ELIGIBLE ATTENDANCE AREAS

LIST NONPUBLIC SCHOOLS

NUMBER OF
CHILDREN

WHERE SERVICES
RECEIVED

Check One or Both/
ESTIMATED

EXPENDITURES
PARTICIPATING
IN PROGRAM

Nonpublic
School Site

Public
School Site

T NONPUBLIC
SITE

9. If nonpublic students are not served, please
indicate why.

There are NO eligible, nonpublic school children to

participate.
The nonpublic school does not desire to have its eligible

children participate.
There are no children residing in the district who attend

nonpuolic schools,

148

10. NUMBER OF PARTICIPATING CHILDREN (Unduplicated Count)

If some children who will participate are enrolled in institu-
tional schools, include these children as nonpublic school
ch.Idren and complete "Children Living in Institutions for
Neglected ur Delinquent Children" (Pages 9I l).

GRADE
IILEVEL

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS
Public Schools Norpublic Schools

r Pre-K
...

Kindergarten
Grade I

Grade 2 I.-
Grade 3

Grade 4
Grade 5

' Grade 6
Grades 7 Si 8
Grades 9-42

TOTAL0,I

ee-

1 7 3



Exhibit 70 (page 3 of 16)

Describe the LEA plan, with dates, for cormultation with parents and teachers of Chapter I children in the
designing, implementation, and evaluation of the project.

NOTE: Parent advisory councils rray be used to satisfy this requirement. An LEA may set aside funds for parent
consultation activities. Such funded activides may include, but are not limited to, expenditures for training,
publications, periodicals, and inswvice activities.

DATE(S) DESCRIPTION OF LEA PLAN

149

1 71

AMI=MIMMIMN1,



11. 3UDGET

SUBMIT:

Exhibit 70 (page 4 of 16)

A. Each fiscal year's funds must have a separate page 4, S. and a budget breakdown. A separate budget breakdown is

necessary for each institution.
B. The itemized budget must clearly designate number and type of staff. When staff members are prorated, specify the

FTE (Full-Time Equivalent) funded b) Chapter I.

C. Proposed capital outlay-justification in terms of need for the implementation of the program.

EDUCATIONAL
AGENCY

Legal Name of School District
Telephone Area COde/LoCal No.

Address City Zip Code

2. SOURCE CODE

3. RECIPIENT CODE

4. PROJECT NUMBER

S. APPROVED AMOUNT TO DATE
0.00

11401 Pu49C49e17)

6. NEW APPROVED AMOUNT

.00
1140T PUNC111[01

7, AMOUNT OF CHANGE (Use minus sign preceding deer
.00

(40 - SO/

8. PROJECT TYPE
A. Regular B. Carryover

(401

9. ENDING DATE

0 9 3

171

10. FISCAL YEAR OF APPROVED ACTIVITY

1 1 1

tO 151

I 1 I

14,11

0 8 3
- 701

19

477

CERTIFICATION: I certify that this budget was either prepared by or with the cooperation of the Business Office, and that the

information submitted on this report is true and correct to the best of my knowledge.

Date

Authorized
Official

11. NEGLECTED OR DELINQUENT INSTITUTIONS:

(Signature)

AMOUNTS INCLUDED ON LINE 6:

STATE USE ONLY

12. STATUS ON FUND SOURCE 015 FOR THIS PROJECT ONLY:

Final Allocation
Carryover Available
Amount Approved
Balance

150



Exhibit 70 (page 5 of 16)

13. BUDGET (Continued) (On a separate sheet, provide a Budget Breakdown.

FUNCTIONS Salar.as
Purchased
Services

OBJ ECT

Supplicx,
Materials
and Other
Expenses

(2) (3)

TOTAL

Instruction
Compensatory Education

Employe* Benefits

211 Attendance
212 Guidance
213 Health
214 Psychological
215 Speech & Audiology

216 Social Work Services

219 Other Pupil Support

Instructional Staff
Improvement of Instruction
Library
Audiovisual

226 Supervision & Direction

General Administratron

231 3oard of Education
Audit

'Business Services
254 Operation & Maintenance

255 Pupil Transpertation

Central Su.port Services

262 Planning & Research.

110.....
1

Community Services
330 Civic Activities

Employee Benefits

MainieNINE
2000

Outgoing Transfer and Transactions

430 School Service Fund

SUB-TOTAL (Sum of lines I thru 42)

as Caoital Outlay
4 !XX I Instruction

Support Services
4I1 3XX Community Services

SUBTOTAL (Sum ol lines 4S thru 48)
GRANO TOTAL (Sur, of lints 43. 44 and 49,

'Any funds transferred to the School Service Fund for the purchase of food for the School Lunch program shall be excluded
from this computation.

151 176
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14. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Component

_
- -- -

Instructional Program: Check Types of Instruction used in Prog..am
15 Large group instruction

Small group instruction
Individual instruction
In reguIar classroom
Outside regular classroom

ED Ssif-paced instruction
ED Group-paced instruction

Staffing Pattern:
Indicate Staff in FTE to Nearest Tenth

FTE
22 --Reading Teacher(s)

Reading Aide(s)
Reading Consultant's)............--
Math Teacher(s)
Math A ide(s)

Math Consuitant(s) a
Support Staff

Supportive Services: Including those provided by other funding sources. .
Check Types-of Supportive Services Used in Program

so Health Speech

al Nutrition Guidance

E Social Work Other .

Psychological

Materials and Equipment

---------

Check Types of Materials & Equipment Used in Program
57 Reading books Systems machines

Math books II Projectors
Reading materials TV

Math materials Recorilers

Other Other

Pupil Instructional Time: Check Average Time per Day Student Received Instruction
in-this Program.

87 I I hour 2 3/ 4 hour 3 1/2 hour

4 1/4 hour 5 Other
80/1

STAFF DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES:

Check ALL that apply.
Staff Involved When

9 D Teachers 14 Pre-service

Aides 111 In-service school day

Administrators E In-service outside school day

Parents
Specialists Conducted by:

20 Local staff
Content Areas 7 Commercial I y

i-r Reading College

E Mathematics Other

Affective

ii---..i./..--,+-alLei



Exhibit 70 page 7 of 16)

15. EVALUATION DESIGN

A. SUBJECT AREA

(Check only ONE - a separate page should be completed
for each subject azea)

MATHEMATICS
READING
OTHER (specify)

B. TESTING SCHEDULE

I. Approximate Date
of Pretest

IM0NTI-1/DAY/Y EAR)

2. Approximate Date
of Posttest

(MONTH/OAY/Y EAR)

TION Norm-Referenced Tests Preschool through grade 12)

Grade
Number of
Students

NamTest e Publ i cation
Date

Name of Subtest Pretest
Level*

Posttest
Level

,

..

4.--

.
4.

abiectiv..Referenced Tests Preschoo throu h grade one
..... ----....."".
Grade

Number of
Students

."._._....._" _

Test Name Publ icati on
Date

.

Number of
Objectives

Pretest,
Level

Posttest
Level11,.. ..

..

.
.

*The test score used as the pretest for evaluation purposes must not be the basis for selecting students into the Chapter I program.
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16: C.ERTIFICATION FOR PARTICIPATION IN COOPERATIVE PROJECT CHAPTER I

INSTRUCTIONS:
Cooperative projects may be submitted by two or more eligible local educational agencies. Each participating agency should

take the following action:

a. Authorize participation and the amount of its Chapter I funds to be released for this cooperative project.

b. Designate its own authorized rep.resentative to sign the cooperative certification form.

t. Either accept administrative responsibility for the project or designate another local educational agency as th

administrative and fiscal agent.

The undersigred certify that, to the best of their knowledge, the information contained in this application is correct and complete, that the
local or State agency which they represent has authorized them to file this application, and that such authorization action is recorded in

the minutes of the agency's meeting held on the date shown below. The administrative and fiscal agency named below has been designated

as the administrative and fiscal agent for this project and is authorized to receive and expend for the conduct of this project Chapter I funds in

amo'unts not to exelleCi those shown in item E of this Certification. All Participating agencies have entered into an agreement concirning.'
the final disposition of equipment, facilities and materials purchased for this project from Chapter 1 funds.

IFI ATION OF AGENCY DESIGNATED ADMINISTRATIVE AND FISCAL AGENT FOR THIS PROJECT

Legal Name of Agency Name and Title of Authorized Representative
,

Mailing Address (Street. City. Town, Zip Code)
!

Signature

Cotrity State Telephone (Area Code/Local No.) Data Signed

Name and Title of Contact Person
..

Mailing Address
c

Date Meeting was Held

O. CERTIFICATION OF PARTICIPATING AGENCY

Legal Name of Agency Name and Title of Authorized Representative

' Mailing Address (Street, City, Town, Zip Code)
Signature

County State Telephone (Arna Code/Local No.) Date Signed

Name and Title of Contact Person Mailing Address Date Meeting was Held

PAT1NG AGENCY

Legal Name of Agency

IIIINIIf
Name aed Title t..: Authorized Representative

Mailing Address (Street, City, Town, Zip Code) .

Signature

County State Telephone (Area Code/Local No.) Date Signed

Name and Title of Contact Person Mailing Address Date Meeting was Held

D. NUMJER OF CHILDREN TO PARTICIPATE IN
THIS PROJECT WHO RESIDE IN EACH AGENCY'S
DISTRICT LISTED IN ABOVE CERTIFICATIONS
CERTIFICATION NUMBER OF CHILDREN

A '
8
c

TOTAL 154

E. AMOUNT OF CHAPTER I FUNDS TO BE RELEASED
FOR THIS PROJECT BY EACH AGENCY LISTED
IN ABOVE CERTIFICATION

CERTIFICATION
A

TOTAL

AMOUNT OF CHAPTER I FUNDS

1 79



Exhibit 70 (page 9 of 16)

GUIDE 1982-83 APPLICATION

Chapter One

Item Page

Budget Breakdown 1'

Program Description 2-3

Evaluation Design 4

Recommended Test 5-6

Helpful Hints 7
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Exhibit 70

ITEMI2ED BUDGET SALARIES

(page 10 of 16)

PURCHASED
SERVICES

MATERIALS
AND OTHER TOTAL

100 INSTRUCTION
125 Compensatory Education

7 FTE Reading Teachers
@ $14,000 98,000

5 FTE (10 1/2TE) Aides
@ $5,000 ($5/hr X 1000 hr) 50,000

Reading Workbooks, Materials 2,000
TOTAL 150,000

Employee Benefits
17 People Hospitalization
P $200 = $2,000 2.000

Retirement & Social Security
$150,000 X 16% = $24,000 24,000

TOTAL 26,000

200 SUPPORTING SERVICES
212 Guidance

1 FTE.Counselor 12,000
Mileage 500 miles P 15*/mile 75

Supplies 150
TOTAL 12,225

214 Psychological
Psychologist $20/hr X 50 hr 1,000

TOTAL 1,000

221 Improvement of Instruction
Inservice Education:
10 Teachers, 2 hr/wk, 10 wk

$3/hr 1,400
10 Teacher Aides, 2 hr/wk,
10 wk, @ $3/hr 600 .

Attendance at Compensatory
Education Conference
(10 people @ $206 each
for meeals, hotel, mileage) 2,000

TOTAL 4,000

226Supervision and Direction
1 Supervisor 31 time 15,000
1 Director, 1/2 time 12,000
Mileage 1,000 miles @ 15*/mile 150
Supplies 1,000

TOTAL

231 Bo d of Education

- 28,150

Au it 750
TOTAL 750

CAPITAL OUTLAY
Instruction:
4 Controlled Readers @ $300 2,000

TOTAL 2,000

GRAND TOTAL. 224,125
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Exhibit 70 (page 11 of 16)

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The purpose of the program description page is to provide the reader with
a complete and concise description of the delivery system to be used for
each product performance objective. Additionally, the information on the
right hand side of the page is needed for data processing: Appropriate
checks or information should be recorded. Following aiw 'explanations of
terms and examples for your convenience:

INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM: Explain the basic instructional
format.

Example:

STAFFING PATTERN:

Instruction will consist of regularly
scheduled periods in the resource
room. Students' learning disabilities'
will be diagnosed and prescriptions
developed.

Approximately two thirds of-the time
the students will be working on these
individualized prescriptions. The
other one third of the time will be
spent in group activities with chil-
dren grouped according to needs.
Emphasis in the latter part of the
period will be on developing critical
thinking, oral communication, and
positive attitudes.

Explain the types and numbers of
stafkinvolved in the above component%

Example: One teacher and two aides.

SUPPORTIVE SERVICES:

Example:

Describe any supportive seTvices
funded by Title I and other sources
that affect this component.

It is anticipated that approximately
fifcy (50) children will receive
medical.and/or dental services, 10
clildren will receive psychological
services, and 5 children will receive
extensive speech therapy.

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT: List materials and equipment utilized
in this component.

Example: SRk Kits, EDL Lab Sullivan programmed
materials, and staff developed materials.
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Exhibit 70 (page 12 of 16)

WEEKLY PUPIL INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: The amount of instruction provided.

Example: Four hours per week--two hours in
small groups and two hours in indi-
vidual programed learning.

STAFF DEVELOPMENT: Describe the planned inservice acti-
vities for this component:

Example: The teacher and aides will participate
in four, half-day training sessions
per month conducted by ISD consultants
or Right to Read specialisits. Such
training will include classroom manage-
ment diagnostic/prescription methods.

158
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EVALUATION DESIGN

A. SUBJECT AREA:

Exhibit 70 (page 13 of 16)

Complete a separate page for each
subject area and indicate the general
subject area of the program which
is being descilbed

B. TESTING SCHEDULE: Specify the dates on which pretesting
and posttesting will be conducted.

Example: Date of pretest 9/19/82 or 5/16/82
Date of posttes;, 5/14/83 5/14/83

C. MEASUREMENT INFORMATION: Provide measurement information for
each grade level tested. A list of

D. recommended tests is presented on
the following pages.

C. MEASUREMENT INFORMATION Norm-Referenced Tests (Preschool througn grade 12)

Gracie.
1...

I Number Test Name
.................,

Publication
O ate

Na me. of Subtest I Pretest Pos ttest
I Level 6' L e . el

i 50 ITBS - Form 8 1978 Total Reading
I 9 10

D. MEASUREMENT INFORMATION Oblective-Referenced Tests (Preschool through grade one)

Graeti Number Test Name Publication
Oate

Number of
Obiectives

Pretest I Posttest
Level Level

PreK
-75

Stuants
int 're- in.ergarten

Obiective Referenced Test 1975 20 N.A. N.A.

')ne line per grade level.
The test score used as the pretest for valuation purposes must not iie the basis for selecting students,SMIIIIMMINIIII11101111mb.

159 184.



MICHIGAN DEPARTMNT OF hOUCAlION Exhibit 70 (page 14 of 16)
L1ST 0FrECoMMENDI: 1ETS FOR l!NALL:AYION

COMPENSATORY EDUCATION-cRADES 2 through 12

Grade
Spring
Midpoint

Test Name and Copyright Date Abbr. Subj.* 'Ranee Date

2
California Achievement Tests/C & D (1978) CAT ,RMO K.0-12.9 May 4

Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills/S
1

(1974) CTBS RMO K.1-12.7 April 8

Gates MacGinitie Reading Tests/2nd Ed
2

(1978) GATES R 1.1-12.8 May 15

lova Test o Basic Skills/Forms 7 & 8
2

(1978) ITBS RMO 3-8 April 28

Keyrath.D nostic Arithmetic
4

(1976) KEY M 2-6 April 15

Metropol an Achievement Tests
3

(1978) MAT RUO K.7-9.7 April 20

Nelson a iding Skills Test
2

(1977) NEL R 3.0-9.9 March 26

SRA AchieVement Series4 (1978) SRA RM K.7-12.3 April 22

Starford Achievement Test
3

(1973) SAT RMO 1-9 May 8

Stanford Diagnostic Mathematics Test
3

(1976) SDMT M 1.7-8.7 /Tril 23

StAnford Diagnostic Reading Test
3

(1976) SDRT R 1.7-9.7 April 23

Test of Academic Skills
3

(1973) TASK RM 8.1-12.8 May 8

Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests
5

(1978) WOOD R 2-6 April 15

Publishers and Addresses

CTB/!:CCrabl-Hill

Del Monte Research Park
Monterey, California 93940

2 Houghton Agfrin
Pennington-Hopewell Road
Hopewell, New jersey 06525

3 Psyci:ological Corporation/Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich
Test Dept., 757 Third Avenue
New York, NY 20017

4 Science Research Associates, Inc.
259 East Erie Street
Chicago, Illinois 60621

5 American Guidance Service, Inc.
PULZisher's
Circie Pines, Minnesota 55014

Subjects

R = aeading Test
M = N4thematias Test
,0 * Includes subtests in curricular areas other than reading and mathematics

such as Sciente and Sotial Studies

More complete information on each test is available upon written request to br. Jacob Si1vor:
Box 3=8: Lansing, Michigan; 48909, or call (517) 373-1830

160 185,
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MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
LIST OF RECOMMENDED TESTS FOR EVALUATION

COMPENSATORY EDUCATION-PRE-SCHOOL through GRADE 1

Test Nare and Copyright Date Abbreviations Grade Range

Circus
/

(1974 and 1976) CIR Pre K - 3.5

Cooperative Pre-school Inventory (Caldwell)
/

(1970) CALD Pre K - K

Metropolitan Readiness Test
2

(1976) MRT K - 1

Stanford Early School Achievement Test
2

(1970) SESAT K - 1

Test of Basic Experiences
3

(1971) TOBE Pre K - 1

1 Addison-Wesley Publishing,C=pany
Readi.ng, Massachusetts 01867

2 Psychological Corporation/Harcourt, 13race, Jovanovich
Test Dept., 757 Third Avenue
New York, NY ZOOl7

3 CTB/McGraw-Hill
Del Monte Rec3arch Park
Monterey, California 93940

More complete informatian on each test is available upon written request to Dr. Jacob,Silver

Box 30003; Lansing, Miphigan; 48909, or call (517) 373-1830.

1 86
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Helpful Hints for Completing the Application

Page 4

Item 4 Please note you will not have a project number until
after the application has been approved.

Items 6-7 Will be tbe same

Page 5

Page 6

Please do not use page for a budget amendment.
A budget amendment work heet is enclosed for any future
revisions.

Please note employee benefits, 100 series-line 5; 200
and 300 series, line 39.

Please use the 1982-83 restricted rate for line 44,
indirect Costs,.
Your business office should have the '82-83' restricted
rate.

Lines 43, 49, and 50 should be completed. Line 49 should
be completed if you have capital outlay.

Please be sure not to fill in any shaded areas.

Be sure to summarize description of staff development
activities.

A separate page 6 should be completed for each component.

162
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Exhibit 71 (page.1 of 14)
STATE OF MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

C. E. Holladay, Ed.D. State Superintendent

Albert J. Comfort, Jr., EcLD.
Coordinator

TO:

TITLE I, ESEA
P.O. pox 771

Jackson, MissiisiPpi 39205

April 8, 1982

A. C. Bilbo
Assistant Coordinator

Superintendents of blic 1 b.

FROM: Albert J. Comfort, Jr., E

SUBJECT: Chapter 1 Application Forms

Enclosed you will find application forms for Chapter 1 of the

Education Consolidation and Improvement Act of 1981 for the period

of July 1, 1982, through June 30, 1985.

While the application format provides fOr a full three year period,

the program description section will need to be updated, by way

of amendment, at least annually. Sections I and II will need to

be initiated only once unless there are changes during the interim

which dictate an update. It is our recommendation that for each

year of the three year period the program description section be

cleared through the local school board irrespective of its status

as an initial submission or as an amendment for either fiscal year

1984 or fiscal year 1985.

With respect to the submission of an application for funding under

Chapter 1, you may exercise any of the options which best suit your

situation as follows:

Submit all Sections at the !same time

Submit Section I independently
Submit Section II independently
Submit Sections I and II s).multaneously

Submit Section III independently of I and II, but in

order,(last)

Formal approval of all three sections of the application will be

made when the entire review process has been completed. In the

event that Section II, designation of eligible attendance areas,

is submitted independently of the program description.section, an

immediate review of this section will be made and an appropriate

response provided to the local district. Neither Sections II nor

III can be cleared in the absence of a completed copy of Section

I .

This packet contains three sets of application forms. One set has

been stapled together and may be used as a file copy, work copy

or whatever use you desire to make of the forms. The loose forms

163
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Exhibit 71 (page 2 of 14)

Memorandum
April 8, 1982
Page 2

should be used to make up the application to be submitted to the
State office. Additional copies of pages 2, 3 and 5 will be provided
in the near future. You are requested to USE ONLY ORIGINAL FORMS,
UNSTAPLED, in your application. DO NOT STAPLE any part of the appli-
cation being submitted for review and approval.

Field staff from this office are'now engaged in small group meetings
with local coordinators and other staff reviewing materials related
to new applications. We will be following up these sessions with
individual planning sessions or other types of assistance leading
to the approval of Chapter 1 programs.

thb

Enclosures: Three sets of application forms

Copy of memorandum and stapled set of application forms to LEA
Coordinators

169
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Exhibit 71 (page 3 of 14)

LOCAL EDUCATION AGENCY

APPLICATION FOR GRANT.
TO MEET THE SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL NEEDS
.OF EDUCATIONALLY.1)EPRIVED.CHILDREN.,

UNDER CHAPTER 1 .OF THE
EDUCATION CONSOLIDATION AND IMPROVEMENT ACT OF .1981

FOR THE''PEkIOD

JULY 1, 1982 JUNE 30, 1985

SECTION I
STATEMENT OF ASSURANCES

'SECTION DI
DESIGNATION OF ELIGIBLE ATTENDANa,AREAS .

.7

, . P .nr
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION .

MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT. OF EDUCATION
(7/1/82)

165 190



Exhibit 71 (page 4 of 14)
MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION (7/1/82)

SECTION I

STATEMENT OF ASSURANCES

CHAPTER 1, ECIA

FISCAL YEAR 1983-1985

Assurances are hereby provided to the State Education Agency (SEA) that the Local Education Agency

(LEA) will

'Keep such records, including equipment inventory, and provide such information to
the State Education Agency as may be required for fiscal audit and program evalua-

tion (Sec. 556(b)).

Conduct programs and projects in attendance areas declared eligible by the State Educa-
tion Agency (Sec. 556(b)(1)).

Conduct programs and projects based upon an annual assessment of education needs
which identifies educationally deprived children in all eligible attendance areas, permits
selection of those children who have the greatest need for special assistance, and deter-
mines the needs of participating children with sufficient specificity to ensure concen-
tration on those needs (Sec. 556(b)(2)).

Conduct program! and projects of sufficient size, scope, and quality to give reasonable
_prmise of _substantial progress toward meeting the specib, educational needs of the
children being served and are designed and implemented in consultation with parents
and teachers of such children. (Sec. 556(b)(3)).

Evaluate programs and projects in terms of their effectiveness in achieving the goals set
for them, and that such evaluations shall include objective measurements of educa-
tional achievement in basic skills and a determination of whether improved performance
is sustained over a period of more than one year (Sec. 556(b)(4)).

Make provisions for services to educationally deprived children attending private elemen-
tary and secondary schools in accordance with Section 557 (Sec. 556(b)(5)).

Maintain its fiscal effort within the limits allowed by statute (Sec. 558(a)).

Conduct programs and projects under Chapter 1 in a manner that supplements State
and local resources (Sec. 558(b)).

166 191 Page 1



Exhibit 71 (page 5 of 14)

Utilize State and local funds to provide services in project areas which, taken as a whole,

are at least comparable to services being provided in areas in such districts which are
not receiving funds under Sec. 558(c)(1) of Chapter 1 and that it has established --

a district Wide salary schedule (SeC. 558(c) (2) (A));

a policy to ensure equivalence among schools in teachers, administrators,
and auxiliary personnel (Sec. 558(c)(2)(B);

a policy to ensure equivalence among schools in the provision of curriculum
materials and instructional supplies (Sec. 558(c)(2)(C));

Assume full responsibility for ensuring the operation of the Chapter 1 program within
the limits of applicable law and regulations and that audit exceptions arising out of
Chapter 1 are accepted as a responsibility of the local school district.

The School Board of District approved and caused to be

spread on its minutes the assurances stated above at a meeting held on

and further authorized the Superintendent to sign such statement of assurances and to submit an applica-

tion to the State Department of Education claiming funds available under Chapter 1 of ECIA.

Date:

167

(Signature of Superintendent)

(Typed) Name of Superintendent

Mailing

Address

Telephone

Zip Code

Chapter 1 Contact Person If Other Than Superintendent--

Name

Address

Telephone

192
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MMSMSWIDEPARTMENTOFEDUCATION(7/1M2)

SECTION II

Exhibit 71 (page 6 of 14)

CHAPTER 1, ECIA

DESIGNATION OF ELIGIBLE ATTENDANCE AREAS

FISCAL YEARS 1983-1985

METHODS USED

(1)(A) are conducted in attendance areas of such agency having the highest concentrations

of low-income children;

(B) are located in all attendance areas of an agency which has a uniformly high concentra-

tion of such children; or

(C) are designed to utilize part of the available funds for such services which promise to
provide significant help for all such children served by such agency.

RANK ATTENDANCE CENTERS BY PERCENT (HIGH TO LOW)

Total Enrollment District LI Percentage Average Number of
Total Low-Income Number of Schools Low-Income Per School

School Grade Low-Income Check (X)

(Attendance Area) Span Enrollment Number Percent Eligible Schools

163 1 93



MMSMPIPPIDEPARTMENTOF,OUCATION(7MM2) Exhibit 71 (page 7 of 14)

SECTION III

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Brief description of program thrust (e.g., activities, grade levels, number of children, instructional strategies).

Brief description of how program will be designed and implemented in consultation with parents.and teachers.

List participating schools in rank order, highest to lowest, according to the number of participants selected to be served.
Take into account the provisions of Section 557, ECIA with respect to participation of children enrolled in private
schools.

NAME OF SCHOOL(S)
(First list public schools in rank order
then list private schools)

Grade
Span
To Be
Served

Partidipants

Public Schools Private Schools

Number Number
Eligible Selected Eligible Selected

169
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MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION (7/1/82)

PROJECT NUMBER

BUDGET ANALYSIS

Exhibit 71 (page 8 of 14)
REGULAR( ) CARRYOVER( ) SUMMER( )

EXPENDITURE OBJECT

vl<
o

tri

(1)

g
12)

EXPENOITURE

FUNCTION SUMMARY

(3)

100

SALARIES

(4) .

200

EMPLOYEE

BENEFITS

(5)

300

PURCHASED

SERVICES

(6)

400

SUPPLIES

MATERIALS

(7)

500

CAPITAL
OUTLAY

(8)

TOTALS

(9)

INSTRUCTION 100 200 300 400 500 Totals

1250 Teacher xxxxxx

1250 Teacher
,xxxxxx

xxxxxx

xxxxxx

II
IIxxxxxx

xxxxxx

xxxxxx

xxxxxx

xxxxxx

SUB TOTAL CLASS 1000 xxxxxx

1

PUPIL SUPPORT 100 200 300 400 500 Totals

2132 Medical Services

2133 Dental Services

2134 Nurse Service

SUB TOTAL PUPIL SUPPORT

SUPPORTIVE STAFF 100 200 300 400 500 Totals

2211 Coordinator

2211 Secretary, Clerk

2212 Supervisor

2213 Instructional Staff 'Training

2223 Audio-Visual Service

2224 Educational Television Services

2225 Computer Assisted InstructionII---. ..

SUB-TOTAL
... _. _ ...... .. ____ .. .. .

SUPPORT STAFF

170 1 95



MISSISSIPPI ONPARTIAINT OF EDUCATION (7/1/82)

kPlItOJCCT NUMCIR

BUDGET ANALYSIS continued

REGULAR( )

Exhibit 71 (page 9 of 14)

CARRYOVER() SUMMER()

§N

BUSINISS SERVICES 100 200 300 400 500 Totals

2530 xx Classroom Furnishings

2535 xx Budding Acquisition, Construction .

2542 Care and Upketio of Building Services

2544J Care and Upkeep of Equipment Services

2545 xx Vehicle Repair and Maintenance Services

2547 xx Property Insurance
*

2552 Vehicle Operation Services

it

257 , Warehousing and Distributing Services

2574 Printing, Publishing and Duplicating

SUB-TOTAL BUSINESS SERVICES

R
6

SUPPORT SERVICES CENTRAL 100 200 300 400 500 Totals

2623 Evaluation Services

2633 Public Information Services

SUB-TOTAL SUPPORT SERVICES CENTRAL

.

COMMUNITY SERVICES 100 200 300 400 500 Totals

1
3700 ' Non - Public Pupil Services

..,

SUB-TOTAL COMMUNITY SERVICES

SUB-TOTAL CLASS 1000, CLASSES I'M, CLASS 3000

,...

§14300
1VI xx INDIRECT COST XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX

GRAND TOTAL ALL CLASSES

171
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mississiPPI DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 17/1182)

PROJECT STAFF (Reflect Total Staff By Assignment in F-TE)*

Exhibit 71 (page 10 of 14)
SCHOOL TERM

ASSIGNMENT
CURRENT

No. Staff
YEAR

Salary
CARRY-OVER

No. Staff Salary
TOTAL
STAFF

Teacher - Kindergarten

Teacher - Elementary (1-6)

Teacher - Secondary (7-12)

Teacher Aide . Kindergarten

Teacher Aide - Elementary (1-6)

Teacher Aide -SecondarY (7-12)
.

Nurse (RN) \

Nurse Attie

Coordinator

Supervisor .

t

Secretary

Clerk

Substitute Teacher PaY
xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx

TOTALS (Show Staff in FTEr xxxxx - xxxxx

PARTICIPA TS UNDUPLICATZO COUNT

GRADE
Public

Schools
Private

Schools TOTAL .
GRACE

Public
Schools

Private
Schools TOTAL

Kindergarten
XXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXX XXXX XXXXXX

Grade 1
Grade 7

,-----_--

Grade 2.

r

Grade 8

r

Grade 3
. Grade 9

Grade 4
Grade 10

Grade 5

-
Grade 11

Grade 6
Grade 12

TOTAL PARTICIPANTS

.(SHOW IN TOTAL STAFF COLUMN FULL TIME
EQUIVALENCY ( FTE), e.g. a staff member supported

at the 50% level would be shown in FTE terms at .5)

172



Exhibit 71 (page 11 of 14)

MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION (7/1/82)

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION - COMPLETE A PAGE FOR EACH PARTICIPATING SCHOOL

NAME OF SCHOOL GRADE SPAN

(1)

KINDERGARTEN

(2)

READING

(3)

MATH EMATICS

(4)

LANGUAGE
ARTS

(5)

1 TOTAL CHAPTER 1 COST OF EACH INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITY:

2. PER PUPIL COST OP EACH CHAPTER 1 INSTRUCTIONAL
ACTIVITY:

%t

3. GRAOE LEVELS TO SE SERVED BY CHAPTER 1 INSTRUCTIONAL
ACTIVITIES.

...-.

4 LENGTHS oF CHFIBTEN 1 INSTRUCTIONAL PERIODS:

5. NUMBER OP INSTRUCTIONAL PERIODS ASSIGNED EACH
CHAPTER 1 TEACHER DAILY.

E. NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONAL PERIODS ASSIGNED EACH
CHAPTER 1 AIDE DAILY

7 MAXIMUM CHAPTER 1 TEACHER/PUPIL RATIO PER PERIOD:

9 MAXIMUM CHAPTER 1 AIDE/PUPIL RATTo PER PERIOD:---.,
9 NUMBER OF CHAPTER 1 TEACHERS ASSIGNED THIS SCHOOL:

10 NUM8ER OF CHAPTER 1 AIDES AsSIGNED THIS SCHOOL.
-......---..

11 NUMBER OF KINDERGARTEN CHILDREN SELECTED (DESCRIBE
BELOW CRITERIA USED IN SELECTING PARTICIPANTS)

A

NUMBER IN NEED -- NUMBER SELECTED

GRADE
NUMSER 50th PERCENTILE

ANQ BELOW NUMEIER SELECTED
GRADE

_

NUMBER SOM P2RCENTILE
AND BELOW NUMBER SELECTED

RDG. MATH L. A. RDG. MATH L.A. ROG. MATH LA. ROG. MATH L.A.

(11 (2) (3) (a) (5) (6) (7) (1) (2) (3) (4) . (51 (6) (7)

1

.-

2
. 8

k

4

3

i , 4

9
,

4
,

10

5

..

11

6 12
_

nem". f f t eel C. MUCCI]," Anrwrinki AI 0 A rICC A C AlCf`CCC A I]Vl

TOTAL SELECTED FOR
PARTICIPATION

...........

.

(1) OTHER DETAILS OF EACH COMPONENT NOT FULLY EXPLAINED ABOVE (E.G., PROGRAM DESIGN, COORDINATION WITH REGULAR
PROGRAM, INSERVICE TRAINING, NEED FOR INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT, SELECTION OF KINDERGARTEN PAR-
TICIPANTS)

t 173
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MISSISSIPPI OEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION (711/132) Exhibit 71 (page 12 of 14)

EQUIPMENT

SCHOOLS WHERE PROJECTS WILL BE LOCATED
AND QUANTITY OF EQUIPMENT REQUESTED FOR

EACH PROJECT BY SCHOOL .1
1

r

...........e....emalb.....

I

S.

1

4
7
0

(s)

IC in

0 U
1.

---
I DESCRIPTION

, OF
1 EQUIPMENT

....-

COMPLETE THIS DATA ON SAPAIE TYPE EQUIP-MENT PURCHASED WITH TITLE I FUNDS AND
USED LESS THAN TWO YEARS

EQUIPMENT ON HAND
ACQUISITION UTILIZATION

Quern eta Cost S TitI I S they Location

, ( I I (21 (3) (4) (II)

!

--

-- ....

-

TOTAL COST - -

1

JUSTIFICATION (ESTABLISH RELATIONSHIP TO PROGRAM)

174
199



MISS/SSIPPI DEPARTMENT DP EOUCATION (7/1/82)

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE FOR

Exhibit 71 (page 13 of 14)

By the end of the 1982-83 school year, students in this activity will show an achievement gain of at least the amount shown in

Column 6 for each participating grade as determined by pre and post test scores.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

GRADE PARTICIPANTS NAME, FORM AND LEVEL OF TEST
NORMING DATES
PRE POST

MODEL NCE GAIN

TOTAL

Will testing be done during empirical norming dates? Pre: Yes___ No---__ Post: Yes No----

If no, how will data be adjusted? (Use additional sheet if necessary.)

Will instrument used for selection be different from pretest instrument? Yes No

Will level of test to be used for evaluation be appropriate for the functional level of the children? Yes No

Percentage of test to be scored for quality control.

EV kLUATION DESIGN (CIRCLE ONE)

FALL/SPR1NG; SPRING/SPRING; FALL/FALL

PRE TEST DATE POST TEST DATE

.......010/.1...
Th special educational needs of perticipating children were determined hy th following diagnostic instru

DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ments and/or procedures (check those that Imply).

r-6,imernial Diagnostic Testis) Tacher.made Oiagnostic Test(s)

PublishereDIagnostic or Placement Test(s) Achievernent Test(s) (Item Analysis)

Studeilts Performance on Graded Materials Teacher Judgment

Other (Specify)

175 200



MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION (7/1782) Exhibit 71 (page 14 of 14)

SUPPORT SERVICES (Budget Classes 2100, 2200, 2500, 2600)

DESCRIBE THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF EACH SERVICE. INCLUDE THE NUMBER, THE TYPE, AND THE

LOCATION OF STAFF, IF ANY, TO BE EMPLOYED AND A COST ANALYSIS.

=.0=111[01M64

BUDGET CLASS 2100

BUDGET CLASS 2200

1107/ ra/MME

411

ex.

BUDGET CLASS 2500

BUDGET CLASS 2600

crow.......snr=morm

176 2 01
1



Applicant Agency's NOM:

Address, City, State, and Zlp Code:

E

TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY
Standard Application System (SAS)

Prolact/Program Year 1911243
Spacial Populations Pro9rams

Gonsral Information

County-District No:

Exb,ibit 72 (page 1 of 45)

rUse of the Standard Application. This system provides a series of standard schadulatt to be used as formats ty applicants who apply for funda

administered by the Texas Education Agency. If additional clarification is needed, please wntact the appropriate Oivision at the Texas Education
Agancy. Teisphone Noe.: Chapter 1 & 29 (5121 4754371; Migrant, (512) 4754623; Bilingual, (512) 4754651.

Legislative Fundktg AuthorityCheck applicable funding source(s)

C Education Consolidation and Improvament Act, Chapter I Regular

C Education Consolidation and improvement Act, Chapter t Migrant

Education Consolidation and Improvement Act, Chopter 2

C Taxaa Administrative Code, Chapter 77, Subpart R (State BilinguallEnglish
as a Second Language (ESL)

LEA CONTACT PERSON PRONE, #

Index to this application: An (X) has been placed in the appropriate column to indicate each applicant Schedule which is to be a part of this application

and which must be submittad.

'Sch.
No. Schedule Nemo

--,Q,1---0.-t-L_CII:LEL

Rag Mks

Sue. R
MI gm.

General information X X X X X

Cooperative Information X X X

3 Budget Summary X X X

3A Amended Budget Summary X X

8 Supplemental Schedule for

C
Poreonnel Data-4100

Supplemental Schedule for
X X X X X

0
Contracted Sevices-6200

Supplemontal Schedule for
X X X X X',

Supplies and Matoriali-8300 X X X X X
`E Suppiemental Schadule for

Other Oper. Exp.-6400 X X X X X

F Supplemental Schedule for
LeaseiPur. Contr.-6512
Constr.-6620

343 Suppiomental Schedule for
Equip.-6630

Sch.
No. Schedule Name

Ch. 1 Ch. 2 eft, 77.

Regi MN
Sue. R

811 ESL
-,

4 Program Abstract NA NA NA NA NA
5 Mointenince of Effort X X X
6 Atteaence Area Salection &

Studant Pan. X X X X X

7A Private 3choois X
78 All Private Non-Profit Schools X

8 Neglacted & Otel:-.:4;, ot X

9 Needs Mellssfilerit X X
10 Program Design X X X X

11 Program implommtation X X X X

12 Support Sorvicira X X X X
13 0Ist. of Funds, C1'.7,pee 2
14 Prfmary Targot Papillafr:tr, 41

Staff Counts X X

2 Msurances
aluationTesting

X X X X X

CERTIFICATION AND INCORPORATION
I hereby certify that the information contained in this application is, to the beet of my knowladge, correct and that the local education agency named

above has authorized mo as its reprasentatIve to obligate this agency. I further cartify that any ensuing program and activity will be conductad in
accordance with ail applicable Federal, State, and local laws and requirements, MeProvisions and Assurances ir:Jicated dbove, and the schedules

attached and intficalad above. It is understood by applicant that this application constitutas an offer, and if accepted by TEkor renegotiated to

nceptance will form a binding agreement.

Typed Name of Superintendent or
Executive Director

Telaphone Numbor Oats Signoci

Return original and 2 copies of the proposal to:
Texas Education Agway
Division of Compensatory Education
201 East Eleventh Street
Austin. Texas 78701 177

202

Signaturc

SAS-201



TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY
Standard Application System (SAS)

Project/Program School Year 1962-83
Special Populations Programs

Exhibit 72 (page 2 of 45)

SCHEDULE 01Certification of Local Education Agencies for Cooperative Projects Only
Date Submitted

I as one of the undersigned certifies that, to the best of my knowledge, the Information containedin this application la correct and complete; that the local education agency (LEA) represented has authorized

me tO Me this application, and that such authorization action Is recorded in the minutes of the agency's meeting held on the date shown below. The participating or intermediate education agency named

below has been designated es the adniinistrative and fiscal agent for this project and is authorized to receive and expend funds for the conduct of this project. AN participating agencies have entered into

an agreement concerning the final disposition of equipment, facilities, and materials purchased for thls project from funds specified below.

CERTIFICATION OF LEA DESIGNATED ADMINISTRATIVE AND FISCAL AGENT: Fund SourceECIA 1 Re tiler Fund SourceECIA 1 II rant Chapter 2

Current Year
1. Legal Name of Fiscal Agent Co./Dist. No. Date of LEA Meeting Carryover Current Year Carryover Current Year

FY 1902
Released

Coop
Entitlement

FY 1983
Released .

Coop
Entitlement

FY 1912
Released

Coop
Maximum

FY 1913
Released

Coop
Maximum

FY 1983
Released

Coop
Maximum

Typed Name and Title of Authorized Rep.
.

Signature

CERTIFICATION OF PARTICIPATING LEA: LI (B) (c) ____. . (D) IE)

2. Legal Name of LEA Co./41st. No. Date of LEA Meeting

6 $ $ .

Typed Name and Title of Authorized Rep. . Signature

3. Legal Name of LEA Co./Dist. No. Date of LEA Meeting

Typed flame and Title of Authorized Rep. . Signature

Legal Name of LEA Co./Dist. No. Date of LEA Meeting

Typed Name Ind Title of Authorized Rep. Signature

S. Legal Name of LEA Co./Dist. No. Date of LEA Meeting
0

Typed Name and Title of Authorized Rep.

_

' Signature

6 Legal Name of LEA Co./Dist. N4. Dale of LEA Meeting
.

s

Typed Name and Title of AuthOrized Rep., Signature,.,

TOTALS

I

v

6 $ $

SAS-201



TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY
Standard Application System (SAS)

INSTRUCTIONS:
Project/Program School Yar 1992-83 Co:Dist. No.

S eclat Po ulationa Pro rams Exhibit 72 (page 3 of 45)
Resort Dollar Amounts Only

SCHEDULE 1/3Current/Carryover
Budget Summary Date Submillod

FEDERAL FUNDS STATE FUNDS

EDUCATION CONSOLIDATION AND IMPROVEMENT ACT
TEXAS ADMINISTRATIVE CODE
CHAPTER 77 SUS CHAPTER R

Chapter 1 Chapter 2
Bilingual ESL/War Regular Migrant Migrant

FY 1983
FY 1882

Carryover FY 1913
FY 191.2

Carryover FY 1983 FY 1983 FY 10113

Line
No.

Revenue Code 5941 5941 5942 5942 5948 -5844 5844

Objective Description C/Obj. (A) PI ICI (D) (E) (F) (131

01 Payroll Costs 6100

02 Purchassd and Contracted Services 6200

03....ppi

04

lies/Materials

Other Operating Expenses 6400

05 Lease/Purchase 6512

Capital OutlayConstruction/RemodelIng 6620
-

07

-

OullayEqulpment/Furniture 6630_Capital

Total Direct Costs (Sum of lines 01-07)

. -
.

Indirect Cost ( 6900

10. Total Costs

11. Project Number (TEA USE ONLY)

12 Previously Approved (TEA USE ONLY)
.,

13. increase/(Decrease) (TEA USE ONLY)

14
lo

Entitlements (TEA USE ONLY)anliMII
$

3 SAS-201



Funding Source

TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY
Standard Application System (SA_S)

Project/Program School Year 1982-83
Special Populations Programs Exhibit 72 (page 4 of 45)

Funding Year SCHEDULE /MAAmended Budget Summary

Carryover (Prepare a separate copy ol this page for each applicable funding source.)

Co.-Dist. No.

Date Submitted

Line
0

Class/Object
Code

Budget AmsndmentsRoport Dollar Amounts OnlytOmIt
Amount
Added

Decimals

Total
Budget

Reason tor Budget Amendments
(Pom Imo)Previously

Approved
Amount
Deleted

01 6100

A D

.

.

$ $ ..A..

02 6200 J

03 6300

04 6400

-

05
..

6512

06 6620

07 6630

08 Total Program

Indirect Cost
%

$ $ $

. .

$

09

10 Total Budget $ $ $ $

Enter Column D in appropriate column In Schedule i/3.

201

4

208
SAS201



.

TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY
Standard Application System (SAS)

-
INSTRUCTIONS:

In columns Eft
Lines 01-09, repod FTE.
Lino 10, nter total payroll cost by fund

source. Report dollar amount only.

Omit decimals.

.
Project/Program School Year 1882-83 Exhibit 72 (page 5 of 45) Co.-Dist. No.

Ap11.011po t_p_ALmol_gisPro rams
SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE nilPersonnel Data 6100

Dale Submitted

FEDER AL FUNDS STATE FUNDS

EDUCATION CONSOLIDATION AND IMPROVEMENT ACT

TEXAS ADMINISTRATIVE CODE
CHAPTER 77, SUB CHAPTER R

Cha , tor 1 Chapter 2
Bilingual ESL

Regular Regular Migrant Migrant

I,
c°1-,

1 Line
I

Titia
of

Position

No. of
Pos-
lions

% of
Time

As d

No.
Days

E

FY 1943
FTE

FY 1982
Carryover

FTE
FY 1983

FTE

FY 1952
Carryover,.

FTE
FY 1983

FTE
FY 1953

FTE
FY 1913

.FTE

Vii (B) (C) ID) (E) (F) ( ) 01 ill Pi (K)

01

02

03

.

04

OS

.

07

08

10 _TOTAL PAYROLL COST Note 1 $ $
.

. $

Note 1: Total Amount Budgeted for Sidaries. Substitutes, and Employee BenefitsBy Year.

209 .

210
5 SAS-201 .

.



TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY
Standard Aoollcation S stem SAS

INSTRUCTIONS:.

Report in dollar amounts only.

Omit Decimals.

,

SUPPLEMENTAL

Project/Program School Year 1982-83
Special Populations Programs

Exhibit 72 (page 6

Services 6200

of 45) Co.-Dist. No.

SCHEDULE #3CContracted Date Submitted

FEDERAL FUNDS STATE FUNDS

EDUCATION CONSOLIDATION AND IMPROVEMENT ACT

TEXAS ADMINISTRATIVE CODE
CHAPTER 77 SUB CHAPTER R

Chanter 1 Chapter 2

FY 1983

Bilingual

FY 1953

ESL

FY 1983

Regular

FY 1983

Regular

FY 1952
Carryover

Migrant

FY 1983

Migrant
FY 1982

CarryoverLine
0

Type and Description of Service and/or
Product to be Delivered

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (f) (G) (H)

01 %

02

03

,

04

05

06

07

08

_ _ _
'

09

. ..

10 TOTALS $ $ $ .

211

6

212
SAS-201



TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY
Standard Application System (SAS

TpucTioqs:

Report in dollar amounts only.
Omit Decimals. SUPPLEMENTAL

Project/Program School Year 1982-83
Special Populations Programs

MaterEiaxihsi6b31:0

72 (page 7 of 45) No.

SCHEDULE #3DSu Plias and Date Submitted

FEDERAL FUNDS STATE Ir-UNDS

EDUCATION CONSOLIDATION AND IMPROVEMENT ACT

TEXAS ADMINISTRATIVE CODE
CHAPTER 77 SUB CHAPTER R

Chapter 1 Chapter 2

FY 1983

Bilingual

FY19113

ESL

FY 1913

Regular Regular Migrant Migrant

Line
N Description ol Supplies/Materials FY 1963

FY 1912
Carryover FY 1983

FY 1912
Carryover

A (D) (C) (13) (EL_ (F) a
$ $

01

02

03

05

07

08

09

$

l "_

10 TOTALS
$ $

214
7 SAS-201



INSTRUCTIONS:
Report in dollar amounts only.

Omit Decimals.

TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY
Standard Application System (SAS)

Project/Program School Year 1962-83 Exhibit 72 (page 8 of 45)
Special Populations Programs

SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE #3EOther Operating Expenses 6400

Co.-Dist. No.

° Date Submitted

FEDERAL FUNDS

EDUCATION CONSOLIDATION AND IMPROVEMENT ACT

Cha ter 1
Regular

Line

01

02

05

Description of Typikov Service
(A)

Regular

FY 1983

(B)

FY 1982
Carryover

(C)

Migrant

FY 1983

(D)

Migrant

FY 1982
Carryover

(E)

07

08

Chapter 2

ST,ATE FUNDS
TEXAS ADMINISTRATIVE CODE
CHAPTER 77 SUB CHAPTER R

FY 1983

(E)

Bilingual

FY 1983
(G)

ESL

FY 1983

(H)

10 TOTALS

21 6
8 SAS-201



MSMUCTP-tiS:
In each appropriate Cokmm:
in Columns 01. report the quantity ol
each item (not the cost).

Line 10. enter the total cost of Items lor
each program Report dollar amounti
only.

Omit decimals.

TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY
Standard Application System iSAS)

Prolact/Program School Year 1902413 Exhibit 72 (page 9 of 45)

Special PoRtAtions Programs
SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE 13GFurniture and Equipment 6630

Co..Dist. No.

Dale Suhmillad

a

t

,

FEDERAL FUNDS STATE FUNDS

EDUCATION CONSOLIDATION AND IMPROVEMENT ACT
TEXAS ADMINISTRATIVE CODE
CHAPTER 77, SUB CHAPTER R

Cha tar 1 Chapter 2
Bilingual ESLRegular Regular Migrant Migrant

Line
o DescriPtion of Each Item

Unit
Coal FY 19113

FY 1982
Canyover FY 1983

FY 1982
Carryover FY 1983 FY 1983 FY 1983

A (0) (C) (B) (E) (F) (0 (H) )

01

02

03

06

07

08

i

10 TOTAl S

21:1
9

218
SAS-201



District Name

TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY
Standard Application System (SAS)

Project/Program School Year 1982-83

Exhibit 72 (page 10 of 45)

Co.-Dist. No.

SCHEDULE #5Maintenance of Effort Schedule for ECIA Chapter 1 and Chapter 2 Date Submitted

Report state and local expenditures for Class/Object Codes 8100, 6210, 6250, 8260, 8270, 6280, UK 6300, and 6400 for all functions except 38

and 37. For functions 38 and 37, report expenditures for Class/Object Code 6450 only. Do not include Class/Object Code expenditures for 6220,

6230, 6240, 8500, and 6600 for any functions.

Ancillary Services, Function 81, are not to be included in computing local effort.

Enter Audttable Osta tor Years Indicated

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

REPORT AUDIT FIGURES ONI-7/

197940
(2)

196041

Refined Average Daily Attendance

Function
11

Expenditures Expenditures
Exrsonditure Classification

Instructional Service
Instructional Relate! Service

21

Instructional Resohrces and Media Services 22

School Administrition
23

Instructional Res ouch and Develo ment 24

Curriculum and Personnel Development
. 25

28Communication ind Dissemination

Pupil Services
31

Attendance & S ocial Work Services 32

Health Service
33

Pupil Trarronetion (Rag.) 34

35Pupil Transporl ition Exc. Child

Courriculer A nivities 36

Food Services
37

General Adminit tration
41

Plant Maintenanoe & Operation 51

70

V

Data Procissing_Services (Normally used by ESC's)

LINES 2 through 18,TOTAL
Average 'Per Pupil Expenditure
(Line 19 divided by Line 1) ,

$

21

186
SAS-201



District Name

County

Public Schools

1

TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY
Standard Application System (SAS)

Project/Program School Year 1982-83
Special Populations Programs

Exhibit 72 (page 11 of 45)

SCHEDULE 06Attendance Area Selection and Student Participation

Co..Dist. No.

Date Submitted

Each District (including Single Attenance
Areas) List Ali Campuses in Order of
Percentage of Low-Income Children
Per Column (0)

Campus
No.

Grade
Span

QUA Numbs,
ol Ch *ken

ENAOLLED ia

&WM Crown
LIslod In

CoL A

Number of Children RESIDING In
Each Attendance Area

Unduplicated Number of Children Who Will Participate In Each Program
At Campuses Listed In Column (A)

TOTAL
(El

From

Low-Inoono,

Families
(F)

Percent
Col. F+E)

0

Chapter
1 (Rag.)

II

Chapter 1 (Uig.) Chapter 77-Subpad R
Chapter 2

u
Current

I

Former
.1

LEP BC
k

LEP ESL owl,

L(A) (B) (C) (0)

TOTALS

2
TOTAL NUMBER OF PUBLIC SCHOOL
CAMPUSES TO BE OPERATED BY THE
DISTRICT

3,

A. District-Wide
Total
+ Total

'

CONCENTRATION OF CHILDREN FROM

Percentage
Col. F

Col. E= Vs

LOW-INCOME FAMILIES IN DISTRICT

B. Average Number Per
Total Col. F
+ item 2 =

.

School Attendance Area

220 221



--TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY Exhibit 72 (page 12 of 45)
Standard Application System (SAS)

Project/Program School Year 1982-83
Special Populations Programs

SCHEDULE #7Private Schools

Co.-Dist. No.

Date Submitted

Chapter 1Only Participating Private Schools
Complete only for private schools that will offer Chapter 1 (Regular) educational services to children residing in eligible project attendance areas.

List Private Schools

Grade
S an

Number of Ch idren Enrolled Residing
In Eligible Project Areas

Numbor of Educationally
Deprived In Col. (C)

Who Will Participate In
Chapter 1 (Reg)TOTAL

Number From
Low-Income Families

A a c 0 (E)

, TOTALS

Chapter 2All Private Non-Profit Schools

Ust Ail Private Non-Proflt Schools
Located in the District

Grade
Spah Total Enrollment

Number of Students Who
Will Participate in Chapter 2

A B c D

TOTALS . _

SCHEDULE #8Neglected and Delinquent Institutions

Complete only if eligible NA) Institutions in school district boundary plan to offer Chapter 1 (Regular) educational services to children.

List Eligible Neglected and
Delinquent institutions

Total Number of Children
(Under 21) Living at

institution

Children in Col. (B) Who
Will Participate In
Chapter 1 (Reg)

EC1A Chap. 1 (Reg) Amount
Budgeted for Each Institution

In Col. (A)

(A) (B) (C) (D)

TOTALS
S

FOR TEA USE ONLY
Number of Students.



Exhibit 72 (page 13 of 45)

TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY
Standard Application System (SAS)

Project/Program School Year 1982-83
Special Populations Programs

SCHEDULE 89Needs Assessment

Co.-Dist. NO.

Date Submitted

For Chapter_ Reading/Reading

Mathematics

1 programs (Regular & Migrant) check appropriate component.

In Content _____ Social Studies/Science

Pre-K

Writing Composition Other- _
Grade
Level

Selection Criteria Used to Determine
Educational Need

Cheeter I
Mig

Name of Assessment
Test(s) Administered

Date Test(s)
AdministeredReg

(A) (B) (C) (CI) (E)

Pre-K

2

5

8

9

10

11

12

Each school district will submit this page only one time for each Instructional component to be Implemented. Do not submit for non-instructional (sup-

port) services.
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Exhibit 72 (page 14 of 45)

TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY
Standard Application System (SAS)

Project/Program School Yar 1982-83
Special Populations Programs

SCHEDULE #9Needs Asseument (Continued)

Co.-Dist. No.

Date Submitted

For Students of limited English proficiency (LEP) list the names of tests used for identification and recommendation for extended programs.

State Funds Name of Achievement Name of English Oral Proficiency Date Test(s) Extended

ESL, Tee(s) Administered Tast(s) Administered Administered Programs

(G) (N) (I) (4) (K)

Each school district will submit this page only one time for each instructional component tobe implemented. Do not submit for non-instructional (sup-

port) services.

224
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TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY
Standard Application Systam (SAS)

Project/Program School Yaar 1982-83
Spacial Populations-Programs

SCHEDULE #10orogram DssIgn

Co.-bist. No.

Oats Submitted

FOUNDATION PROGRAM
BASIC SKILLS INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN

INSTRUCTIONAL PERIODS
PER WEEK

LENGTH OF INSTRUCTIONAL
PERIOD

STUDENT/INSTRUCTOR
RATIO

Foundation Suppismintal foundation Supplemental oundation Sul* laments! Foundation Supplemental
ChsIt.r IStat Chakter I Stat Cheqt.r I State Chat.r I Sista

Subject Areas
Languag of
Instruction

MI. Ed./
ESL Rag. .

(E)

SW Ed./
ESI. Reg.

(G)

Mig.

(H)

64. Ed./
ESL
In

Reg.

(1)

Mig.

(K)

OIL al.1
ESL

L
RB
(11)

. WO.
(N)

(A) (a) (13)

Reading/Reeding in
Content

r1 ENGLISH
ii 'S ,. '`

n Dual LancluaSSI

(Primary/English,
LEP Students)

LI ESL (Special
Language Program,
LEP Students

Mathematics El ENGLISH
n'

II Dual Language
(Primary/English,
LEP Students

LI ESL (Special
Language Program,
LEP Students)

(1 ENGLISH

,

Writing
Composition

4 r-11 ,
ti Dual Language

(Primary/English,
LEP Students)

11 ESL (Special
Language Program,

LEP Students)
-Social Studios/

Sciones 0
l I ENGLISH
tl Dual Language

(Primary/Engfish,
LEP Students)

LI ESL (Special
Language Program,
LEP Students)._

1 ) ENGLISH

11. °

'..`";,

i f i

Other: (Specify)
[ I Dual Language

(Primary/English,
LEP Students)

,

-

II ESL (Special
Language Program,

LEP Students)

Pra-K

0 0

1 I ENGLISH
I I Dual Languags

(Prknary/EnglIsh,
LEP Students) -

I I ESL (Special
Language Program,
LEP Students)

226



TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY
Standard Application System (SAS)

Project/Program School Year 1982-83
Special Populations Programs

SCHEDULF. #11Program Implementation

Exhibit 72 (page 16 of 45)
Co.-Dist, No.

Date Submitted

The following activities and/or procedures are essential In developing a sound overall instructionalprogram (Foundation/Bilingual/ESL, Chapter 1 Regular, Chapter 1 Waren!). Please check the appropriate hems:

ACTIVITY OR PROCEDURE

COMPONENTS

Reading/
HaadIng In

Content
Areas Math

Writing
4ConpoeItlon )

Social
Studies/
Science

Other:
(Specify)

Prs-K

A. Instructional Placement: Instructional placement (functional
level) lor participants will be determined through the
use of:

Informal reading inventories
inlormal math Inventories .

Analysis of writing samples
Analysis of language proliciency

Other Opecifyl

B. Identification of Specific Skill Needs: Specific skill needs

at the participants' instructional (lunctional) level will be
determined through the use of:

*Criterion-referenced measures that most closely reflect the
LEA Skills Continuum, including structured observation
instruments

Developmental assessment measures

Assessment ol language proliciency
Other diagnostic assessments (specify) .

C. Systematic Skill Development will be assured by
utilization of: ,

mana rm_ t_ iri .iereCriterlon-relerenced
*Individual student checklist based on LEA Skills Continuum

*Continuous progress checklist
Joint development ol student's (lesson) instructional plan
Periodic joint review of student's progress through update
and/or modification ol instructional plan

*Other (specify)

D. Educational ConlInuity: Coordination of supplementary
program instruction with the foundation program will be

assured for participants through:

Schedul5v1 lime periods for cooperative instructional plan-
ning of the instructional team

*Coordination ol staff development and inservice training
activities

.

*Other s i eci

E. Stall Development: The competencies ol administrative
and instructional staff will be enhanced as a result of

inservice activities conducted as indicated:

Trainin. Areas

Ob ective $ To Se Addressed
En lish Sinn . ual ESL

ainstrjctional Leadership

*Heading
*Reading in the Content Mea(s)

*Mathematics
i

*Writing (Composition)
*Other S ecif

22?
22 SAS-201



Exhibit 72 (page 17 of 45)

TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY
Standard Application System WAS)

Project/Program School Year 1912-113
Special PorniAtions Programs

SCHEDULE #12 Support rervices

Co.-Dist. No.

Dale Submitted

Componen

Number of
Students
To I.
Srved

Grade
Span
To Ile
Served

Foundation Choler 1 Migrant Chapter 1 !Mauler
AN Students

In
Grades

II latent
Students Only

In Wades

Eligible
SWdents

I In Oradea
isi___________ NO (C) (D) (g) Pi

Counseling

Clothing

Library/Media Services

Medical/Dental Services

MSRTS

Other

Only Chapter 1 Regular students who are enrolled in a Chapter 1 supplementary inttruction program are eligible for support services.

Data for the above will b* compiled, analyzed and disseminated to appropriate personnel to substantiat the effectiveness of the activities.

The school district will maint*In on file the following documentation for Chapter 1 Regular and Migrant students:

the melhod(a) of referral for instructional and/or non-instructional support servics.

the method of delivery of servics to students.

the utilization of personnel, supplies and/or contracted servics for student mimic*.

the utilization of community or othr resources in providing support services for studnts.

229 230



Exhibit 72 (page 18 of 45)
TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY

Standard AppHcation System (SAS)
Project/Program School Year 198283

Special Populations Programs
CooDist. No.

SCHEDULE #13DIstributIon of Funds Date Submitted

ECIA, Chapter 2

Distribution of Fiscal Year 1963 funds allocated for Chapter 2 activities:

1$ Subchapter ABasio Skills Development
1 State basic skills Improvement program (ESEA, Title II)

2 Special programs for improving basic skills (ESEA, Title II)

Subchapter 5Educational improvement and Support Services

$ 1 instructional materials and school library resources (ESEA, Title IV)

2 Improvement In local educational practices (ESEA, Title IV)

3 Guidance, counseling, and testing (ESEA, Title IV)

4 Emergency school ald(ESEA, Title VI)

5 Prpcollege science teacher training (NSFA)

6 Teacher corps and teacher centers.(Higher Education Act of 1965)

Subchapter CSpeclal Projc;ts
1 Metric education (ESEA, Title III)

2 Arts In education (ESEA, Title ill)
3 Preschool partnership programs (ESEA, Title Ill)

4 Consumer education (ESEA, Title III)

5 Youth employment (ESEA, Title.III)

6 Law-related education (ESEA, Title ill)

7 Envrionmental education (ESEA, Title Ill)

8 Health education (ESEA, Title III)

9 Correctlbn education (ESEA, Tiiie III)

10 Dissemination of information (ESEA, Title III)

11 Biomedical sciences (ESEA, Title ill)

12 Population education (ESEA, Title ill)

13 Cgmmunity'schools (ESEA, Title VIII)

14 Gifted and talented children (ESEA, Title IX)

15 Educational proficiency standards (ESEA, Title IX)
16. Woman's educational equity (ESEA, Title IX)

17 Special grants for aafe schools (ESEA, Title IX)

18 Ethnic heritage Program (ESEA, Title IX)

19 Career Education Incentive Act

90 Follow through (Econ. Opp. Act, Title V, Part B)

Total Chapter 2 funds budgeted for Fiscal Year 1983

o
Total Chapter 2 funds budgeted for Flicsi Year 1983 above to be Iliad for the benefit of children In private non-proflt ale-

1.0

mentory and secondary schools

2-31

194



Campus Name

Campus No.

Language

kr)

2

3

4

5.

6

7

a
9

10

11

Exhibit 72 (page 19 of 45)

TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY
Standard Application System (SAS)

Project/Program School Year 1982-83
Special Populations Programs

SCHEDULE #14Primary Target Population and Staff Count

Co.-Dist. No.

Dale Submitted

CAMPUS TOTALS SY GRADE LEVEL

Pro-K K 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 I 9 10 11 1 12 TOTAL

LEP Students Identified

LEP Students in Bifingual Education

LEP Students in ESL

Number_ of Non-LEP Students in Bilingual Education

Number of Special Education LEP Students in Bilingual Education
4

Bihngually Endorsed Teachers Assigned to Bifingual Program
,

.

Teachers Nni Permit Assigned to Bilingual Program

Number ol Certified Bilingual Teachers Not Assigned to Program
ESL Certified Teachers Assigned to ESL Program

ESL Teachers with Permit Assigned to N.164 ram
,

Teachers Assigned to ESL, Not Certified and N t Working Towards Endorsement

If the district has identified 20 or more LEP students in the same language category and within the same grade level, the district is required to establish a Language Profidency Assessment Committee:
List the name of the committee members below:

Campus Administrator:

Professional Bifingual T acher:

Professional ESL Tea her. _

Parent Member:

Others: _

23'4

Check One: The individuals listed serve as:

District LPAC

Campus LPAC

233



TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY
Standard Application System (SAS)

Exhibit 72 (page 20 of 45)
Project/Program Year 1982-83

SCHEDULE #2 - Provisions & Assurances

Co.-Dist. No.

Project No. Assigned
by TEA

Statement of Provisions and Assurances for all Programs in this Application:

A. As used in these General-Provisions,
"Contract" means the entire document, whatever its name or form, of which these

General Provisions ,and other attachments, schedules if any, are a part;

"Agency" means the Texas Education Agency;
"Contractor" means the party or parties to this contract other than Agency;

"Project Administrator" means the person representing Agency or Contractor, as

indicated by the context, for the purpose of administering the contract project;

"Contract Project" means the purpose intended to be achieved through the contract

of which these General Provisions are a part;
"Applicant" means the same as "Contractor";
"Application" means the entire package submitted by the Applicant including the

Schedules included in the Application and so indicated on the General Information

page of the Application package;

"Grant" means the same as "Contract";
"Grantee" means the same as "Contractor";
"Grantor" means the'same as "Agency".

B. Subject to the availability of funds to Agency for the purpose, this contract may

be extended or otherwise amended only by formal written amendment properly executed

by both Agency and Contractor. No other agreement, written or oral, purporting to

alter or amend this contract shall be valid.

C. Contractor shall hold Agency harmless from and shall indemnify Agency against any

and all claims, demands and causes of'action of whatever kind or nature asserted

by any third party and occurring or in any way incident to, arising out of, or in

connection with wrongful acts of Contractor, its Agents, Employees, and Subcontrac-

tor done in the conduct of the contract project.

D. Contractor shall not assign or subcontract any of.its rights or responsibilities

under this contract, except ad may be otherwise provided for.in this contract.,

without prior formal written amendment of this contract properly executed by both

Agency and Contractor.

E. Notwithstanding any-other provision of this contract, Contractor shall not use or

pay any consultant in the conduct of this contract project if the services to be

rendered by any such consultant can be provided by Contractor's employees. Con-

tractor.shall, before retaining, contracting with, or incurring any obligation

to pay any consultant to be paid more than $200 in any one day or $1000 in total

during the contract project, identify each such consultant in writing to Agency

by name, address, Social Security or Employee Identification number, qualifica-

tions, need for and proposed use of such consultant's services; and Contractor

shall not, except as may be otherwise provided for in this contract, retain,

contract with or incur any obligation to pay any such consultant without the

prior written approval of the Commissioner of Education of Agency or his designee.

The signature on the Gendril-Infcrmation-page_indicates acceptance of these assurances
-
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TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY
Standard Application System (SAS)

Exhibit 72 (page 21 of 45)

OMMINIMP

Co. -Dist.NO.

Project/Program Year 1982-83 Project No. Assigned

SUPPORT SCHEDULE #2 - Provisions & Assurances by TEA

F. Contractor shall maintain its records end accounts in a manner which shall assure

a full accounting for all funds received and expended by Contractor in connection

with the contract project. These records and accounts shall be retained by Con-

tractor and made available for audit, by Agency and by others authorized by law or

regulation to make such an audit, for "a period of not less then tive years from

the later of the date of completion of the contract project or the date of the

receipt by Agency of Contractor's final claim for payment or final expenditure

report in connection with this contract.

G. All materials, conceptions and products produced or conceived by Contractor, its

employees, agents, consultants or subcontractors during or atising out of the

contract project shall be the sole property of Agency, and Agtncy shall have the

exclusive right to copyright and patent these materials, conceptions and products,

subject to applicable law. Contractor .shall so bind all concerned.

H. If Contractor, in Agency's sole determination, fails or refuses for any reason to

perform its obligations under this contract, Agency may impose such sanctions as

it may deem appropriate, including but not limited to the withholding of payments

to Contractor until Contractor complies, the cancellation, termination or sus-

pension of this contract in whole or in part, and the seeking of other remedies

as may be pro ided by this contract or by law. Any cancellation, termination or

suspension of this contract, if imposed, shall become effective at the close of

business on th day of Contractor's receipt of written notice thereof from Agency.

I. If this contract is cancelled, terminated or suspended by Agency prior to its

expiration date, the monetary value of services properly performed by Contractor

pursuant to this contract shall be determined by AgencY and paid to Contractor

. as soon as reasonably possible.

3. If Agency reasonably determines, that Agency is due'a refund of money, paid to

Contractor pursuant to this contract, Contractor shall pay the money due to Agency

within 30 days of Contractor's receipt of written notice that such money is due to

Agency. If Contractor fails to make timely payment, Agency shall obtain such -

money from Contractor by any means permitted by law, including but not limited to

setoff and counterclaim against any money otherwise due to-Contractor by Agency.

K. In the event of loss, damage or destruction of any property of Agency while in

the custody or control of Contractor, its employees, agents, consultants or sub-

contractors, whether the property is developed or purchased by Contractor pur-

suant to this contract or is provided by Agency to Contractor for use in the

contract'project. Contractor shall indemnify Agency and pay to Agency the fuil

value of or the full cost of repair or replacement of such property, whichever

is the greater, within 30 days of Contractor's receipt of written notice of

Agency's determination of the amount due. If Contractor fails to make timely

payment, Agency may obtain such money from Contractor by5any means permitted

by law, inCluding but not limited to setoff and counterclaim against any money

otherwise due to Contractor by Agency.

The signature oh-the-Gentrallidermation page indicates acceptance of these assurances
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TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY
Standard Application System (SAS)

Exhibit 72 (page 22 of 45)
Project/Program Year 1982-83

SUPPORT SCHEDULE #2 - Provisions & Assurances

Co.-Dist. No.

Project No. Assigned
by TEA

L. In the conduct of the contract project, Contractor shall be subject. to Texas State

Board of Education policies, procedures, rules and regulations pertaining to this

contract and the contract project, and to the laws of the State of Texas governing

this contract and the contract project. This contract constitutes the entire

agreement between Agency icad Contractor for the accomplishment of the contract

project. All recourse by ARency or Contractor to judicial action Arising out of

this contract shall be to the courts of the State of Texas to the exclusion of all

other judicial processes. This.contract shall be interpreted according to the

laws of the State of Texas except as may be otherwise provided for in this contract.

M. The control of funds and title to property derived therefrom, shall be in a public

agency for the uses and purposes provided in this application, and that public

agency will administer such property and funds and apply them only for the purposes

for which they are granted.

N. The programs under this application and the regular school programs have been

planned and budgeted to assure that federal funds will supplement and not supplant

regular non-federal.funds.

O. A grantee that receivcs federal funds shall be subject to and shall abide by all

Federal laws, rules and regulations pertaining to the contract project, including

but not limited to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended (prohi-

bition of discrimination by race, color, or national origin), and the regulations

effectuating its provisions contained in Part 100 of Title 34, Code of Federal

Regulations; Title /X of the Education Amendments of 1972, as amended (prohibi-

tion of sex discrimination in educational institutions) and the regulations

effectuating its provisions contained in Part 106 of Title 34, Code of Federal

Regulations, if Contractor is an educational institution; Section 504 of the

Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended (nondiscrimination on the basis of hand-

icap), and the regulations effectuating its provisions containedin Part 104 of

Title 34, Code of Federal Regulations; the Age Discrimination Act of 1975, as

amended (prohibition of discrimination on account of age), and the regulations

effectuating its provisions contained in Part 90 of Title 45 Code of Federal

Regulations; and the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, as

amended, and any regulations issued thereunder, if Contractor is an educational

institution. Contractor shall timely make and file with the proPer authorities

all forms, including Assurance of Compliance (HEW 441), assurances and reports

required by the foregoing laws and regulations. Agency shall be responsible

for reporting to the proper authorities any failure by Contractor ro comply with

the foregoing laws and regulations coming to Agency's attention, and may deny

payment or recover payments made by Agency to Contractor in the event of Con-

tractor's failure so to comply.

The signature on the General Information page indicates acceptance of these assurances



TWAS EDUCATION AGENCY
Standard Application System (SAS) Co.-Dist. No.

Exhibit 72 (page 23 of 45)
Project/Program Year 1982-83 Project No. Assigned

SCHEDULE #2 - Provisions and Assurances by TEA

THE APPLICANT HEREBY ASSURES THE CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMWTS:

I. General Objectives - Education Consolidatian Improvement Act of 1981

The applicant agency, in accordance with the prinCiples, standards and procedures

for the accreditation of school districts shall establish and periodically (at

least once a year) examine and adjust objectives for each of. the programs imple

tented through nhis application. The applicant agency shall develop educational

objectives for ECIL Chapter 1 Regular and Migrant, Chapter 2, ECIA Chapter 1 -

Migrant Enrichment, State Bilingual Education and State ESL programs and afford

access thereto as the Texas Education Agency may find necessary to issure adequacy

of programs for special populations. The objectives shall be specific in order to

measure individual and group progress toward the following Ultimate goals:

A. ECIA Chapter 1 Regular and Migrant, Chapter 2

(a) Lmproving compensatory student academic performance up to district level

(b) Lawering the compensatory student dropout rate to the district dropout

rate.

. B. ECIA Chapter 1 - Migrant - Enrichment

If applicable, meet the enrichment, sifted and talented needs of eligible

migrant students.

C. State Bilingual/ESL

Improving Bilingual/ESL students performance to meet exit level criteria.

II. Relating to pro rams funded under Chapter 1 of the Education Consolidation and

Lnorovement Act of 1981

1. APPLICABLE TO CHAPTER 1 REGULAR AND MIGRANT

4001..

A. Staff development Activities will be related specifically to Chapter 1 program

components and activities.

B. Infarmation relating to currant and past Chapter 1 Applications, documents and

records relating to the planning, development, operation, and evaluation of

Chapter 1 programs and other documenti and records containing information neces-

sary for comprehensive planning or evaluation of the compensatory education pro-

gran, past and present, is available to parents and to the general public for

inspection, or for reproduction at a reasonable charge.

C. The district will make.reports to the Texas Education Agency, in such forms and

containing such information, as may be reasonably necessary to enable the Texas

Education Agency to perform its duties under this chapter, including infornation

'relating to the fiscal accountability of funds received under this chapter, the

educational achieveMe# of studentc participating in i'rogrems conducted under

The signature on the General Information page indicates acceptance of these assurances I
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TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY
Standard Application System (SAS) Co.-Dist. No.

Exhibit 72 (page 24 of 45)
Project/Program Year 1982-83 Project No. Assigned

SCHEDULE #2 - Provisions and Assurances by TEA

this chapter, and will keep such records and afford such access thereto as the

TIRX2,3 Education Agency may find necessary to assure the correctness and verifica-

tion of such reports.

D. For personnel whose salaries are pro-rated between or among different funding

sources, records will be maintained that will confirm the services provided with-

in each funding source according to the proration of salary.

E. To the extent consistent with the number of educationally deprived children in

the local education agency who are enrolled in private elementary and secondary

schools, such agency shall make provisions for including special educational ser-

vices and arrangements in which such children can participate. Expendituresfor

educational services and arrangements for educationally deprived children and

eligible migrant students in private schools sha I be equal (taking idto account

the number of students to be served and the sp (cial educational needs of such

students) to expenditures for students enroll d in the public schools of the

local education agency.

F. The amounts of non-Federal funds expended for free public education in schools

where Chapter 1 activities are located will be maintained at least at the same

level as they would have been maintained if no federal program funds had been

approved for those schools.

. A method of coordination of instruction between the Chapter 1 program and the

regular school program will be ddveloped and implemented.

H. Any private school with pupils eligible to receive services or use of equipment

and materials as stipulated by applicable Federal Acts will file an Assurance

of Compliance with the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (HEW 441) with the district be-

fore such services and materials will be provided.

I. This local education agency and private schools participating in Chapter 1 will

be in compliance with Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, as amended,

and all rules and regulations issued pursuant thereto.

J. The district will comply with the provisions of the "Family Rights and Privacy

Act of 1974" under Section 513.(a) of Public Law 93-380, 93rd Congress, as

amended, ton protection of the rights and privacy of parents and students.

K. If approval is requested for paraprofessional or non-professional positions

,such as teacher aides, library aides, nurse's aides, attendance aides, licensed

vocational nurses, etc., these personnel will be assigned to work under the di-

rect supervision of professional personnel who have a degree and meet all certi-

fication requirements or accreditation standards for their assignment. If approv-

al is requested for a nurse's aide or licensed vocational nurse (LVN), this para-

professional will be under direct supervision of a district employed registered

nurse or a statement will be provided from a medical doctor or a registered nurse

certifying that this paraprofessional will be under the direct supervision of

such certified medical personnel.

1

T$7 signature on the General Information page indicates acceptance of these assurances
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TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY
Standard Application System (SAS)

Exhibit 72 (page 25 of 45)
Project/Progiam Year 1982-83

SCHEDULE # 2 - Provisions and Assurances

Co.-Dist. No.

Project No. Assigned
by TEA ,

,all
L. Supplemental programs operated under this chapter will be designed and imple-

mented in consultation with parents and teachers of participating students.

M. The district will coaduct an annual evaluation of all programs assisted with

Chapter 1 funds and will use the findings of this and other evaluations in modi-

fying or improving the program. A rationale for continuation or modification of
the current instructional programs shall be based upon analysis of the following

factors: (a) Achievement of student outcome objectives, (b) relationship of
student needs and staff competencies to student achievement, (c) relationship of

implementation strategies to student achievement, and (d) relationship of student

needs and staff competencies to program implementation strategies. Evidence of

utilization of evaluation results will be retained within the district and made

available to monitors on request.

The signature on the General Information Page indicates acceptance of these assurances
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TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY
Standard Application System (SAS) Co.-Dist. No..

Exhibit 72 (page 26 of 45)
Project/Program Year 1982-83 Project No. Assigned

SCHEDULE # 2 - Provisions & Assurances by TEA

2. APPLICABLE TO CBAPTYR 1 REGULAR ONLY

A. These Chapter 1 funds will be expended to provide supplementary activities and

services for meeting the special educational needs of educationally deprived stu-

dents having the greatest need for.special assistance who reside in public school

attendance areas having high.concentrations of childrenfrom low income families

as set forth in this application. ,

B. Records will be.maintained to accurately document numbers of students meeting

criteria of educational disadvantagedness and numbers of children from low income

families.

C. If construction or remodeling is approved, the district will comply. (a) with the

provisions of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare Technical Handbook

for Facilities Engineering and Construction Manual (A copy of which is forwarded

to each district when wage rates are provided pertinent to an approved Chapter 1

Construction or Remodeling Project) and (b) with all requirements set forth in the

Texas Education Agency "Construction and/or Remodeling Support SChedule" as ap-

proved for the district.

D. Among campuses, served under Chapter 1, funds will be allocated for instructional

services, and supporting services where applicable, on the basis of the number

and the needs of the educationally deRrived children to be served on each campus

and the related costs of the Chapter 1 programs to be implemented.

Auaurantes regarding Comparability of Services under Chapter 1:

(1) The local education agency will utilize State and local funds in the

district to provide services in project areas which, taken as a whole,

are at least comparable to services being provided in areas in such dis-

trict which are not receiving funds under this chapter. Where all school

attendance areas in the district are designated as project areas, the dis-

trict will utilize State and local funds to provide services which, taken

as a whole, are substantially comparable in each project area. (Not appli-

cable for single attendance area districts.)

(2) The local education agency has established:

(a) a districrwide salary schedule;

(b) a policy r.o ensure equivalence among schools in teachers,

administrators, and auxiliary personnel; and

(c) a policy to ensure equivalence among schools in the provision

of curriculum materials and instructional supplies.

The signature on the General Information page indicates acceptance of these assurances 1
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Exh:tbit 72 (page 27 of 45)

TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY.
Standard Application System (SAS) Co.-Dist. No.

Project/Program Year 1982-83 Project NO. Assigned
CCHEDULE #2 - Provisions & Assurances by TEA

3. APPLICABLE TO CHAPTER 1 MIGRANT ONLY

A. All encumbrances and expenditures relative to the 1982-83 (FY 1983) Chapter 1
Migrant program will be placed or incurred on/or after the effective date of
this application or July 1, 1982, whichever is later and in accordance with.
the approved budget, supporting schedules and budget description.

B. No encumbrances will be placed or expenditures incurred against the 1982-83
(FY 1983) Title I Migrant progrcm after the program terminates. The program

will terminate on the day before inservice for teachers begins for the ensuing
1983-84 school year. Any unobligated Chapter 1 Migrant funds as of this date
will be promptly released to the Texas Education Agency for reallocation.

C. Title I Migrant funds approved for Migrant Projects will be expended for the
purpose of providing supplementary expanded and enriched educational programs
for identified children of migrant laborers as set forth in this application
and according to priorities based upon need.

D. Records will be maintained to accurately document numbers of migrant children.
The local education agency will participate fully in the utilization of the
Skills Information System through assessment and recordkeeping of the academic
skills of all currently migratory children as required by law through the
Migrant Student Record Transfer System (MSRTS). The applicant agency will im-
plement the District MSRTS Compoftent provided by the Division of Migrant

Education

E. Consideration has been given, in the development of this application, to any

benefits available through other public and private agencies and that would
contribute toward meeting the special educational needs of migrant children.
Consideration is also given where suggestions and offers of assistance are
timely made by such agencies that may aid in carrying out or 'making more
effective the program or project for which application is made.

1

The signature on the General Information page indicates acceptance of these assurances
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TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY
Standard Application System (SAS)

Exhibit 72 (page 28 of 45)
Project/Program Year 1982-83

SCHEDULE #2 - Provisions &Assurances

.Co.-Dist. No.

Project No. Assigned
by TEA

III. Relating to_programs funded under Chapter 2 of the Education Consolidation and

Lmprovement Act of 1981

A. Programs operated under this chapter provide for systematic consultation with

parents of children attending elementary and secondary schools in the area

served by the local.education agency, with teachers and administrative person-

nel in such schools, and with other groups as may be deemed appropriate by the

local education agency in the design, planning, and implementation of such

programs.

B. To the extent consistent with the number of children in the school district of

a local educational agency which is eligible to receive funds under this chap-

ter or which serves the area in which a program or project assisted under this

chapter is located who are enrolled in private non-profit elementary and secon-

dary schools, or with respect to instructional or personnel training programs

funded by the State educational agency from funds reserve for State use under

Section 565, such agency after consultation,with appropr...ate private school

officials, shall provide for the benefit of such children in such schools secu-

lar, neutral, and.nonideological services, materials, and equipment ineluding

the participation of the teachers of such children (and other educational person-

nel serving such children) in training programs, and the repair, minor remodeling!

or constructionof public facilities as may be necessary for their provision or, ;

if such service, materials, and equipment are not feasible or necessary in one ;

or more such private schools as determined by the local educational.agency after

consultation with the appropriate private school officials, shall provide such

other arrangements as will assure equitable participation of such children in the

purposes and benefits of this chapter.

C. Expenditures for programs pursuant to Item B (Above) shall be equal (consistent

with the number of children to be served) to expenditures for programs under -

this chapter for children enrolled in the public shcools of the local educational

agency, taking into account the needs of the individual childran and other fac-

tors which related to such'expenditures, and when funds available to a local

educational agency under this chapter are used to concentrate programs or pro-

jects on.a particular group, attendance area, or grade or age level, children

enrolled in private schools who are included within the group, attendance area,

or grade or age level selected for such concentration shall,'after consultation

with the appropriate private school officials, be assured equitable participa-

tion in the purposes and benefits of such programs or projects.

D.. Procedures wii.1 be developed and implemented for an annual evaluation of the

effectiveness of programs assisted under Chapter 2. These evaluations shall

include the following: (a) effectiveness of programs assisted by Chapter_2

funds, (b) the level of funding and effectiveness of programs-priar-td-and sub-

sequent to block grants, and (c) determining if assessed needs in each area are

being met. Upon request, the results of these evaluations will be submitted to

the Texas Education Agency.

The signature on the General Information page indicates acceptance of these assurances
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TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY
Standard Application System (SAS)

Exhibit 72 (page 29 of 45)
Project/Program Year 1982-83

SCHEDULE #2 - Provisions and Assurances

Co.-Dist. .No.

Project No. Assigned
by TEA

rv. Relating to _programs funded under MAC, Title 19, Part II_,Cliaa.22J_Sub-Chapter

A. A minimum of twenty-five percent (25%) of the allocation for Bilingual/English

as a Second Language Programs will be expended on staff development activities

appropriate to the implementation of the respective programs.

B. All State Bilingual and ESL funds (including unexpended balances from the prior

year) will be expended for eligible program activities for the purposes approved.

C. Students enrolled in bilingual education, ESL, or other language programs shall

be insured a meaningful opportunity to participate fully with other students in

all extracurricular activities.

D. Cultural components of bilingual education or other language programs shall be

an integral part of the total curriculum and not a separate subject area. It

shall address the history and culture associates with the primary language of

the student and the history and culture of the United States.

E. Fcr each st-..dent exited frem'bilingual education or ESL programs, the LPAC

committee shall conduct follow up studies for two years and prescribe appropri-

ate programs if needed.

F. BilingUal education and special language,programs shall be located in regular

public schools instead of separate facilities and students shall be placed in

classes with other students of approximately the same age level and educational

attainment.

G. Bilingual/ESL prIgrams must be evaluated annually. The annual evaluation should

include testing in the students language of instruction using, as appropriate,

achievement and/or :riterion-referenced tasts, and other information. Results

of these evaluations must be considered in determining what changes, if any, are

to be made in the required curriculum for LEP students. Evidence,of utilization

of evaluation results will be retained within the district and -..ade available to

mouitorg on request.

; The signature on the General Information page indicates acceptance of these assurances
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TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY Exhibit 72 (page 30 of 45)
Standard Application System (SAS)

Project/Program School Year 1982-83
Special Populations Programs

Program or Component Evaluation Testing Plan

FUNDING SOURCE: Chapter 1Regular El Migrant 0

COMPONENT TITLE:

CONTENT AREA: Reading 0 Mathematics 0

Evaluation Design (limit to one page)

Co.-Dist. No.

Date Submitted

Districts assigned to Cycle I ere required to report test data from three testing periods to the Texas Education Agency in August 1984. Cycle I districts

only must complete this schedule and submit by July 1, 1982.

CYCLE I DISTRICTS COMPLETE THE TABLE BELOW.
Identify the tests to be used to evaluate the programs and the dates of testing.

GRADE
LEVEL

SCHOOL YEAR-1982-83 SUSTAINED EFFECTS TEST

Test I Pretest Test 2 (Posttest)

Date of Testing Test

School Year

Date of Testing

1983-84

TestData of Testing Test

3

7

10

t

11

12

*See test code in instructions.

By July 1, 1982 return to:
Texas Education Agency
Division of Program Evaluation
201 East Eleventh Street
Austin, Texas 78701
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Exhibit 72 (page 31 of 45)

STANDIARD APPLICAnOtti, SYSTEM

Instructions and Guidelines for Applications

Sped

populations
Progt ms

prolectfir ram Year i982-83F
lew-as Education Agency

May1982
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Exhibit 72 (page 32 of 45)

INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENT IN BASIC SKILLS

. The improvement of student performance in basic skills consisting of mathematics,

reading and writing, has long been a concern of parents, educators, and public policy

bodies in Texas and nationwide. Some students satisfac orily acquire these basic

skills through ihe regular instructional program. Other students--educationally

disadvantaged, migrat , and limited English proficient, have more difficulty and

require special assistance and support. Under school accreditation standards, every

0

schbol distiict in. Texas is expected to have in place a comprehensive clearly defined

pr,,,,:am of instruction which enables all students to master the 'basic skills.

In recent years, a number of special programs have been authorized by state and

Federal legislation. The Standard Application System for Special opulations in-

cludes programs funded through the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act,

Chapter 1 Regular and Migrant and Chapter 2 Consolidated and Block Grants, 'and Bi-

lingual and English as a Second Language state funded programs. Each of these

special programs is intended to give support to students who are experiencing dif-

ficulties in the regular instructional program. To this end, it is essential that

curriculum offerings and instructional services in both regularand special programs

be fully coordinated and targeted upon i single curriculum, regardless of the content

area addressed or the language used for instruction.

Because of the complexity involved in administeting multiple programs, seemingly

contradictory guidelines of the various programs, and the subsequent separate appli-

cation requirements, many districts have experienced a great deal of difficulty in

seeing the whole picture--the district's entire instructional:program rather than

isolated, fragemented parts. The format of the Standard Application has been

-
designed to reduce these problems, assisting districts to conceptualize a district's

program as a comprehensive whole.
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Exhibit 72 (page 33 of 45)
Needs Assessment

An annual needs assessment is required to identify the areas in which supplementary

instructiona- services are to be provided. The initial step in identifying the areas

to be addressed by special programs should be derived from analysis of information

already available in the district. The needs assessment should utilize all evaluative

information from prior years and should not require additional collection of data about

the performance of students. Sources of information include, but are not limited to,

the self-study conducted once every five years as a part of the Accreditation Planning

Process, the districtwide evaluation of programs which is conducted annually to deter-
.

mine the Texas Assessment of Basic Skills (TABS) results for grades 3, 5, and 9, and

special programs evaluations (Title I, etc.). Processes and procedures used in im-

plementing prior year programs should be carefully analyzed to identify those activi-

ties which were ineffective. Opinions of regular classroom teachers, special program

instructional staff, and campus level administrative staff should be elicited. )3oth

product and process evaluation findings for decision making by the'district's admin-

istrative team should be prganized in a way that is readily comprehensible. The

administrative team should be composed of representatives from central office, special

program, and campus level staff.

All such information should be reviewed carefully to identify the students whose

academic performance is below district expectations in each of the basic skill areas

at each grade level. Once basic skill need areas have been identified and priorities

for services established; the eligibility criteria for participation in each of the

special programs should be determined, as well as the number of students on each

campus who meet the eligibility requirements for each of the special programs.
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Exhibit 72 (page 34 of 45)

Classroom Instruction

The programmatic aspects of the application reflect the basic characteristics of

educational programs which have been effective in producing the desired levels of

student achievement. Program implementation should be directed toward systematic

planning and implementation of instruction using a "team" approach. The "team",

comprised of the student's regular classroom teacher and special program instruc-

tional staff, work cooperatively to:.

determine the actual instructional level for eligible students

as opposed to student's designated grade level;

.
identify specific skill needs of eligible students at the student's,

instructional level;

design and implement instructional plans based on identified instruc-

tional levels and skill needs of eligibfe students; and

adaptItodify instruction based on a continuous assessment of the

student's progress.

The regular classroom teacher should be the person responsible for the total edu-

cational program of each student in his or her class. This teacher should ensure

that all instruction given to each student is consistent, well-coordinated, and

mutually support.ive of the district's identified curriculum for all students.

Administrative Leadership

The unique characteristics of individual campuses must be taken into consideration

in designing the programmatic aspects of special programs. Central office, special

program and campus administrators should function as team members to ensure consis-

tency and continuity in the planning operation and evaluation of the district's in-

structional program. The campus principal serves a key role in facilitating the

coordination of planning and instruction between the classroom teacher and special

program instructional staff.

Interpreting the district's instructional policies and ensuring that instructional

staff at all levels possess the competencies required for effective implementation of

the instructional program is also the domain of the campus principal.
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Staff Development Exhibit 72 (page 35 of 45)

Competency based staff development/inservice activities designed to increase the

skills of instructional and/or administrative.staff in implementing the instruc-

tional program(s) may be provided using funds included in the Standard Appli-

cation. Use of these funds must be consistent with the guidelines for the various

programs. Staff development outcomes for each of the basic skill content areas

ha,,e been identified by the Agency and are attached. Districts are encouraged to

assess staff needs in terms of competencies required and actual staff performance.

Following staff development, an evaluation should be conducted to determine if the

needed competencies were obtained.

Evaluation

The purpose of evaluation is to determine the extent students are accomplishing the

objectives of the instructional program. A comprehensive evaluaticn plan for the

district should address four major areas: (1) the performance of students (product

evaluation), (2) the manner in which-programs are implemented (process evaluation),

(3) the characteristics of the staff and students, and (4).the costs of the program(s).

An area which has been especially problematic in the past has been that of student

testing. A testing plan should be developed for the entire district which ensures

that all special requirements for program evaluation can be met within the context

of the district's overall testing plan. Ail of the district's purposes for testing

and instruments used for testing should be reviewed. The outgrowth should be a plan

which minimizes student testing and eliminates duplication of tests administered.

Information about student performance is necessary to accomplish the following:

. Identify limited English proficient students

. Determine appropriate placement for instructional (functional levels)
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Exhibit 72 (page 36 of 45)

Identify specific skill needs within an identified instructional
\level

Select students for compensatory education programs such as,Chapter
1 Regular and State Compensatory Education

Identify handicapped students

Evaluate the total instructional 6rogram (for reporting to the
board and for the annual update for the district's Five-Year Plan)

Evaluate apecial programs such as Chapter 1 Regular and Migrant,
Bilingual, and Gifted and Talented.

Other

To determine accomplishment of the district's learner objectives (skills continuum,

etc.), the district should obtain or develop assessment instruments'which most nearly

measure the district's instructional program, The criteria for selecting these in-
.

struments should be based upon the degree of correlatiori between items tested and

the district's skills continuum in each content area at each grade level.

Reporting Evaluation Results

Improved student performance in the basic skill areas should occur when special

resources are used to supplement the district's instructional programs. Evidence

of student gains during a designated school year, and sustained performance during

the following year, will be required from every district receiving Chapter 1 funds,

both Regular and Migrant. Each district has been assigned a reporting date by the

Texas Education Agency, at which time three test scores, as well as descriptive data

about services provided, will be submitted to the Division of Piogram Evaluation,

Texas Education Agency. These scores should reflect the performance of all students

receiving supplementary instruction with Chapter 1 funds, expressed in percentile

ranks, during*a single school year program (1982-83, Cycle 1 or 1983-84, Cycle 2)

and the sustained effectiveness of the instructional services into the succeeding

school year (either 1983-84, Cycle 1 or 1984-85, Cycle 2).
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Exhibit 72 (page 37 of 45)

Planning for this reporting requirement and collection of the required test data

shoUld b. undertaken using the district's on-going testing piogam as a point of

departure. Every,effort should be made to avoid unnecessary testing.

Although a district is not required to submit an evaluation report to the Texas

Education Agency annually, an annual evaluation must be conducted to determine if

Chapter 1 funded services and bilinguil/ESL pralgrams should be centinued or modified.

Results or findings are to be retained in the dittrict.. Thelannual evaluatpm should'

be planned to examine the four areas previously discussed (product, process, staff

and student characteristics, and costs).

Technical Assistance for It rovin Basie Skills Instruction

The publication Planning and Managing Instruction in Basic Skills ma's developed by

the Texas Education Agency to assist those school districts whose students have not

achieved at the district's-expected performance level. Additionally, it may be

useful to districts whose students are performing at a satisfactory level but who

are seeking assistance in developing a single coordinated plan of instruction. A

copy of Planning and Managing Instruction in Basic Skills may be obtained by contacting

the education service center in each region or the Texas Education Agency, Office of

Planning and Research'. Technical assistance and inservice training programs are also

available fram the education service centers.
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SCHEDULE #10 - Program Design

General Instructions.

Exhibit 72 (page 38 of 45)

OOPERATIVE PROJECTS: SUBMIT A SEPARATE SCHEDULE #10 FOR EACH MEMBER DISTRICT:1

Complete Schedule #10 to indicate Chapter 1 and Bilingual/ESL program design,' re-
lative to the LEA foundation program basic skills subject areas.

IN LEAs WITH MULTIPLE PROGRAMS, DO NOT ATTEMPT TO IDENTIFY ALL VARIABLES. LIST THE

EXTREMES ONLY - FEWEST/MOST, SHORTEST/LONGEST, SMALLEST/LARGEST AS APPLICABLE.

Specific Instructions.

COLUMN (A).

COLUMN (B)

- Column (A) identifies the LEA's foundation program
basic skills areas. No entry is required in this
column, except for "OTHER". If the LEA offers a
SUBJECT AREA not listed here, enter the title in
the space provided.

- Place.an."X" in the appropriate box or boxes'to
indicate the LANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTION used to teach
the SUBJECT AREA in the corresponding Column (A).

COLUMNS (C), (D) AND (E) - From the list of supplementary INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNS,
select the appropriate deaign(s) to be ueed for Chapter

1 and Bilingual/ESL programs. Enter the LETTER corres-
ponding to that design in the apfiropriate space.

NOTE: If a box is checked in Column B, a supplementary instructional design MUST be

shown in the corresponding Columns (C), (D) and/or (E) . More than one instruc-

tional desi ma De listed for multi le prorams.

COLUMNS (F), (G) AND (H) - Enter the anticipated number of supplementary instruc-
tional periods PER WEEK a student wi31 receifie in the
Chapter 1 and/or Bilingual/ESL programs in the corres-
ponding LANGUAGE OF.INSTRUCTION checked in Column (B).

NOTE: If multiple programs are offered in Chapter 1 and/or Bilingual/ESL activities,

indicate the feEtstILI3s_ supplementary instructional periods a student would

receive each week. Example: An extensive Chapter 1 program could have many

instruct4onal designs; those requiring 5 periods a week, 7 periods a weak,

and 10 periods a week. Show this as: 5/10, in the appropriate column.

COLUMNS (I), (J) AND (K) - Enter the anticipated length (in minutes) of the sup-
plementary instructional periods entered in Columns (F),
(G) and/or (H) . For multiple programs, enter the
shortest/longest (in minutes) periods, e.g., 20/55,
in the appropriate column.

COLUMNS (L), (M) AND (N) - Enter the student/instructor ratio for the supplementary
instructional periods entered in Columns (F), (G) and/or

(H) . For multiple programs, enter the smallest/largest
ratios, e.g., 1:5/1:22, in the appropriate column. BE

SURE TO INCLUDE TEACHERS AND AIDES WHEN COMPUTING RATIOS.
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SUPPLEMENTARY rNSTRUC TONAL DESIGNS

Exhibit 72 (page 39 of 45)

A. Eligible students will be served in a Resource ClassroOm by a certified teacher.

B. Eligible students will be served ir a Resource Classroom by a certified teacher

and an aide.

C. Eligible students will be served by a certified itinerant teacher in the found-

ation. classroom.

D. Eligible students will be served bq an instructional aide in the'foundation class-

room under the direct supervision of a certified teacher;

E. Eligible students will attend a

F. Matching teachers will be used.

G. Tutors will be used.

lab.

H. Others (specify).: give a brief summary of the design which will be implemented.
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SCHEDULE #11 - Program Implementation

General Instructions.

'COOPERATIVE PROJECTS: SUBMIT A SEPARATE SCHEDULE 1/11 FOR EACH MEMBER DISTRICT. 1

Complete a Schedule #11 to indicate the methods and procedures to be used in
developing the overall instructional program and the objectives to be achieved
in administrative and instructional staff development activities. IF THE LEA WILL

IMPLEMENT ANY COMPONENT NOT LISTED, SPECIFY THAT COMPONENT IN THE SPACE PROVIDED IN

THE "OTHER" COLUMN.

Exhibit 72 (page 40 of 45)

Specific Instructions.

A. INSTRUCTIONAL PLACEMENT

4.

Indicate which method, or combination of methods,
listed in the center column will be used for
INSTRUCTIONAL PLACEMENT (functional 'level) of
.students in the appropriate components by plac-
Ing an "X" where appliCable. AN "X" IS
PLACED OPPOSITE "OTHER", SPECIFY THAT METHOD.

NOTE: Standardized achievement tests are not appropriate for placement.

B. IDENTIFICATION OF SPECIFIC
SKILL NEEDS

- Indicate which method, or combination of methods,

listed in the center column will be used to iden-
tify the SPECIFIC SKILL NEEDS of students in the
appropriate components by placing an "X" where

applicable. IF AN "X" IS PLACED OPPOSITE "OTHER
DIAGNOSTIC ASSESSMENT", SPECIFY THAT METHOD.

C. SYSTEMATIC SKILL DEVELOPMENT - Indicate which method, or combination of methods,

listed in the center column will be used to assure
the SYSTEMATIC SKILL DEVELOPMENT of students in
.the appropriate components by placing an "X" where

applicable. IF AN "X" IS PLACED OPPOSITE "OTHER",

SPECIFY THAT METHOD.

D. EDUCATIONAL CONTINUITY

E. STAFF DEVELOPMENT

- Indicate which method, or combination of methods,

listed in the center column will be used to assure'
the EDUCATIONAL CONTINUITY of students in the ap-
propriate components by placing an "X" where appli-
cable. IF AN "X" IS PLACED OPPOSITE "OTHER",
SPECIFY THAT METHOD.

- REFER TO THE LIST OF STAFF DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES.

Select the appropriate OBJECTIVES applicable to
the TRAINING AREAS listed on Schedule #11. Enter

the number or numbers, corresponding to the appli-
cable OBJECTIVE(S) opposite the TRAINING AREA and

under the language of instruction ENGLISH, BI-

LINGUAL, or ESL.

NOTE: THE LANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTION REFERES TO THE LANGUAGE USED TO TEACH THE SUBJECT

AREA, NOT THE LANGUAGE TO BE USED IN STAFF DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES.

STAFF DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES LISTED SHOULD BE DIRECTLY RELATED TO THE INSTRUCTIONAL

ACTIVITIES PROVIDED BY THE CHAPTER 1 AND BILINGUAL/ESL PROGRAMS. THIS TRAINING MUST

BE COORDINATED WITH OTHER LEA STAFF DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES, WITH REGARD TO PROGRAM

AND CONTENT.
25 4
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES

Instructional Leadershi

Exhibit 72 (page 41 of 45)

Instructional leaders (local, state, or federally funded), such as superintendents, assis-
tent superintendents, program directors/coordinators, program supervisors, counselors and

campus principals responsible for curriculum/program development and/or instructional
management will be able to:

1. identify the management strategies which impadt effective classroom iastruction

2. identify the processes for developing and implementing a comprehensive skills contieu-
.

um

3. identify a proceos for on-goiag assessment of student performance which iacludes eval-
uating and strenghtening the effecti7eness of instructional programs

4. identify an effective iastructional delivery system which encompasses and promotes
coordination between the regular and special programs staff

5. identify a systematic process for coordinating a staff development program at the
campus and/or district level based upon identified student, staff, and/program needs.

General Education (Regular and Bilingual), State Compensatory, Title I Aegular and

Migrant, Title VII Bilingual, and Special Education teachers assigned responsibility for

instruction in the following areas will be able to:

Reading

6. interpret the English and Spanish language proficiency teSt$ adopted by their district

7. analyze informal reading iaventory and criterion-refereaced test iaformation to de-

velop an individual, and campus instructional plan

8. analyze a class profile and develop aa instructional management plan

9. analyze the district's skills continuum to identify the levels at which essential

reading objectives are addressed

10. analyze the sequence of skills in the basal text(s) adopted by the district to iden-

tify the levels at which the skills are addressed on the district's skills continuum

11. develop and present iadividual and group teaching strategies to supplement instruc-

tion for essential reading objectives.

itaaakas in the Content Area

12. determine the suitability of content textbooks for individual students by adminis-

tering, scoring, aad interpreting a Cloze test

13. identify factors that contribute to the complexity of a text

14. develop and present strategies which could be used to reconcile text difficulty

15. identify skills that students must apply in extracting ideas from the printed page
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16. analyze a content area

aids.are present

17. identify activities in
students

18 develop lesson plans for content areas using appropriab..e reading methodology.

Mathematics

19. construct, administer, score and interpret a diagnostic test based on the district's

skills continuum

Exhibit 72 (page 42 of 45)

textbook used by the participant to identify which textual

which skimming and scanning could be used effectively by

20. analyze diagnostic test and criterion-referenced test information to develop an
individual and class instructional plan

21. analyze a class profile and develop an instructional management plan

22. identify skill-specific materials (at least one using concrete materials) for essen-

tial mathematics objectives

23. analyze the district's skills continuum to identify levels at which the skills are

addressed on the district's skills continuum

24. develop and present teaching strategies to supplement instruction for essential mathe-

matics objectives.

Writing Composition

25. analyze samples of itudents' writing to determine major strengths and weaknesses and

suggest how each of those strengths/weaknesses could be addressed instructionally

26. identify several ways in which oral language facility can be informally addressed to
provide information which may influence a student's willingness and/or ability to

write

27. describe the major stages of the writing process: prewriting, writing, rewriting,

and editing

28. describe what is meant by "attention to purpose and audience;" list and describe the

purposes for writing; list a variety of audiences to whom students may address their

writing
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Exhibit 72 (page 43 of 45)

29. create a writing assignment, indicating the age of the student for whom it it designed
which conveys the purpose for the piece of writing, the audience for whom it is
written, the mode of organization expected, and the form to be used (e.g. letter, poem,
story, report, etc.)

30. list the steps to be followed in teaching a writing assignment, from initial motiva-
tion through presentation of tba product to an audience

31. develop and/or use a method for evaluating a student's writing sample (such as focused
holistic scoring. Include features relating to purpose, audience, and mode of organi-

zation.)

32. describe how the conventions of writing (spelling, capitalization, punctuation, usage)
English grammar, and handwriting can be taught so that they are perceived by students
as aids to clear communication rather than as ends in themselves.

33. describe how writing can be taught or reinforced in areas of the curriculum other than

English language arts

34. establish criteria for evaluating student performance.
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ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS TO
INSTRUCTIONS AND GUIDELINES

Exhibit 72 (page 44 of 45)

COLUMN (F) - Lines 1 through 8, enter the line 10 (total) whole dollar amounts
budgeted from BILINGUAL, FY 1983 columns on schedules #38, 3C, 3D,

3E, 3G and line 05 of Schedules #3F, as applicable.

Line 9: leave blank

Line 10: Enter same amount as line 8.

COLUMN (G) - Follow instructions shown for COLUMN (F) above, but enter amounts

budgeted from ESL, FY 1983 funds.

frale 271

For Dual Language Programs checked in COLUMN (B) for each of the six subject areas, add:

COLMANS (C),

COLUMNS (F),

COLUMNS (I),

COLUMNS (L),

(D) AND (E) - Enter letter corresponding to appropriate design for
primary language, enter a comma, and follow with the
letter for ESL.

(G) AND (H) - Enter the number of periods per week a student will
receive instruction in the primary language, enter a
commab and follow with the number of periods'for ESL.

(J) AND (K) - Enter the length of time for instructional periods a
student will receive instruction in the primary
language, enter a comma, and follow with the length
of time for ESL.

(M) AND (N) - Enter the student/TEACHER ONLY ratio for primary
language instruction, enter a comma, and follow
with the student/TEACHER ONLY ratio for ESL.

1Page 28

After item H., add:

INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNS FOR BILINGUAL EDUCATION

I. Eligible students will be served in a self-contained classroom by a certified

teacher.

J. Eligible students will be served in a team-teaching situation by a certified

teacher.

Note: Designs A an(4 B above are also acceptable if the certified teacher (or

teacher on permit) provides primary language instruction and ESL and

the cooperating foundation teachers receive ESL training.

Tage 351

Correction:

1 A SCHEDULE #14 IS REQUIRED FOR ALL CAMPUSES
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Exhibit 72 (page 45 of 45)

For Chapter I, Regular,Evaluation:

Disregardpages 36 and 37
Use .the Evaluation Form on page 30 of the SAS Forms section to identify

tests used and dates of testing.
There is no need to send test data to TEA as originally planned. Instead,

it is recommended that this.testing be.worked into the annual evaluation

plan.
Normed-referenced or criterion-referenced tests may be used depending on

need.

For Cha ter I, Migrant, Evaluation:

Delete last sentence of first paragraph on page 36 of Instructions and

Guidelines. At this time, Title I Migrant must follow pages 36 and 37

of the Instructions and use the form on page 30 of the SAS forms section.

1Page 30 SAS Forms Section'

Disregard box in lower left corner. For Chapter I, Regular, and Chapter I,

Migrant, return this form with the SAS Application to,the Division of Compensatory

Educationoas indicated on page 1 of the SAS-201 forms package.

25j
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PLEASE SUBMIT AN ORIGINAL

AND 3 COPIES

PROJECT NUMBER

Superintendent:

Exhibit 73. (page 1 of 23)

STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
DIVISION OF FEDERAL ASSISTANCE

Montpelier, Vermont 05642

EDUCATION.CONSOLIDATION AND TWROVEMENT ACT

CHAPTER I

GRANT APPLICATION

PART./

Supervisory Union/District:

Mailing Address:

Bookkeeper:

Program Director:

Telephone Number:

Telephone NuMber:
ri

Telephone Number:

** CERTIFICATION OF ADMINISTRATIVE AND FISCAL AGENCY **

The supervisory union/district board has authorized me to submit this ECIA Chapter I

grant application, to accept the grant, and to administer the program. The applicant

agency continues V.; subscribe to the conditions in previously submitted statement

of assurances on compliance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Section 504

of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Title IX of the Education Amendments)of 1972, and

the Age Discrimination Act of 1975, and with the assurances on the page that. follows.

Signature, Superintendent Date- .

223
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Exhibit 73 (page 2 of 23)

ASSURANCES.

The applicant hereby assures compliance with the regulations and require-

ment as they relate to the application and the acceptance and use of federal

funds for this project. The Applicant also assures the following:

1. that it possesses legal authority to apply for the grant; that a resolution,

motion or similar action has been duly adopted or passed as an official

.act of the appllzant's governing body authorizing the filing of the appli-

cation and authorizing the person identified as the official representative

to act in connection with the application;

2. that it will comply with the provisions of Chapter I of the Education

Consolidation and Improvement Act which provides for:

a. the participation of children enrolled in private, approved non-profit

elementary and secondary schools on an equitable basis.

b. that the funds received under this Chapter are to be used only to

supplement local and state programs. In no case will such funds be

used to supplant funds from non-federal sources.

3. that it will keep such records and provide such information to the state

education agency as reasonably may be required for fiscal audit and program

evaluation;

4. that it will allocate all funds received under this Chapter throughout

the participating schools within the superintendency on the basis of the

annual determination of student needs and that the children with the greatest

need will be selected to participate.

5. that the evaluation of the programs under this Chapter shall include

objective measurements of educational achievement in reading, mathematics,

and/or language arts.

6. that it will provide for systematic consultation with parents of children

attending elementary and secondary.schools, with teachers and administrative

personnel and with other groups 45. may be deemed appropriate by the applicant

agency; and

7. that it-will allocate and use the funds made available under Chapter I only

for the purposes of this Chapter in accordance with Sec. 556 of ECIA and

with the application submitted to and approved by the state education agency.

.

8. that either the combined fiscal effort per student or the aggregate expendi-

tures in each school district for the preceding fiscal year was not less

'than 90 per cent of the second preceding fiscal year.
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Exhibit 73 (page 3 of 23)

CERTIFICATION for PARTICIPATION in COOPERATIVE PROJECT

This is to certify that representatives of the following named school districts:

.1.

have voted at a meeting el,f the Supervisory

School Union Board to authorize said supervisory union to accept grants, to adminis-

ter ECIA Chapter I and to act as the representative of said local education agencies.

Date of Meeting:

"k4

POLICY STATEMENT ON COMPARABILITY OF SERVICES

Applies to: Southwest Vermont (Bennington), St. Johnsbury; Colchester,
Chittenden East (Mount Mansfield Union) Burlington, South
Burlington, Orleans Essex North (Newport), Rutland City,
Barre City, Windham Southeast (Brattleboro, Hartford and
Springfield.

The applicant school district assures the State of Vermont that it has

established a district-wide salary schedule; that it has a policy to

ensure equivalence among schools in teachers, administrators, and auxil-.

iary personnel; and that it has a policy to ensure equivalence among

schools in the provision of curriculum materials and instructional supplies.

Signature, Superintendent Date
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Page 4

Exhibit 73 (page 4 of 23)

PARTICIPATION DATA

DUPLICATED COUNT - Enter the esti4ed number of pupils to be served in each projec

List all Participaiing
Buildings. Earmark Non-
.Public Schools (NP) and
Schools for Neglected and
Delinquent (NBD).

(1)

Participating
Grade
Span

(2)

COOITIVE

Early
Compensa-
tory Ed.

(3)

Reading

(4)

Math

(S)

Language/
krts

(6)

Cot

2 (;:i

TOTAL:
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SUMMARY BUDGET Exhibit 73 (page 5 of 23)

Accowit * Item
Funct. - Obj. Description

,

EAF CURRENT STATE/LOCAL

1000 - INSTRUCTION
100 Salaries
200 Benefits
300
400
500
600 .

CURRENT

2000 - SUPPORTING SERVICES
2120 - GUIDANCE

100 Salaries
200 Benefits _

500 .

600-800
OTHER

2210 - INSERVICE

2317 - ADMINISTRATION
100
200.

300 Audit-
500
600-800

2322 PARENT/TEACHER
CONSULTATION ACTIVITIES

.

2520 - FINANCIAL SERVICES

2550 - PUPIL TRANSPORTATION

INDIRECT COST RATE:
.
i

CAPITAL OUTLAY
730 Improvements

,

740 Equigment

TOTAL:
.

.

W, 1*4 N I

.
.
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Exhibit 73 (page 6 of 23)

PUSH for ACHIEVEMENT in COMPENSATORY EDUCATION

This formula assists the district in meeting program requirements. Chapter 1 ECU

Section 556 (b) (3) "Size, Scope, Quality"

1. Allocation for FY1983 1.

2. 80% of A/location

AMR

2.

3. Budget Function 100Q, Objects 100 (including EAF -

salaries) and 200 - benefits (Budget Page 5) 3.

4. Amount included on Line 3 must be equal to or

greater than the amount recorded on Line 2 4. Meets Criteria
Yes No

If 'Inc)", give explanation:,

5.

=1

Divide amount in Line 3 by (This

amount is 35% of the average elementary (K-6) per

pupil cost of previous year for the district/union.

6. Total participation using duplicated count for

direct Title I instructional services 6.

Do not include support services. This count

can be taken from the Participation Data on Page 4.

7. Total on Line 6 must be equal to'or greater

than amount recorded on Line 5 7. Meets Criteria

If "no", give explanation:
Yes No

2 6 5
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Exhibit 73 (page 7 of 23)

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

PROGRAM GOALS

Students served by this program will increase and maintain at a

higher.level their basic skills in reading, mathematics and/or language

arts as measured on a twelve month interval, and

Students will develop a more positive attitude toward themselves and

toward learning.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

Students served in this program will on the average increase their

performance in reading, mathematics, and/or language arts skills by at

least 7 N.C.E.s as measured by a standardized tes administered in the

Fall and Spring of the school year.

PROGRAM EVALUATION

Name the standardized test and/or other assessment procedure(s) for

each project in thisprogram (e.g. reading, mathematics, language arts,

compensatory early education, counseling).

229
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Exhibit 73 (page 8 of 23)

PROGRAM NARRATIVE

Chapter I ECIA in Section 556 requires that the projects be of

"sufficient size, scam and quality to give reasonable promise of

substantial progress toward meeting the special needs of children to

be served." Attach a brief description of each project to be aperated

under this program. Limit the narrative to the length necessary for

the Department to understand the size and scope of services. Explain

how the project supplements (and not supplants) local and state educa-

tional programs. Attach pages as needed.
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Page 9 P

List a senorita budget for each participating non-nublic school.
Exhibit 73 (page 9 of 23)

.M11.111Mi.

Account Number

Function Object
Item Description Amount

Acc-
Subtc,

268
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111,..0001.

List separate budget for each participating non-public school.

Exhibit 73 (page 10 of 23)

Account Number

unction Obj ect
Item Description .



Exhibit 73 (page 11 of 23)

VERMONT DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Division of Federal Assistance

CHAPTER I ECIA

Part II

PROGRAM DIRECTORS GUIDE

Supervisory Union

Date

Chapter I Program Description For Fiscal Years 1983 - 1985

Complete this guide before beginning Chapter I services.
File it locally. DO NOT MAIL IT TO MONTPELIER.

Signature of Person Preparing
This Guide

Date
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Exhibit 73 (page 12 of 23)

TABLE OF CONTENTS'

Cheek when completed Section

I. Program Plannizi

A. Comprehensive Assessment of Needs 1

B. Private School Services 2

C. Program Outcomes 3

D. Parent-Teacher Consultation

II. Program Implementation

A. Student Selection

B. Description of Program Content,
Teaching Strategies, Delivery of Services 6

C. Staffing Plan 7

D. Inservice Training 8

III. Evaluation

A. Evaluation Design .

IV.% Dissemination

A. Dissemination Plan

V. Timeline of Activities

A. Schedule Completed

2342 4.1.
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Exhibit 73 (page 13 of 23)

I PROGRAM PLANNING

A. Comprehensive Assessment of Needi

Standard:

SECTION 1

The priority of needs of educationally deprived

children in the *superintendency were determined

in consultation with teachers and parents. The

evidence of need and the bases for the assignment

of priorities have been documented. The relative

needs of preschool, early elementary, later

elementary and secondary children have been considered.

*or eligible attendance areas in districts

w/target schools.

Procedures for Needs Assessment:

27?
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SECTION 2-

Exhibit 73 (page 14 of 23)

I B. Private School Services (if applicable)

Standard: Educationally deprived children enrolled in private

schools will have genuine'opportunities to participate

in the program on the bisis.of need as determined by

the comprehensiVe assessment of the needs of all

children in the eligible low-income areas. The high

priority needs of private school children residing in

those areas will be mit with services that are comparable

in scope and quality to those provided to meet the high

priority needs of public school children.

1. Describe procedures for involving private school parents and

teachers in program development.

2. List the participating schools.

3. List services to be provided to eligible children in each of

the participating private schools.

p
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SECTION 3.

Exhibit 73 (page 15 of 23)

I C. Program Outcomes

Standard: The program is based on clearly stated outcomes and,

if executed as planned, will very I4ely result in

reduction of educational deficiency,:

Objectives:

237
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SECTION 4.

Exhibit 73 (Page 16 of 23),
A

I D. Parent-Teacher Consultation

Standard: The program includes planned activities and/or

services in.which parents-and teachers are

systematically consulted in -the.deveIopment,
implementation and ,evaluatiop of seryicei.

In carrying out the provisions of This requiremeni

the district will either

(check one)

Cfj

4

Cgntinue its formally organized Parent Advisory

Council as described in the FY80 application and

summarized below
Name of Chairperson:-

or
?

Provide,a systematic procedure for the involve-

ment of parents and teachers as described,below.
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SECTION S.

Exhibit 73 (page 17 of 23)

II IMPLEMENTATION

A. Student Selection

Standard: The application shows that the program is designed

to meet, in the grades selected in the needs assess-

ment process, a limited number of high priority

children whose'needs cannot be met through the

regular schodl program or other programs.

Procedures For Student Selection: (Include lists of pariicipating'

and eligible children)

276
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SECTION 6

Exhibit 73 (page 18 of 23)

II B. Euise_amss.5,, Teaching Strategies, and Delivery of Services

Standard: The Chapter 1 program is built on a thorough review

of the evidence concerning the educational deficiences

of the children to be served. In planning the content

and teaching strategies consideration has been given

to the relationship of the Chapter 1 program to the

regular school programs. The Chapter 1 program has

been planned to supplement and not supplant local

or state programs and services.

Description of Each Project:

. .

277
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Exhibit 73 (page 19 of 23)

II C. Staffing Plan

SECTION 7

Standard: The proposed staffing pattern is appropriate for
the activities and services to be provided.

Describe the responsibilities of the Title I staff members -
or insert job descriptions.

278
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SECTION 8

Exhibit 73 (page 20 of 23)

.1I . U. Inservice Training

Standard: Inservice training will be geared specifically to

the requirements of the.Chapter 1 program and the

needs of the Chapter I staff.

Write your plan to train Chapter teachers, Chapter 1 aides

and regular classroom teachers serving children in the programt
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Exhibit 73 (page 21 .of 23)

III. EVALUATION

Standard: The program includes specific evaluation procedures

that are appropriate for the services to be provided

and consistent with project objectivss and/or the

same outcomes. Adequate staff and other resources

will be provided to implement the procedures.

Describe how the program will be evaluated. Be sure to follow

State guidelines.

SECTION 9

280
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Exhibit 73 (page 22 of 23)

IV DISSEMINATION

QQArla

Standard: The program includes provision for the dissemination

of information to staff.and parents for their use in

planning and conducting projects, (i.e. the results

of previous evaluations).

Describe:

1/

281
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Exhibit 73 (page 23 of 23) .

TIMELINE OF ACTIVITIES

s

245
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APPENDIX A

Sources of Information on Chapter 1 Applications

The following are addresses of the Chapter 1 offices of the five

states whose new Chapter 1 applications were used in Exhibits 69 through

73. Readers can use this list of states to obtain more information

regarding these materials.

Supervisor, Chapter 1 ECIA
Colorado Dept. of Education
201 East Colfax Street
Denver, CO 80203

Coordinator, Chapter 1 ECIA
Michigan Dept. of Education
P. O. Box 30008
Lansing, MI 48909

Coordinator, Chapter 1
Mississippi Dept. of Education
P. O. Box 771
Jackson, MS 39042

Director, Compensatory rlucation
Texas Education Agency
201 East llth Street
Austin, TX 78701

Coordinator of Federal Programs
Vermont Dept. of Education
Montpelier, VT.05602
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